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MLS 1e Middellandstraat 
Council committee ESMV Committee of councillors preparing the general 

council meetings on certain topics, in this case 
economics, social affairs, harbour, environment 
and traffic 

Crossability Ability to cross a certain street 

 
  



Summary 
The Henegouwerlaan (HGL) and ‘s-Gravendijkwal (GDW) also originally known as the tunnel traverse 
in the city of Rotterdam. At the north side of the Maas this corridor brings traffic to and from the 
Maastunnel, momentarily about 30.000 vehicles per day in total. Next to this important traffic 
function, the street also accommodates typical residences with a lot of inhabitants close to the traffic 
corridor, resulting in a lot of hindrance for the residents caused by the huge amount of traffic.  A 
tension exists between the increase of traffic in this corridor in the future and the liveability of the 
corridor for the residents. Liveability here is defined as a combination of several aspects such as local 
accessibility, attractiveness and severance. 

Several main roads in the city of Rotterdam are nominated to be tunneled in the (near) future. The 
residents at HGL and GDW have tried to get their corridor also nominated for tunneling.  In 2009 the 
Mayor and Alderman declared their preference for the council variant; a variant in which a traffic 
junction would be made in the middle of HGL. In reaction to this preference, the residents at HGL 
developed their own variant, the so called citizen variant, in which a connection will be made with 
MLS at the GDW.  

In this project document next to the current variants, other alternatives to improve the liveability at 
HGL and GDW are examined on their acceptance by the main stakeholders. Also alternatives with 
interferences at higher levels of scale are considered.  To reach this goal a modified basic design cycle 
has been followed. 

Main stakeholders in this project include the residents/house owners/local businesses, the several 
modes and flows of traffic and the municipality. Their interests are all more or less in the field of 
liveability, accessibility, finance and disturbances during the construction of a chosen alternative. 
Together with the compliance with municipal decisions, these fields form the main criteria on which 
the alternatives are scored..  

Next to the zero alternative in which the future situation without any unplanned interferences is 
examined, the zero+ alternative comprehends an optimization of the current situation. The zero+ 
alternative forms the first category of alternatives. Alternatives in which only physical interferences 
are taken to improve liveability are in the form of covering an extended tunnel traverse in which also 
the intersection with MLS is tunnelled. Next to the council and the citizen variant, two other 
alternatives are described: the Weena alternative, in which the Weena intersection is brought to the 
level of the bottom of the tunnel traverse, and the long tunnel, in which the tunnel traverse is 
elongated and MLS tunneled, but no connections are made to the side roads.  

Alternatives in which a part of the traffic at HGL/GDW is redirected  are aiming at decreasing traffic 
intensities in the corridor and thus improve liveability. A first option to reduce traffic is by rerouting 
part of the traffic over Aelbrechtskade, west of the corridor.  As only 2x1 lanes are needed at 
HGL/GDW anymore a boulevard can be build at ground level or the tunnel traverse can be preserved. 
Another method to reduce traffic at HGL/GDW is by implementing a one way inner city ring road. 
Traffic intensities at HGL/GDW are expected to decrease enough to make the fourth lane in the 
tunnel traverse superfluous for through traffic and usable for on and off ramps to connect the 
traverse with side roads.  



The effects of the alternatives are evaluated and the scorecard is filled in. Each criterion is evaluated 
to compare the result of the different alternatives. This has resulted in the score card with for each 
alternative an evaluation per criteria. This scorecard and the priorities of stakeholders determined in 
the analysis are used to describe the favourability of the different alternatives for each stakeholders 
with a focus on the municipality. It can be concluded that although the zero+ alternative is attractive 
for the municipality, this alternative is not accepted by most local stakeholders. The council 
alternative might seem promising from the point of view of the municipality, but liveability is not 
improved significantly compared to some other alternatives, see Table 0-1. The Aelbrechtskade + 
tunnel alternative therefore seems most promising, although its feasibility can be discussed.  

Table 0-1 Overview preferred alternatives 
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Residents          

 HGL - - -  + +   + 

 GDW - -    + +   

 Aelbr.       - -  

House owners - - -     +  

Pedestrians &cyclists - - -  - +  +  

Businesses in area - -     + +  

Reg. and mun. traffic  +  +     - 

Local road traffic + +  +     - 

District governments       +   

Stadsregio Rotterdam   +    +  - 

Province of South-
Holland 

 +       - 

 
The municipality favours amongst others taking only small measures or the council alternative, but 
both are opposed by local stakeholders. The Aelbrechtskade + tunnel alternative, in which traffic is 
redirected and the tunnel traverse redesigned with lower capacities is both favoured by the 
municipality as not opposed by most (local) stakeholders.  
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1. Introduction 
The project described in this report focuses on the corridor Henegouwerlaan / ‘s-Gravendijkwal 
(HGL/GDW) in Rotterdam. 

1.1 Location 
The location within the city and within the centre is given with the red line in Figure 1-1. As can be 
seen, the traverse connects to Maastunnel, within the city the largest connection between the north 
and south side of the Maas waterway, for which it serves as an important access road. Hence it has a 
large traffic function and processes some 32.000 vehicles per day (in both directions). 

 

Figure 1-1: Location of HGL/GDW in Rotterdam (above) and zoomed in into the city centre (below) 
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As can be seen in the city centre zoom in Figure 1-1, the corridor runs on the west side of the city 
centre, between Weena in the north and Rochussenstraat in the south. The part north of the 
intersection with 1e Middellandstraat is called Henegouwerlaan (HGL), whereas the part south of this 
intersection is ‘s-Gravendijkwal (GDW). Originally, the corridor was designed as a wide, green and 
peaceful street with stately houses. But with the construction of Maastunnel the street was 
converted into a 2x2 lane tunnel traverse with service roads on both sides along most of the corridor. 
Mathenesserlaan and Nieuwe Binnenweg are now passed underneath, however the ground level 
intersection with 1e Middellandstraat (MLS) remains. 

The liveability, a complex notion widely discussed in this project, at the HGL/GDW has dropped since 
this conversion, especially due to the high severance, the low air quality (resulting from car 
emissions) and noise disturbance caused by road traffic. The use of the stately houses has become of 
a ‘lower quality’, with many buildings used for night and sex clubs, shelter for homeless and addicted 
and several even unoccupied. 

1.2 Reason for this report 
Compared to other cities in the Netherlands, Rotterdam is known for its large streets, yielding a high 
accessibility for car users into the city and its centre. Downside however is the disturbance these 
large traffic streams cause. After disturbing reports on air quality and how to cope with growing 
traffic flows, in 2005 the municipality of Rotterdam took up the idea of tunnelling the large traffic 
streams, initially at other locations in the city. To improve their liveability, residents of GDW, 
assembled in the residents organisation B.O.O.G., jumped into this discussion and also GDW/HGL 
came into consideration of the municipality. With extensive political lobbying and because of the 
readily present tunnel traverse, GDW/HGL was selected for tunnelling and a research for improving 
the living climate at GDW/HGL was issued, resulting in a report where four possible tunnelling 
options were examined. 

After more extensive studies one of the further elaborated variants was selected by the municipality 
as the variant of preference. In the selection of this variant the facilitation of a so called ‘inner city 
ring’ turned out to be an important asset for the municipality. With this variant the residents of GDW 
were pleased, as an increased liveability was expected. Residents of HGL however considered this an 
undesirable variant, organized themselves, started opposing the municipality’s preferred variant and 
proposed an own variant, which was to be further explored by the municipality. This is the situation 
where this project started off with. 

1.3 Objective and products 
Due to the political course of things, plans to improve the liveability at GDW/HGL were only 
considered within a very narrow solution space. The term ‘tunnel vision’ is ironically applicable to the 
process leading to the current variants.  The tunnel discussion was for the residents at GDW/HGL 
only a good opportunity to get their liveability issue on the political agenda, but there may very well 
be better ways to increase the liveability. 

The aim of this project is therefore to look within a wider scope for possibilities to increase the 
liveability at GDW/HGL by any optimisation, redirecting or physical measure. To cover a large 
solution space and consequently develop promising alternatives, limitations in the development of 
the current variants are analysed and other solution directions are explored. Together with the 
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current variants, the developed alternatives will be assessed to see if there are more promising ways 
to increase the liveability, or if (one of the) current variants actually excel, also in the wider solution 
space. 

Accordingly, this report intends to support in finding a good solution for the municipality’s problem 
of the decreased liveability at GDW/HGL. For the municipality obviously also other issues are of 
interest, like the accessibility and possible impact elsewhere, which will be taken into account. The 
project described in this report has, however, an independent and scientific approach and puts itself 
outside the political arena, as not to be subject to dynamic political restraints and influences, like 
council motions and residents’ pressure. The project does look at the political arena before the start 
of the project, but assumes no further changes during the project. 

Nevertheless, for this report to be useful by decision makers, a thorough stakeholder analysis is 
carried out, revealing the stakeholders’ power, interests and possible conflicts thereof. These are 
used to identify the problem further and to come to relevant criteria and constraints for the 
alternatives to be tested against. Mentioned before, liveability is a very important notion here and is 
further elaborated on and subdivided into several criteria. Since the different stakeholders will have 
different views on what a ‘good’ solution is and value the criteria differently, also the stakeholders’ 
priorities are studied. This results in an overview ranking each criterion for each stakeholder in terms 
of importance. 

The final product of this report will be twofold. Firstly, the expected effects of the different 
alternatives are determined, leading to a score for each criterion per alternative. They will be 
presented in a scorecard, so the differences between the alternatives’ performances can easily be 
seen. Secondly, with the determined stakeholders’ priorities, an overview of the favourability of the 
alternatives per stakeholder is given. For decision makers this can be used to see which stakeholders 
will be pleased when choosing one of the alternatives and where resistance can be expected. 

1.4 Reading guide 
The structure of the report is as follows: 

In chapter two the research questions, the scope and the design process are described. Chapter three 
will then guide the reader through the breakdown of the situation in terms of traffic, liveability and 
stakeholders and their issues and priorities. The chapter ends with criteria, constraints, stakeholders 
and their priorities. 

Chapter four will list the outcome of the brainstorm presents the solution directions and will 
elaborate the final selection of the alternatives. 

Chapter five will present the alternatives by describing the situation when implemented and the 
effects compared to the current situation. The alternatives will be compared with respect to the 
criteria and stakeholders in chapter six. Chapter seven and chapter eight will provide the conclusions 
and recommendations respectively. 
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2. Project aim and methodology 
The project aim is to present alternatives for HGL/GDW to improve the liveability significantly. The 
currently considered alternatives are only about covering the tunnel traverse. In this report a broader 
perspective is taken towards the problem. These alternatives can be found as an answer to the 
research question. The research question can be found in this chapter together with the sub 
questions. 

The sub-questions will be answered using the basic design cycle, a series of design activities with 
milestones. The boundaries of the alternatives are determined by the scope as presented at the end 
of this chapter. 

2.1 Research question 
The alternatives that are currently considered by the city council are very one-dimensional as is 
concluded in paragraph 3.2 on the decision making process. That is, they all regard an adaption of 
the current tunnel passage and only differ in details (where should which side road be connected 
with the tunneltraverse). In this research the intention is to go back to the original goal of the 
adaption of the tunnel traverse, which is to improve the liveability at HGL/GDW, only this time a 
broader look is taken at the possibilities to reach this goal.  The research question hence becomes: 

What are good alternatives to significantly improve the liveability at HGL and GDW? 
 
In this context good alternatives are alternatives that will be approved by the city council and not 
disapproved by many of the other main stakeholders. To answer this question possible alternatives 
within a wider solution space will be investigated, all with the goal of optimising the liveability at 
HGL/GDW, while also taking into account the current (physical/legal/political) environment it is 
located in. 

2.1.1 Sub-questions 
To make the research question more explicit for this independent research the question is divided in 
sub questions. Answering these sub questions will yield a proper answer to the research question. In 
the next paragraph the design process will be explained. Taking a first glance at this we can link the 
sub-questions to different parts of this process and to the chapters. We will use A for analysis, S for 
simulation and syntheses and E for evaluation. The increasing number means that more than one 
sub-question is formulated for this design step. 

A1: What is the situation at HGL/GDW and what are the current plans? 
 Description of the situation, understanding of the problems and insights to get to good 

alternatives. 
A2: How is liveability defined? 

 An in depth research on what liveability encompasses and which part is applicable to 
HGL/GDW. 

A3: Who are the main stakeholders? 
 Assessing for who the project is interesting and in what way 

A4: What do they consider favourable? 
 Assessing what is important for the stakeholders and to what extent.  

S1: What are potential alternatives? 
 A brainstorm to find suitable alternatives in a wider scope 
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E1: What are the performances of the alternatives? 
 Assess the favourability of the suitable alternatives for the different stakeholders 

 
In which chapter will the sub-question be answered? 
Chapter 3 will analyse HGL/GDW and answer A1 A2 A3 A4 
Chapter4 will generate alternatives and partly answers S1 
Chapter 5 will elaborate on alternatives and effects, continuing on question S1 
Chapter 6 will evaluate the alternatives, answering E1 

2.2 Design process 
In this paragraph the working method to answer the sub questions is explained. The basic design 
cycle (analysis, synthesis, simulation and evaluation) forms a perfect basis to handle this question, 
The way this basic design cycle is used in this project is explained in this paragraph.   

2.2.1 Basic design cycle 
In general design can be represented by what is called the basic design cycle, which is a series of 
design activities that are represented by intermediate milestones. As the order of these activities is 
not pre-established, its flexibility gives a good ground to base a project set-up on. (Roozenburg, 
2009) The projects start with an analysis of the current situation and its characteristics. As the goal of 
this project is to look at a wide scope of alternatives, a brainstorm is held before the synthesis. 
Herein a selection is to be made, to keep the number of alternatives limited. The remaining 
alternatives are elaborated a bit further to be evaluated in the last phase. In Figure 2-1 the basic 
design cycle can be found which is used to pass through the project. 

 

Figure 2-1 Basic design cycle 
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Analysis 
The project starts with the analysis. In this phase the present situation is examined and the problem 
is defined. With the help of a situation description of HGL/GDW (historical and current situation) and 
a description of the decision making process an overview is given of what has happened and what is 
happening at HGL and GDW. Part of this is an analysis of the traffic situation at HGL and GDW, which 
is made using data from dS+V but also own counts.  

The situation description and the decision making process give a good introduction into the 
stakeholder analysis, which is done to determine which stakeholders have which interests in the 
project. A brainstorm on these stakeholders and their interests form the base of the stakeholder 
power versus interest grid and the issue interrelationship diagram. The first diagram shows which 
stakeholders are most important for the project because of their interest in the project 
(persons/organizations/institutions with a lot at stake) and/or their potential influence on the final 
results of the project. This stakeholder power versus interest grid is used to define the main 
stakeholders. In the second diagram the interests are organized in a limited amount of issues, which 
are all more or less connected to each (main) stakeholder. This diagram shows the complexity of the 
project and the conflicts of interest.  

After the stakeholder analysis it is possible to describe what the actual problem at HGL and GDW is. 
This can stem from a conflict of interests for example visible in the difference between the 
assessment of the actual situation and a desired situation by one or more stakeholders.  

The interests of the stakeholders, summarized in the aforementioned issues form the basis of the 
criteria on which all alternatives will be evaluated. These alternatives have to comply with certain 
project constraints, for example with regulations on safety. For the criteria applies that the better the 
alternatives score on certain criteria, the more they are favourable for the stakeholders that find 
these criteria important.  

How important each criterion is for each stakeholder is defined in the stakeholders’ priorities table, 
in which the criteria are ordered per actor on their importance to that stakeholder. 

The products of the analysis phase are a list of the stakeholders, their interests and their prioritized 
criteria, the criteria itself and the constraints. 

Brainstorm 
The next step is the brainstorm. In this phase a wide range of ideas which might solve the problem, is 
raised during a brainstorm, after which these ideas are ordered in so called solution directions. These 
solution directions represent different ways to solve the problem; examples are tunnelling/covering, 
noise/emission repressing measures and renovating intersections. Per solution direction one or a few 
provisional alternatives are chosen between or composed of the ideas within that solution direction.  

Subsequent a selection is made between these provisional alternatives. Not all alternatives will 
comply with the project constraints set in the analysis. As all alternatives should satisfy the 
constraints, all non-complying alternatives are excluded from further examination. The remaining 
alternatives will continue to the next phase. From the remaining alternatives it is expected that they 
will comply with the constraints, but this has to be checked after the simulation in which the effects 
of the alternatives are specified. 
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Synthesis 
In the synthesis the alternatives are further detailed and their physical feasibility is checked. The 
concept version of the alternatives might seem promising, but potentially not all alternatives can be 
fit in at GDW/HGL or the rest of the network, or not without other physical or policy measures. In the 
second it becomes clear what the alternatives will look like (working out the concept of the 
alternatives into a lower level of detail including drawings) and how the alternatives are supposed 
used by residents, local, municipal and regional traffic, etc. (which traffic flow is supposed to use 
which part of the corridor) 

Simulation 
With the more detailed information of the alternatives the effects of each alternative can be 
assessed using the criteria from the analysis. To be able to assess the effects per criterion these 
criteria are made operational into measurable/quantifiable indicators. First the criteria are split into 
more concrete sub criteria. In case these sub criteria are already measurable (a unit of measure can 
be appointed to the sub criterion, which can be easily assessed analyzing an alternative), no further 
subdivision is made. In all other cases the sub criteria are even further divided into measurable sub-
sub criteria. These sub-sub criteria and the undivided sub criteria form the measurable indicators to 
make the assessment of effects per main criterion possible. Per alternative the effects per indicator 
are defined.   

Evaluation 
In the last phase, the evaluation, the effects of the alternatives are compared resulting in a 
scorecard. In the scorecard the alternatives are mutually (qualitatively) scored on their effects per 
criterion. The scorecard therefore gives an overview of the mutual relations in effects per criterion of 
the alternatives.   

The scorecard is used in combination with the stakeholders, their interests and prioritized criteria 
determined in the analysis, to assess the best and the worst alternatives per actor, using the 
lexicographic ordering method.(Ham H., SPM9434) 

This information can be used to define which of the alternatives will be approved by the city council 
and not disapproved by many of the other main stakeholders  
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2.3 Scope 
The scope is meant to demarcate the boundaries of this project. All kinds of perspectives play a roll in 
this project but not all will be taken into account. In the first phases of the project the scope is much 
wider than described hereunder, the scope described represents all aspects that are taken or not 
taken into account at the end of the project. Not all perspectives are very important and might 
complicate the project unnecessary.   

Geographical  
The main geographical focus in this project lies on the GDW/HGL corridor that runs from the 
Statentunnel in the North to the Rochussenstraat in the South, which is indicated in red in Figure 2-2. 
This is also the area where the liveability is to be improved.  

The area in which measures are considered is a little broader and stretches from the A20 in the north 
to the Maas in the south, and is bounded by the Schie in the west and the Boezemweg in the east, 
which forms the blue area in Figure 2-2. 

The geographical scope is limited by the highway-ring around the city, formed by the A20, A16, A15 
and A4. Effects outside this area are disregarded, since they are expected to be insignificant. Also the 
origins and destinations of traffic is not further differentiated outside this scope. This area is depicted 
in Figure 2-2 with the black dashed line. In case a smaller geographical scope was chosen, not all 
possible detour routes for traffic flows at HGL/GDW would have been taken into account. 

 

 
Figure 2-2: Geographical scope 

Traffic flows 
In principal all of the following traffic flows are regarded: pedestrians, cyclists, private motorized 
vehicles and public transport. Private motorized traffic is considered more closely and is 
differentiated according to origin and destination. Public transport is only focussed on locally; 
adaptations and effects to entire networks lie outside the scope of this project. 
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Policies 
The political decision making process is closely considered in this project to identify stakeholders and 
issues. Here fore not only the process is examined, but also current policy documents on (certain 
aspects of) the city, such as described in for example the “Stadsvisie 2030” and “Verkeersplan 
binnenstad”, are considered. The project however is not taking into account the dynamical political 
interests of the stakeholders involved, which are especially susceptible to the coming elections in 
March 2010. 

Financial & economical 
The financial scope is fairly limited in this project. Construction (and maintenance cost) estimations 
will be carried out, but will be largely based on intuitional comparison with expected costs for the 
current plans: a detailed specification of costs lies outside the scope of this project. Because of the 
expected limited revenues, also possibilities for public private partnership and alike lie outside the 
scope. This is because of the mostly residential function of the area. The financial feasibility is not 
considered.  

The economical feasibility for example in the form of a cost-benefit analysis lies also outside the 
scope. Some costs and benefits (e.g. accessibility, liveability) are indicated in the criteria and will be 
used to evaluate the alternatives, but these costs and benefits are not monetizated (except for 
construction costs). Indirect costs and benefits on the longer term like increased value of properties 
in the area are not considered.  

Legal 
The legal perspective is quite complex, especially with regard to the “tunnelwet”, legislation with 
respect to tunnels, underpasses and coverings. In this project only those regulations that come 
forward from the descriptions and developments of the current alternatives are also included in the 
scope of this project. Regarding (European) legislation concerning noise and air pollution are 
considered, but not as strict legal constraints, because that was not done in the development of the 
current alternatives either.  

Technical 
From the technical or engineering perspective, only the spatial fitting is analyzed thoroughly. The 
construction feasibility is only roughly estimated by expert judgement and comparison to reference 
projects. Strength of constructions and other technical details will not be calculated.   

Sociological & psychological 
The sociological and psychological aspects are very important in the aspect of liveability. Personal 
and group perception on what liveability is and what is important herein will in practice determine 
how liveable HGL and GDW are. These perceptions are not taken into account. It is tried to 
incorporate the different aspects of liveability in the criteria and make them assessable with the help 
of objective indicators.  

External factors 
Factors that are not mentioned here above or lie outside our system boundaries are considered 
external factors. Examples are national plans to build the A4 and A13/16, autonomic growth of car 
mobility and automobile techniques, the presence of shelter homes in the corridor, etc.  

An overview of what is taken into account can be found in Table 2-1.  
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Table 2-1 Overview scope 

Geographical Traffic and effects: whole highway ring around 
Rdam + inside main roads 

Solutions: area between Schie, A20, Boezemweg 
and Maas 

Traffic flows Local, municipal regional traffic, with a focus on 
private motorized vehicles 

Policies Decision making process until now, current policy 
documents on for example traffic, spatial 
planning 

Financial/economical Estimation of construction costs, main benefits 
indicated in criteria and therefore in scorecard 

Legal Legislation on tunnels, emissions and noise 

Technical Only spatial fitting 

Sociological & psychological Taken as much aspects into account as 
measurable 
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3. Issues and stakeholders at Henegouwerlaan and ‘s-Gravendijkwal 
To be able to come to good alternatives to improve the liveability at GDW/HGL, it is important to 
know what is currently at stake. Therefore an analysis is carried out on the different contexts of 
GDW/HGL: the physical context, as well as the traffic and the political context.  

First the history is described in paragraph 3.1.1. The origin of the street is explained, as well as the 
development up to the current situation, which is examined in the subsequent paragraph 3.1.2. The 
situation with respect to traffic is separately discussed in paragraph 3.2. Then a look is taken at the 
recent political developments regarding the current plans to adapt GDW/HGL and the resulting 
alternatives in paragraph 3.3. Traffic noise and emissions in tunnels are described in paragraph 3.4 
and 3.5 respectively. 

With the help of the analysis so far, the stakeholders and their interests are identified in paragraph 
3.6 Also the conflicts of interests are pointed out, leading to the problem definition in paragraph 3.7 
Now the applicable constraints and criteria for the design of alternatives can be defined, presented in 
paragraph 3.8 and 3.9 To later determine the favourability of alternatives for different stakeholders, 
the importance they give to criteria is assessed and the stakeholders’ priorities are ranked in 
paragraph 3.10. 
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3.1 Situation description 

3.1.1 The road from 1891 till today 
HGL and GDW were constructed as part of G.J. de Jongh’s urban expansion plan from 1891, after the 
annexation of Delfshaven by Rotterdam. This official annexation was carried out because an insecure 
and poor area existed between the two towns. The houses were badly constructed and no lighting or 
sewing system was present. The (at the time) far outskirts of Delfshaven were scarcely policed and 
unsafe.  

As determined in the expansion plan, HGL/GDW became part of a stately and majestic 
neighbourhood with wide, green lanes. During those times the street had one main road lane in the 
middle, separated with large trees from service roads on both sides, as can be seen in Figure 3-1. The 
street was purely used for wealthy housing; stores and other business were located around the 
corner on Nieuwe Binnenweg.  

 
Figure 3-1 ‘s-Gravendijkwal 
 
With the completion of the Maastunnel in 1942, an important connection under passing the Maas 
was established. Because of a large increase in traffic through HGL and GDW also the tunnel passage 
was constructed. This the maastunnel and the passage were largely funded by the national 
government, which would benefit from this new connection across the Maas, for a state route from 
The Hague, passing Dordrecht towards the south of the country. (dS+V, 2008) 

In the past also a tramway ran along HGL. After the Second World War until 1996 (dS+V, 2007) 
different tramlines used this section of the rail network. The rails are still in place on the service 
roads, but are currently unused.  
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3.1.2 Current situation 
HGL is part of a corridor running in the west side of the centre of Rotterdam, processing a large 
traffic stream. In the north it ends in Statenlaan, where it reaches Weena and crosses the railroad, 
and in the south it ends in GDW where MLS is crossed. GDW later on runs into the Maastunnel, one 
of the three possibilities within the city of Rotterdam to cross the river Maas.  

HGL and GDW are currently rather similar and share a lot of characteristics and problems. They form 
a corridor with large trees and stately houses. However, the streets are not very well maintained and 
many houses are unoccupied, used as sex shops or nightclubs, or for shelter for the 
homeless/addicted. Consequently there is also quite a bit of criminal activity and other hindrance for 
the residents. 

Furthermore the presence of a large traffic stream has four negative effects on, traffic safety, air 
quality, noise pollution and severance (barriers between origin and destination). Traffic safety at 
MLS, which is a large intersection in the middle of a city, is low. Especially the large amount of cyclists 
and the permitted conflicts give reason for concern. Air quality is bad along the traverse. The legal 
norms for (amongst others) nitrogen dioxide are vastly exceeded (DCMR, 2005) and the street finds 
itself among the 100 most polluted streets of the country. Also the noise pollution from the traffic 
results in hindrance for the local residents. Because of the high effort it takes to cross the street, 
especially where the road is running below ground level, severance is high.  
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Figure 3-2 – inner city of Rotterdam (Google maps) 
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3.1.3 Traffic situation 
HGL/GDW is one of the largest traffic connections within the city. It connects the access roads of the 
neighbourhoods to A20 (Stadhoudersweg) in the north to the Maastunnel in the south. As shown in 
Figure 3-2 it is assigned as part of the inner city ring, as presented by the Rotterdam city council. This 
means that circling traffic within the city centre is supposed to use HGL/GDW instead of parallel 
roads in its vicinity. 

Looking in the closer view of Figure 3-3, HGL crosses two streets. The north most one is Weena/ 
Beukelsdijk, which is crossed underneath by traffic on the main road. Turning traffic can use the 
service roads on the south and on/off ramps on the north to enter or exit the main road.   

The south most intersection at HGL is MLS. Here is a large, ground level intersection, where long 
queues arise in peak hours. Many different traffic streams and also a tramway crosses here, which 
results in long waiting times for the most heavily used connection. 

South of MLS the intersection GDW underpasses Mathenesserlaan and also Nieuwe Binnenweg. 
After Nieuwe Binnenweg the main road ascends to ground level and ends up at Rochussenstraat 
which is another large ground level intersection.  

  
Nieuwe Binnenweg 

Mathenesserlaan 

‘s-Gravendijkwal 

‘s-Gravendijkwal Henegouwerlaan 

1e Middellandstraat 

Weena 

Maastunnel 

Statentunnel/ 
Bentinckplein 

N 

Rochussenstraat 

Figure 3-3 Schematic traffic situation of HGL/GDW 
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3.2 Traffic 
In this paragraph the traffic at HGL/GDW is analysed. This is done with traffic countings and surveys. 
The different traffic flows that access this corridor can be differentiated into local, municipal and 
regional traffic. 

3.2.1 Traffic definitions  
The traffic at HGL/GDW consists of different types of flows. These types can be differentiated in 
municipal, regional and local traffic. To avoid confusion a definition is also given for service roads and 
the main intersections along HGL and GDW. 

 Local Traffic Traffic coming from and staying at HGL/GDW. 
 Municipal traffic Traffic that makes one or more turns at HGL/GDW is seen as municipal 

traffic. 
 Regional traffic Traffic that is passing the tunnel traverse driving from Bentinckplein to 

Rochussenstraat is seen as regional traffic. 

   
 Service roads Alongside the main road there is a road on each side to provide access to 

the neighbourhood. These roads are called service roads. A service road is 
much closer to houses. 

Main Intersections 
The two main intersections along the corridor are the intersection with the MLS and the intersection 
with Weena. In the present situation both roads are connected. Weena is connected via the service 
roads at HGL.  

The connection with MLS is important for the shops and businesses at MLS. The municipal plans for a 
city ring and upgrading Stationskwartier increase the importance of the connection with Weena. A 
city ring makes it possible to decrease traffic in the inner city. 

3.2.2 Data collection  
The traffic data that is collected has four different sources. Traffic counts from dS+V were obtained, 
however in addition to that, traffic counts are also collected by the project team. These traffic counts 
are somewhat different compared to dS+V counts with respect to the insights they give. The 
researchers of the project team also held surveys to get origin to destination information. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to acquire a transportation model, which would have helped in 
predicting future traffic flows. 

dS+V traffic counts 
The municipal organization dS+V has provided their own traffic counts on HGL and GDW. These 
counts were done at Thursday September 10th, 2009 between 7:00 and 19:00. The data represents 
the daily amount of traffic . Counts were done at all intersections, including the Nieuwe Binnenweg 
and the Mathenesserlaan. Also the flows towards and from all service roads were counted. 

The date of this counting is quite reliable as Thursdays are normal workdays for most and counts in 
spring or autumn give a good image of traffic flows.  
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Stadsregio Rotterdam RVMK2.2 
Data is obtained from a model made by Stadsregio Rotterdam. It presents a network load for traffic 
on each road section and is generated on 3rd December 2009. This model and the figures are used by 
dS+V for the simulation of the Council alternative. The outcomes of the Omnitrans model of the city 
of Rotterdam is given in appendix 1, Traffic data. 

Traffic counts by Project Team 
In addition to the counts of dS+V the project team has executed own counts. The advantage 
compared to dS+V traffic counts is that the traffic peaks are known. Congestion is most likely during a 
peak period, and therefore the road design should be able to handle this traffic.  

The counts are done in a time period of 15 minutes and extrapolated to one hour. The counts are 
done during different peak periods between the 3rd and the 15th of December 2009. The counts are 
presented in appendix 1, Traffic data. The differentiated morning and evening peak are between 
8:00-9:00 and between 16:30-18:00 respectively. The counts were done at the intersections with 
Weena, MLS and Rochussenstraat. 

Surveys 
To get more insight in the composition of the traffic on GDW/HGL, surveys were conducted. The aim 
was to find out what the shares of municipal and regional traffic, but also ‘rat runners’ (north 
highway to south highway). 

Possible locations for the surveys were the intersections with MLS and with Rochussenstraat . For 
safety reasons the intersection with MLS was chosen. The through going traffic stream standing in 
line for the traffic light was asked for its origin and destination. Left and right turning cars were not 
asked, since it is obvious that they are municipal traffic. Drivers were asked equally in the left and the 
right lane of the through going stream to avoid biased data.  

For the southbound traffic, the drivers were asked to pick one of three origins:  

 centre (meaning they entered from the Weena/Beukelsdijk) 
 north of the Statentunnel, but south of the A20 (Rotterdam Noord) 
 the highway A13 / A20 or north of that 

 
They were also asked to pick one of three destinations: 

 centre (so exiting the GDW at Rochussenstraat or Westzeedijk) 
 south of Maastunnel, but north of the A15 
 the highway A15 or south of that 

 
The northbound traffic was surveyed in a similar way, with the destinations described above as 
possible origins and vice versa.  Only an afternoon peak was surveyed in this way at 15th of December 
2009 see Figure 3-6. The raw survey data can be found in appendix 1,Traffic data.  

3.2.3 Data presentation 
In Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 the data is presented that is obtained with the counts. The figure shows 
three intersections, Weena, MLS and Rochussenstraat, at which the flows have been counted. Each 
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flows has a number that is agreed upon in the industry. When looking at Figure 3-4 the Weena 
intersection starts with 1 for the right turning traffic that comes from the eastern direction. The 
other numbers add up in counter-clockwise direction. 

For each stream the amount of vehicles is depicted in the figure. The blue arrows are traffic on the 
main road and the numbers in the arrow are added up from the streams that go in that direction. For 
example in Figure 3-4 the MLS intersection it can be seen that the blue arrow pointing southbound 
has a value of 1392 veh/h. This is streams 3, 7 and 11 added up (32+80+1280). With the figures an 
insight is given into the largest traffic streams in a morning and an evening peak. 
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Figure 3-4, Traffic flows at HGL/GDW in the morning 
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Figure 3-5, Traffic flows at HGL/GDW in the afternoon 
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Figure 3-6, Traffic streams from north to south and vice versa.  
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Conclusions on traffic  
The main traffic flows are going straight ahead at each intersection. This is in line with the function of 
the corridor to connect north with south and vice versa. This fact further tells that a minimum of 
1000 veh/h is driving through the corridor without turning left or right. Only a small part of this 
regional traffic is going from highway to highway, less than 10%, this suggest that the “rat runners” 
share is a small part of the traffic and only during peak hours. The largest traffic flow is the regional 
traffic (50%-70%) municipal traffic (30%-40%) and local traffic (0%-20%) each have a smaller flow. 
Percentages are based on the afternoon peak for the traffic flow in northern direction. 
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3.3 Decision making process 
In this part of the analysis the outcomes and documents of the past discussions and events are stated 
in chronological sequence. It gives insight in important stakeholders and ideas used for input of the 
brainstorm. 

 

In the autumn of 2005 a public discussion started on the tunnelling of several polluting routes in the 
city of Rotterdam, one of which is Pleinweg. As the huge amount of traffic on GDW and HGL lead to 
air quality problems along this road (DCMR, 2005; Milieudefensie) but also problems such as noise, 
safety, barrier effects, B.O.O.G. decided to contact the Alderman Hulman (a.o. Traffic and 
Transportation) to request  for consideration of tunnelling GDW and HGL.  

In the Verkeersplan Rotterdam 2002-2020 (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009c) HGL and GDW were 
already appointed the function of inner city main road, forming a part of a network of these kind of 
roads that connects the neighbourhoods and city centres. HGL and GDW are actually a bit different 
from the other inner city main roads, because they also have a connecting function for traffic without 
an origin or destination in the inner city. Because of the function of the HGL/GDW, the 
tunneling/covering of this corridor is important for the whole city. 

After the request of B.O.O.G. the alderman subsequently arranged contact between the members of 
B.O.O.G and dS+V.  B.O.O.G. subsequently founded a committee of experts among their members to 
make a case of the tunnelling of GDW as an alternative location for a tunnelling a polluting route in 
the city. 

This committee has tried to influence politics and has had some discussions with dS+V in 2006. Two 
of the committee members also participated in a workshop Gentrification Middelland. The  tunnel 
committee submitted her findings in the report ‘Win(ge)west: Argumenten voor de 
stedenbouwkundige ontwikkeling en ondertunneling van de GDW : een impuls voor Rotterdam 
centrum-west’. (B.O.O.G., 2007) 

In this report the committee of B.O.O.G. tried to elaborate on the reasons why GDW/HGL should be 
covered/tunnelled as to realise a significant improvement of the quality of Rotterdam Centre West. 
The committee hoped that the Mayor and Alderman would complete an integral vision on the 
development of HGL/GDW, taking all kind of problems and opportunities into account.  

In the concept version of the Stadsvisie, it was chosen not to tunnel GDW, but an adopted motion of 
the PvdA in the Centrumraad (Motie PvdA Fractie, 2007) forced the Mayor and Aldermen to 
reconsider this choice and to let the Centrumraad make an integral plan for the development of 
GDW and take this in consideration with the  different covering/tunnelling options. As a result of this 
the Mayor and Aldermen gave dS+V the assignment to explore which options can and cannot be 
applied to reduce the problems along GDW (with or without tunnelling) and which of these options 
will be useful. 

Several small short-term solutions have been mentioned, such as covering the tunnel passage with 
sound reductive materials and adapting the parallel structure. These measures could have been 
carried out before the next elections. 
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Next to these measures, two long term concept solutions have been thought up, one in which the 
road is tunnelled as much as possible, preserving the ground level road junction at the MLS. In the 
other concept solution the whole road is brought to ground level and, using the space of the service 
roads, a city boulevard is created. The report advised that in corporation with several stakeholders, 
dS+V should work out the variant based on the tunnel passage. (dS+V, 2007) 

At the end of 2007 the Stadsvisie was presented. In this Stadsvisie eight core-decisions on the future 
of Rotterdam are made and their consequences (a.o. measures needed are discussed).  In this 
Stadsvisie HGL and GDW are called city boulevards and so are (most of the) other inner city main 
roads. Special for HGL and GDW is the recognition that an improvement of quality should be realised 
along these roads. To realise this step in quality, GDW and HGL will be covered, the service roads 
renovated and the tunnel traverse elongated until or even under MLS. (dS+V, 2009) 

During the treatment of this Stadsvisie in the city council (November 29th, 2007) two new adopted 
motions (Motie 3925 ondertunneling 's-Gravendijkwal, 2007; Motie 3926 ondertunneling 's-
Gravendijkwal, 2007) forced the Mayor and Aldermen to tunnel GDW, to start with these activities 
during this period of the city council and to hold an extensive research of a third alternative in which 
also the intersection with the MLS would be tunnelled and in which the covering above road would 
be accessible by pedestrians and not rise out to much above ground level. 

In July 2008 dS+V presented the report ‘Naar een beter stadsklimaat voor de GDW/HGL: een 
verkenning naar de mogelijkheden voor overkapping en ondertunneling’ (Hoeflaak, 2008), in which 
four alternatives for tunnelling/covering are explored. The four alternatives are the following: 

1. Elongation of the current tunnel passage, ground level intersection with MLS remains 
2. Elongation of the current tunnel passage, including tunnelling of MLS, without on and off 

ramps at GDW.  
a. on and off ramps in HGL 
b. Removal of tunnel below Weena/Beukelsdijk, development of a big traffic junction at 

the intersection of Weena/Beukelsdijk with HGL/Statenlaan 
3. Elongation of the current tunnel passage, including tunnelling of MLS, with on and off ramps 

at GDW 
a.  Intersection at different level with Weena/Beukelsdijk (like variant 2a) 
b. Road level junction with Weena/Beukelsdijk (like variant 2b) 

4. One big tunnel/cover between Rochussenstraat to Bentinckplein, without connections to 
MLS and Weena. 

 
Because of physical barriers like pile foundation and soft ground (variant 3a and 3b) and objections 
by a lot of stakeholders (variant 4). For other reasons variant 2a is choosen over variant 2b. only 
variants 1 and 2a are worked out in detail and compared on certain criteria stated in the dS+V report. 
A more elaborated explanation on the contents of variant 1 and 2a can be found in paragraph 3.3.1.  

At the end of 2008 the concept of the ‘Verkeersplan Binnenstad’  (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009a) is 
introduced, in which the plans to bundle non-inner city traffic at HGL/GDW  (north-south direction) 
and Maasboulevard/Westzeedijk (east-west direction). Weena, Goudsesingel and Blaak will deal with 
the inner city traffic. Traffic at Coolsingel will be reduced and the street will be renovated into a 
boulevard (wide walking paths, tramway, 2x1 roads, rows of trees). This is also presented in       
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Figure 3-7, where a future view of different traffic bundles is shown. In the “verkeersplan” GDW 
would be tunneled as shown in this figure. 

 
Figure 3-7 Road structure inner city (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009a) 

 
The ring formed by HGL/GDW, Westzeedijk, Goudsesingel and Weena have come to be known as the 
inner city ring Bista (short for Binnenstadsring). As a result of this new inner city ring road, traffic 
flows in the corridor are expected to grow from 31.000 vehicles per day towards 40.000 vehicles per 
day. Although NO2-concentration limits were already exceeded in 2003 (DCMR, 2005), according to 
the Verkeersplan limits will not be exceeded after the introduction of the inner city ring road, 
because of the positive effects of covering and because of the development of cleaner cars in the 
future. 

At the end of 2008 inhabitants of HGL and Weenahof concluded that their interests were not 
represented anymore by the B.O.O.G. (B.O.O.G. supported variant 2, in which HGL would become a 
big traffic junction, while the inhabitants of HGL supported variant 1 because of the different location 
of traffic interactions), and at the beginning of 2009 these inhabitants decided to separately stand up 
for their interests. 

In April 2009 a more elaborated study on the two remaining main variants including the variant 
proposed by the motions of November 2007 was presented by dS+V (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009b). 
To be able to make a proper decision the Mayor and Aldermen visited GDW/HGL. In July 2008 the 
college decided that variant 2.1.c would be the right variant to be worked out in detail. This variant is 
known as the ‘council variant’ (see paragraph Variant 2.1.c/council variant). 
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In August 2009 Hela! was founded, an inhabitants organization representing the opinion of the 
inhabitants along HGL, which would suffer a lot from the council variant as both on and off ramps  
would be situated in the middle of their street. 

In September 2009 Hela! decided to have a say during the meeting of the council committee ESMV, a 
selection of councillors primarily specialized in traffic, to emphasize that the inhabitants of HGL 
would prefer variant 1 instead of variant 2.1.c. This because variant 2.1.c would shift the traffic 
problem from GDW to HGL, while more people live along that part of the corridor. Next to this 
variant 2.1.c does not comply with the motions of November 29th, 2007. A huge problem for the 
people of Hela! is the fact that all variants are used to facilitate the growth in traffic in the corridor by 
20% a 30%, while there is already a recognized and huge air pollution problem.  

Hela! also thinks that other issues are not yet adequately addressed by the presented variants, such 
as the main traffic flow from Weena to Statenweg, the possibility that the elongation of the A4/A16 
might be delayed, the insufficient knowledge on future traffic flows and emissions and the 
connection with Statenlaan and (new) Stadshoudertunnel.  

In October 2009 Hela! and the inhabitants organization ‘Kop van Middelland’ decided to work out 
their own solution for the problem, the so called ‘burgervariant´(citizen variant, see paragraph 
Citizen variant) and in the next meeting of the council committee ESMV this variant was introduced 
to the members of the committee by meaning of having a say. The members of the council 
committee decided that the Alderman had to investigate the possibility of this new citizen variant as 
well as the one preferred by the Mayor and Aldermen.  

During two meetings of the Council Committee ESMV in September and October of 2009, Alderman 
Vervat was forced by the councillors to have the citizen variant examined by dS+V. Next to this the 
councillors also wanted the Alderman to prove that a step-wise introduction of variant 2.1.c would 
make a complete covering impossible.  Alderman Vervat however emphasized that it would be best 
to make a decision before the municipal elections in March 2010, after which the reserved budget 
for the HGL/GDW might be cancelled.  

 

Figure 3-8 Overview of the decision making process 
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3.3.1 Plans 
Here under the alternatives presented by different parties are presented. This will make clear that 
the Municipality of Rotterdam only differentiates whether or not to underpass MLS and/or Weena. 
These plans do give interesting information about the possibilities and constraints of tunnelling or 
covering. It can also be seen that the citizen alternative, presented by Hela!, focuses on maximizing 
the square meters of tunnel at HGL. 

Variant 1 
The first variant describes an extended tunnelling, so the road is only on the surface to cross MLS, as 
is depicted below. 

 

Figure 3-9 – Variant 1 (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009b) 

Variant 2 
The second variant is a somewhat more thorough intervention, but is the ‘preferred alternative’ of 
the city council until now. In this case MLS would be crossed underneath and the road would only be 
above the surface between MLS and Weena, resulting in a traffic exchange area in the middle of HGL. 
A benefit in this is that the intersection with MLS is avoided so traffic can run through more 
smoothly. This variant has three subvariants, each presenting a difference between the connection 
with Weena and HGL.  

 

Figure 3-10 – Variant 2 (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009b) 
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Furthermore, both variant 1 and 2 have also a version that is a little more deepened, but where the 
tunnel is only partly covered. This would result in a slightly worse ‘living climate’, but also in a better 
air quality at the tunnel ends and a higher traffic safety. 

Variant 2/ Council variant 
This variant which has the preference of the Mayor and Alderman is one of the possible 
configurations of variant 2.  Variant 2.1 differs from the basic variant 2 in the length of the covering 
of the tunnel passage. In variant 2 total covering is assumed, in variant 2.1 only a partial covering.  
The variants 2.1.a – 2.1.c differ in their connection with Weena.  

In connection variant 2.1.a the tunnel passage will be totally elongated towards Statentunnel, 
allowing traffic to use the second lane per direction as an on or off ramp. The through going road 
from/towards Statentunnel thus only has 1 lane per direction.  In variant 2.1.b the tunnel below 
Weena intersection is demolished and a big traffic junction is made at ground level. In variant 2.1.c 
the road is brought to ground level in the middle of HGL, giving traffic the possibility to exit or enter 
the through going road at that location. The service roads thus will be loaded with extra traffic going 
to/coming from MLS/Weena/Beukelsdijk. Variant 2.1.c is the preferred alternative and will from now 
on be named Council variant. 

Citizen variant 
In the variant thought up by the citizens living around HGL, the tunnel passage is elongated as much 
as possible, resulting in a complete road under ground level. Exchanges with other traffic take place 
south of MLS. This is realized by shifting the tunnel passage to one side, essential to allow the 
development of on/off ramp south of MLS.   

 
Figure 3-11 – Citizen variant (Gommers, 2009) 

3.3.2 Review on decision making documents 
The main stakeholders can be derived from these documents. These are stated in paragraph 3.6. The 
above also forms a basis for the issues and problems elaborated in this chapter. 

The reports of dS+V focus only on measures taken in HGL and GDW, without looking at a higher level 
of scale. Alternatives are evaluated for the whole corridor (GDW and HGL) in one score, without 
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considering how many people will suffer or profit how much from which alternative. In the 
evaluation of this report HGL and GDW will be assessed separately on liveability. 

3.4 Emission in Tunnels 
The current situation at HGL/GDW has very high traffic intensities which means that the emissions 
coming from cars is also high. Future scenarios might show a reduction of emissions because of 
cleaner cars. Those developments however do not go fast enough to safeguard the public health for 
residents at HGL and GDW in the upcoming years. 

In the plans of the preferred variant by the council a tunnel/cover is proposed to improve liveability, 
amongst others by decreasing traffic emissions. In this paragraph the emissions after tunnelling or 
covering and options to mitigate are investigated by literature research. 

Especially a document of Rijkswaterstaat written by Cornelissen, T. (2007) gives insights in the 
emissions in tunnels and the possibilities to treat air by dilution or purification. 

What are harmful emissions 
At this moment the main pollutants are NOx and PMx. These two pollutants are main design criteria 
for tunnels as NO2 and PMx have public health risks as stated in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1- effects on public health 

Pollutants Influence on public health 

NO2 breath resistance, increased allergy, asthma, 
bronchitis, decreased resistance to infection 
in lung tissue (possibly cause other deceases) 

PM10 Stays in lungs (PM2,5 in the body), decreased 
lung capacity, asthmatic reactions, possible 
cause of carcinogen  reactions and statistical 
shorter life expectancy. 

 

Emission in tunnels 
At this moment it is assumed that the amount of emissions is related to traffic intensity and speed. 
This means that a tunnel or a small cover cannot mitigate the emissions. In fact, tunnels have a small 
negative effect on the spreading of PMx as drag prevents the particles from residing. Another 
negative effect of a cover or tunnel is that emissions are collected underneath and only come out at 
the portals, creating a high peak at these places. This is also depicted in Figure 3-12. 
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Air treatment 
If “passive” tunnels, tunnels without air treatment, do not mitigate the pollution from traffic several 
possibilities exist in air treatment. There are two ways to treat the polluted air (Figure 3-13). One way 
is to purify the air; examples of purification are: electrostatic/active coal filters, blanket filters, gas 
washers and bio beds. Unfortunately many of these techniques require either a lot of space or a lot 
of money. Another technical problem is collecting all the air and guiding it through the installation.  

 

The other option to treat the air is to dilute it. It basically means capturing the polluted air, 
transporting it to a place where public health is not in danger and emit the polluted air at that place. 
This can be done with the use of a ventilation system, chimney or screens. The disadvantage of the 
screens is that it is in line of sight, especially in this high density residential area. Chimneys have to be 
higher that the buildings and it needs a ventilation system to guide the polluted air to the chimney. 
As mentioned earlier this is not an easy task. 

All in all the options for air treatment are not applicable to the cover at HGL/GDW. This means that a 
cover will not contribute to reduce emissions, a significant part of the criterion liveability. In fact, 
emissions will be higher around the cut-aways of the coverage. Along the coverage the emissions will 
be somewhat lower, but not significantly.  

 
 

 

 

Concentratie 
Concentration 

Figure 3-13 options in air treatment 

Figure 3-12 concentration of polution in a tunnel 

Air treatment 

Purification Dilution 
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3.5 Traffic noise 
The design of the road with the tunnel traverse makes it very difficult to make noise calculations. The 
noise due to traffic is determined by several aspects. 

 The traffic volume 

 The speed of the traffic 

 The technical specification of the cars 

 The technical specification of the road 

In the graph below the noise production for light and for heavy vehicles is shown. 

 

Figure 3-14 Left: max noise production light vehicles, Right max noise production heavy vehicles 

 

In general, the noise of a vehicle increases with the speed (Figure 3-14). The information is from 
Calculation and Measurement instruction (VROM, 2002) and the earlier (VROM, 1981). Higher speeds 
causes more noise, this however does not directly mean that the noise hinder increases. With an 
increase in speed the hinder does not directly grow too. This is because a car that is driving faster has 
a shorter period of time that noise production takes place. 

The formula used for a point source: 

퐿푝 = 퐿푤 − 10log (2푃푖 푟 ) 

퐿푤 = 푁표푖푠푒푝표푤푒푟 푎푡 푠표푢푟푐푒,   
푟 = 퐷푖푠푡푎푛푐푒 푡표 푛표푖푠푒 푠표푢푟푐푒 
퐿푝 = 푁표푖푠푒 푝푟푒푠푠푢푟푒 푎푡 푠푝푒푐푖푓푖푐 푑푖푠푡푎푛푐푒 

The lowered road in the tunnel traverse mitigates the effect just like acoustic fencing. The acoustic 
fence can reduce noise by 10dB, however the design of the open tunnel is not as good as a modern 
acoustic fences, therefore it is assumed that the open tunnel has a reduction of only 5 dB. The 
resonation between the houses of the noise is not taken into account. 

Along the tunnel traverse the following simple calculation is made. A production at the service roads 
by light vehicles of 93 dB (30 km/h) at 10 meters (service road) will cause a noise hinder of 65dB at 
the front of the houses, see formula. The production by heavy vehicles of 112 dB (50 km/h) at the 
tunnel traverse at 20 meters will cause a noise hinder of 68 dB at the front of the houses. The noise 
hinder is therefore mainly caused by the tunnel traverse. 
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3.6 Stakeholders 
Stakeholders are organizations or companies that have an interest in HGL/GDW or those whose 
interests may be affected as a result of the execution of a project. Because of this most stakeholders 
would like to have a say in the design of a project or will have a say later on in the process or even 
when the project is already executed. To be able to take the interests of these stakeholders into 
account in the project, it is important to define these stakeholders and their interests. In most cases 
the conflicts between the interests of several stakeholders form the basis of the whole problem.  

Knowledge on the different interests of the different stakeholders an taking these into account will 
help to make the project better accepted by more stakeholders.  

3.6.1 Stakeholders 
The involved stakeholders are different in origin. Several stakeholders origin from a governmental 
institution (national, local etc. but also execution services of these institutions), others are civil 
organisations or involved businesses. Below a summation of the different stakeholders is given. 

 
  
Government 

 Municipality of Rotterdam 
 dS+V, Execution service of 

the municipality Rotterdam 
 Other departments of the 

municipality of Rotterdam 
 GGZ 
 Emergency services 

 District governments 
 Delfshaven 
 Centrumraad 

 Political parties 
 Stadsregio Rotterdam 
 Provincial states 
 Ministry of Verkeer and Waterstaat 

 Rijkswaterstaat, execution 
service of the ministry of 
Verkeer en Waterstaat 

 Inspection agency 
 Governmental inspection agencies on 

environment 
 European Union 

Financial institutions 
 Real estate developers 
 Banks 
 Contractors 

 

Businesses 
 RET, Rotterdam public 

transport 
 NS 
 Prorail 
 Shops MLS/GDW/HGL 
 Engineering offices 

NGOs 
 Environmental groups 

(Milieudefensie) 
 Social organizations (Leger des 

Heils) 
 Housing corporations 

Local 
 Pedestrians 
 Cyclists 
 House owners 
 Hela! 
 B.O.O.G. 
 Other residential organisations 

 De Magistraat 
 Kop van Middelland 
 Aelbrechtskade 

Media 
 RTV Rijnmond 
 AD Rotterdam 
 Local newspapers 
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3.6.2 Stakeholders interests 
Hereunder the interests of the main stakeholders are described. 

 Municipality of Rotterdam 
The main interest of the municipality of Rotterdam is to achieve a solution with the 
highest social welfare. The vision of Rotterdam is stated in several documents that 
were made in the past years and concerns especially attractiveness of the city for 
(rich) residents, companies, shops and (foreign) visitors.  

 Residential organisations 
Hela and B.O.O.G , the residential organisations of HGL and GDW, have interests in 
the improvement of the local accessibility, air quality, open spaces, etc. in HGL and 
GDW. The residents of Aelbrechtskade are as of yet not organised, but will have the 
same interests only at aelbrechtskade. 

 House owners 
House owners would like to see the rise of value of their properties in the longer 
term due to for example better accessibility, a more attractive neighbourhood, more 
facilities in the neighbourhood etc. 

 Pedestrians and Cyclists 
As in any (Dutch) city cyclists and pedestrians have their own space to ride/walk at 
HGL/GDW. These two types of travellers would like HGL and GDW to be attractive 
streets for walking/cycling. This stakeholder is better off with low intensities of road 
traffic, low travel times, less intersections and/or permitted conflicts. 

 Businesses in problem area 
Shops and catering businesses in the area would like to be accessible and have 
parking spots nearby. Also sufficient social security in the area is in their interest. 

 Municipal and regional road traffic 
The drivers in this category want to pass HGL/GDW as fast as possible without any 
detours or delays at (controlled) intersections. 

 Local road traffic 
Road traffic going home or visiting the area would like to be able to get a parking 
spot close to their destination. 

 District governments 
These governmental institutions try to solve more local problems, like social conflicts, 
pollution of streets, nuisance of homeless, etc. 

 Stadsregio Rotterdam 
Stadsregio Rotterdam makes long term plans based on the developments of the city. 
The stadsregio needs their plans to be executed in order to create developments 
based on their earlier plans. For example the city ring road in their stadsvisie is a 
good basis for new plans. 

 Province of South-Holland 
The province of South-Holland has to ensure the regional connections in the province 
and the general welfare of the residents. 

 Rijkswaterstaat 
This executive agency of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works deals with the 
highways amongst others around Rotterdam. Any changes in the HGL/GDW might 
affect flows at these highways.  
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3.6.3 Stakeholder power versus interest grid 
The different stakeholders are all interested in the HGL/GDW project and all have power to influence 
the project. In Figure 3-15 the stakeholder power versus interest grid is presented in which the 
stakeholders are placed in such a way that they represent their mutual size of interest and power in 
the project. With the help of this diagram it is possible to determine which stakeholders are most 
important to take into account in the project.  

 
Figure 3-15, Stakeholder power versus interest grid 

3.6.4 Stakeholder issue interrelationship diagram 
To represent which stakeholders find which issues important the stakeholder issue interrelationship 
diagram is drawn. The issues come from the decision making process analysis and a small brainstorm 
held by the researchers. Using the separate interests of all stakeholders, several main issues can be 
identified.  Combining these main issues and the main stakeholders the diagram in Figure 3-16 can be 
drawn. In this diagram the size of the lines also represents the size of the interest of a stakeholder in 
an issue. The issues will be the basis for the problems and are further elaborated in paragraph 3.9. 
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Figure 3-16 Stakeholder issue interrelationship diagram (Thicker line means more interest in the issue) 

3.7 Problems at HGL/GDW 
When looking at the stakeholders and their interests, many relevant issues can be identified. Each 
stakeholder has different issues that are of interest. Furthermore, each issue is of different 
significance for each stakeholder.  
 
To represent the problems in a surveyable way, not all the stakeholders are considered separately. 
Instead, the focus lies on the most important stakeholders or stakeholder groups These (groups of) 
stakeholders are: 

 Municipality (among which dS+V and other municipal institutions) 
 Residents (not necessarily owning a house) 
 House owners 
 Cyclists and pedestrians 
 Local road traffic 
 Municipal and Regional road traffic 
 District governments 
 Stadsregio Rotterdam 
 Province of South-Holland 
 Rijkswaterstaat 

 
The issues found in the previous paragraphs which are of significance to most of the stakeholders are 
listed below: 

 Liveability 
 Local accessibility 
 Regional accessibility 
 Costs 
 Liveability elsewhere 
 Disturbance during construction 

 
Each of these issues of course comprehends several sub-issues. Liveability for instance represents 
amongst others air quality, noise pollution and traffic safety. This will be further elaborated on when 
the criteria are determined in paragraph 3.9.  
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The problems result from a difference between the actual and some stakeholder’s desired situation, 
possibly caused by a conflict of interest of different stakeholders. The main stakeholders and issues 
found with the stakeholder analysis are the Municipality of Rotterdam and road traffic that desire 
better accessibility as its main issue. Residential organisations, house owners and cyclists and 
pedestrians are more concerned with the liveability. In this way the problems at HGL/GDW can be 
summarised in the following sentence: 
 
The liveability at the HGL/GDW must be improved, safeguarding the (local, municipal and regional) 
accessibility. 

3.8 Project constraints 
As the goal of this research is to improve the liveability at HGL and GDW, and the search for 
alternatives is to be as broad as possible, the only constraint for alternatives in this project is that all 
of them have to improve this liveability significantly. Thought up solutions that do not fit this 
constraint are not examined.  

In the decision making process a lot of decisions concerning the future of HGL and GDW were made. 
These decisions are not taken as constraints in this project as they prevent full exploration of the 
possibilities. These so called municipal constraints are taken into account as a criterion and are 
elaborated in paragraph 3.9.7. 

3.9 Criteria to Evaluate HGL\GDW Alternatives 
The six issues from the stakeholder issue interrelationship diagram form also the basis for the criteria 
on which the alternatives will be evaluated. Add to this the compliance of an alternative to the 
municipal constraints and the seven main criteria are determined. Hereunder these criteria are 
further elaborated. To be able to evaluate on these main criteria, several sub criteria and sometimes 
even sub-sub criteria are developed to be able to judge how an alternative would score on each 
criterion, see appendix 2,Criteria.  

 
Figure 3-17 Criteria 

3.9.1 Liveability for passer-by and residents 
Liveability is an important criterion used to determine the effects of different alternatives. Liveability 
is a complex concept and often interpreted differently. Using a brainstorm and a literature study 
(Dorst, 2005; Streekcommissies Gelderland, 2008) on sub criteria it has been tried to operationalise 
this concept. The sub criteria that are found include local accessibility, severance, parking facilities, 
traffic safety, traffic noise, emissions, facilities, social security, green and water areas, attractiveness, 
and liveliness. However, not all these sub criteria are inside the scope. The remaining sub criteria are 
shown in Figure 3-18 all sub-criteria will be explained in this paragraph. 

 

Figure 3-18 sub criteria for liveability 
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Traffic safety 
A safe situation at intersections and at streets will influence the liveability in a positive way. 
Intersections are safer when less permitted conflicts are allowed. This can either be in the form of 
permitting streams like cyclists and cars having green together or merging lanes from and to another 
road. Unsafe situations also occur when waiting times are rather long. Especially cyclists and 
pedestrians will not hesitate to cross during a red phase if waiting times are too long. Lastly, 
differences in speed give a higher chance of accidents (SWOV, 2005).  

Table 3-2 Sub criteria and measurements for Traffic Safety 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Traffic safety 

 
Permitted conflicts % Difference Number 

conflicts of entrance/exit 
roads/lanes and at intersections  

    Waiting time/cycle time Qualitative   

Indication of traffic intensity. 
Less waiting is less illegal 
crossing   

 
Differences in speed between traffic Qualitative   

Separation of flows. less 
difference in speed is better   

 

Parking facilities 
Proper questions for parking facilities are “How far is the facility/parking spot to my destination?” 
and “how many parking spots are available?”. The first question will relate to residents that like to 
have their car in front of their door. Visual contact is desired to be able to check their possession. A 
larger amount of parking spots will give a higher chance of parking close by. 

Table 3-3 Sub criteria and measurements for Parking Facilities 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

 
Parking facilities 

  
Parking spots in problem area % Difference Number Parking spots along HGL/GDW   

    Proximity of parking spots Qualitatief  Distance from house to car   

Local accessibility 
“How can a spot along HGL/GDW be reached by car?” and “how much time does it take to cross the 
street by car at an intersection?” are questions that are asked in this sub criterion. Residents and 
shop owners find that an increase in (logistical) accessibility also increases liveability. The table below 
shows the definition of the sub-sub criteria (car crossibility, parking inaccessibility). Other sub-sub 
criteria are the accessibility of supply trucks and the quality of walking paths. These will however be 
presumed equal for each alternative. 

 

Statentunnel 

= GDW 
= HGL 

Figure 3-19 Locations for Parking Inaccessibility 
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Table 3-4 Sub criteria and measurements for Local Accessibility 

Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Liveability (residents/passers-by) 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  % Difference Seconds (cycle time-green phase time)/2   

    Parking inaccessibility       

RCS* <--> GDW % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    RCS* <--> HGL % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    Statentunnel <--> GDW % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    Statentunnel <--> HGL % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

*RCS means Rochussenstraat 

Severance 
Severance is a barrier that stands in the way of reaching a destination. It also encompasses a barrier 
that blocks sight. In liveability of a street pedestrians and cyclists will find barriers in roads, water 
ways and high intensities of traffic. Intersections and spaces at every location will lower severance 
bridges will do this as well. 

Table 3-5 Sub criteria and measurements for Severance 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Severance 
Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  % Dfference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    Sight obstruction % Difference 
Carkilometers 
per Day Intensity(Veh/Day)*Length(Km) 

Where intensity is measured at 
ground level 

Attractiveness 
In the brainstorm facilities, social security, green and water areas, attractiveness, and liveliness all 
could be separated as independent criteria. However, the tools required to assess them 
independently in relation to the street was outside the scope of this project. As a good indication of 
all these sub criteria the amount of space that can be redesigned is taken as a figure to determine 
the attractiveness. The assumption here is that the design will improve these sub criteria or that sub 
criteria will not change because of a redesign of the street. Another important part of the 
attractiveness is the amount of trees. In the new cover design it is possible to plant young trees, but 
the preservation of the old characteristic trees is much more important. Removing these trees has a 
decreasing effect on attractiveness.  

Table 3-6 Sub criteria and measurements for Attractiveness 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Attractiveness 

additional free space with cover m2 Square meter Road Length  x Width 
where Road Length only count if 
cover is possible 

    Old trees % Difference Number 
Percentage of old trees with 
100% in current situation   

Traffic noise 
If anything influences liveability at first thought, it definitely is traffic noise. However traffic noise has 
a catch, a person will get used to background or monotone noise. Residents state that they accepted 
the noise situation, so this effect is found to be very difficult to assess. In paragraph 3.5 Traffic noise 
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is somewhat explained. Calculation on this is however not possible as models have to little input 
because of the unique street design. In a qualitative way it could be stated that a cover reduces 
noise, however it is not known at this moment how and with which loudness cut-aways will produce 
noise.  

Traffic Emissions 
Public health is influenced by local emissions of traffic. In this street traffic streams pollute on a 
significant scale to justify mitigating actions. A common misunderstanding is that tunnels are not 
polluting, but think of the facts that cars emit everywhere and that this pollution can only leave the 
tunnel at the tunnel portals it quickly becomes apparent that at these locations higher peaks can be 
found (Huijben, 2009). A tunnel with portals in residential area without proper ventilation will not 
change traffic emissions. Because of this effect traffic intensities on ground level and underground 
combined determines the emissions in the street. Less traffic means less emission. The total emission 
is however built up from the local pollution in the street and background pollution (from Londen or 
ruhr-area), the latter will not be taken into account as it is outside the scope. 

Table 3-7 Sub criteria and measurements for Traffic Noise 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
Calculation Explanation Remarks 

Emissions 

 
Traffic intensity % Difference Veh per day 

% Traffic decrease = % Emission 
decrease 

Both underground and on ground 
level 

 

3.9.2 Municipal accessibility  
The municipal accessibility is the possibility to reach other destinations in the city using HGL and 
GDW. These destinations thus can be in one of the neighbourhoods aside the corridor or on the 
north or south side hereof.   

Table 3-8 Sub criteria and measurements for Municipal Accessibility 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Municipal accessibility 
RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    RCS <--> MLS % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

3.9.3 Regional accessibility 
Distribution of traffic over highways and the coherence between highways and rest of road network 
is important for the regional accessibility, but difficult to assess. Important herein is also the use of 
HGL and GDW as a through road from highway (A20/A13) to highway (A15/A29/A16) and thus 
changes in travel time between these highways. 

Table 3-9 Sub criteria and measurements for Regional Accessibility 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Regional accessibility 

 
Kleinpolderplein<-->South % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

  North <--> South % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 

    North <--> Vaanplein % Difference Minutes Travel time Traffic light waiting time is 1min 
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3.9.4 Disturbance during construction  
During the construction of the possible alternatives there will be some disturbance. The construction 
time and the size of the area that is upgraded are important factors to determine the disturbance. 
Most important is to what extent traffic flows are hindered during the construction period. Also the 
accessibility of shops and houses are of major influence to the scoring on this criterion.  

Table 3-10Sub criteria and measurements for Disturbance during Construction 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Disturbance during construction 

 
Disruptions in traffic flows 

  
PT, road traffic, cyclists, pedestrians Qualitative   

Which main streams are 
blocked?    

 

3.9.5 Finance 
Each alternative will require some financial investments. Projects become more feasible is the cost-
benefit ratio increases, risks are lower, but also when other financial sources can be used to finance 
the project, for example the opportunity for real estate developers to have their own project at 
HGL/GDW due to the infrastructure project. 

Table 3-11 Sub criteria and measurements for Finance 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Finance 

 
Risk levels 

  
Risks Qualitative  What are the risks?   

 
Costs 

  
Construction costs Costs million Euros segmented costs   

    maintenance costs Qualitative   If possible in euro   

 

3.9.6 Liveability elsewhere 
With this criterion the effects of an alternative in other areas than in the problem area are grouped. 
Liveability elsewhere is not as defined in detail as the liveability for residents and passers-by, but 
entails only traffic intensities, as this is a basis for most sub-criteria. 

Table 3-12 Sub criteria and measurements for Liveability Elsewhere 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Liveability elsewhere 

Traffic intensities Qualitative  
Significant addition of traffic at 
other location   
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3.9.7 Compliance with municipal constraints 
In the decision making process several motions and plans have been adapted. It was chosen not to 
let the alternatives automatically comply with these constraints, but to see later on whether 
alternatives would comply with these constraints. A better compliance with these municipal 
constraints means a higher chance for implementation. 

Table 3-13 Sub criteria and measurements for Compliance with Municipal Constraints 
Presented 
data 

Unit of 
calculation Explanation Remarks 

Compliance with municipal constraints 
Inner city ring road 

 
Capacity of HGL<--> Weena Capacity Veh/hour 1 Lane is 700 vehicles/hour   

Tunnel traverse 

 
Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Binary Yes/No     

    Whole covering remains possible (Y/N) Binary Yes/No     

    
Cover less than 45 cm above ground 
level, accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) Binary Yes/No 

no if cover is not accessible 
every 5 meters   
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3.10 Stakeholders’ priorities 
In this project the aim is to identify different alternatives, their performance with regard to the 
criteria set and their favourability for the different stakeholders. This last aspect is further described 
in this paragraph. Per stakeholder, the importance of the different criteria is further examined and 
the priorities are determined.  

Different interests in different criteria for a stakeholder were already roughly sketched in the 
stakeholder-issue interrelationship diagram in paragraph 3.6.4, but no values were given to this 
difference. It appeared that each stakeholder has a different view on the issues and therefore on the 
deducted criteria mentioned in the previous paragraph. Some stakeholders do have a high interest in 
one criterion, only a small interest in one or two others and none in the rest (like the resident 
organisations) while others attach importance to each criterion (like the municipality of Rotterdam).   

In Table 3-14 these priorities are shown, allowing ordering the alternatives on their favourability per 
stakeholder. Ordering is done with help from the decision making process analysis, stakeholder 
analysis and expert opinion of the project team, concensus was reached. In Table 3-14 rows are 
occupied by the stakeholders where the columns give the criteria described in the previous 
paragraph. Therefore the criteria are ranked: the most important criterion for the stakeholder 
considered receives rank 1, the second most important one rank 2, and so on for all criteria 
significant for the stakeholder. 

Table 3-14 Priority of each stakeholder for the criteria 

 

The priorities found in Table 3-14 will be used in the evaluation (chapter 6) to state their preferences 
to and resistance to the alternatives. 
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4. Generation of ideas, solution directions and alternatives 
This chapter describes the generation of ideas on how to improve the liveability at GDW/HGL, the 
conversion of these ideas into actual alternatives within different solution directions and finally the 
selection of alternatives to be further elaborated and assessed. 

By means of brainstorming a wide range of ideas within a large solution space is obtained. Within this 
solution space, different directions are identified, as is presented in Figure 4-1. With them as 
inspiration, further brainstorm is carried out to deepen the solution directions and expand the pool 
of ideas. According to the solution directions, the useful ideas are then used to compose alternatives, 
so one or more alternatives per direction remain. These alternatives are briefly examined and their 
expected contribution to a higher liveability is determined. Based on the constraint of improving 
liveability, the alternatives are either selected or discarded for further elaboration and assessment, 
and where applicable modified or combined. Hence some solution directions may turn out not to 
enclose any promising alternatives and are disregarded in the continuation of the project.  
 

 
Figure 4-1: Generation process 

The ideas and solution directions resulting from the brainstorm are presented in paragraph 4.1. 
Consecutively, all composed alternatives are described in paragraph 4.2 and the selection process is 
given in paragraph 4.3. Finally paragraph 4.4 summarizes what is done and achieved in this chapter, 
and gives an overview of the remaining alternatives to be elaborated and assessed in the next 
chapter. 
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4.1 Brainstorm and solution directions 
The synthesis phase begins with a brainstorm in which all kinds of ideas to improve the liveability at 
HGL/GDW are created. Several inputs are used in the brainstorm, like the problems and the problem 
definition, the criteria and the current situation at HGL/GDW. In the brainstorm about 100 ideas are 
thought up not all of which are serious options. Some of the ideas were simple measures only to be 
taken if another measure was also taken (for example tunnelling). All slightly useful ideas are 
grouped on the characteristics of the solutions (level of scale/method of interference), resulting in 
the following solution directions: 

- Optimize by minor adaptations 
- Optimize road and intersection layout 
- Reduce traffic with policy measures 
- Reduce traffic by relocating traffic 
- Tunnelling traffic 

 
The mind map with the useful ideas per solution direction is presented in Figure 4-2 

 
Figure 4-2: Mindmap for Improving Liveability GDW/HGL 
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4.2 Composed alternatives 
In this paragraph the ideas generated are used to compose one or more alternatives per solution 
directions. Per alternative the main characteristics will be described, as well as the reasons to include 
or discard different ideas. In the solution directions mentioned before, the following alternatives are 
created and will be described: 

Solution direction Alternatives 

Optimize by minor adaptations •Zero+ alternative 

Optimize road and intersection layout •Intersection and road layout alternative 

Reduce traffic with policy measures •Park and ride alternative 

Reduce traffic by relocating traffic 
•A20-connection alternative 
•One way inner city ring alternative 

Tunnelling traffic 
•Long tunnel alternative 
•Weena alternative 

Zero+ alternative 
The main aim of this alternative is to make some small changes to the current situation in order to 
improve the scoring on the criteria, without intervening in the traffic situation. This alternative also 
shows how efficient small measures can be.  

Intersection and road layout alternative 
This alternative facilitates a green wave (at 50 km/h) for through going traffic by adjusting the traffic 
situation on the intersections with MLS and Rochussenstraat and disabling (some) left turning traffic. 
The tram will have limited right of way at the intersection with MLS. 

Park and ride alternative  
In the Park and Ride (P+R) alternative it is tried to let more persons that come to Rotterdam by car 
use public transport within the city. For example, like in Figure 4-3, a public transport line (bus or 
tram) between two P+R-facilities (the blue points in the figure) forms a connection with the city 
centre of Rotterdam and the business centres (Kop van Zuid, Zuidplein) in the southern part of the 
city. In this way the municipal road traffic at the Henegouwerlaan and ‘s-Gravendijkwal could be 
reduced, possibly giving more freedom to rearrange the corridor. 

 
Figure 4-3: Park and ride alternative 
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A20 connection alternative  
In this alternative another connection (then the GDW/HGL route, indicated by the black line in Figure 
4-4) will be used for traffic between the highway in the north (A20) and Maastunnel. Two possibilities 
are considered for this route: the route along Westzeedijk/Tjalklaan (yellow in Figure 4-4) and the 
route along Aelbrechtskade (red in Figure 4-4). Both options aim to reduce the traffic on GDW/HGL, 
which leads to more freedom in redesigning the corridor to improve liveability. 

 
Figure 4-4: Alternative routes between A20 and Maastunnel 

One way inner city ring road alternative  
This alternative introduces an inner city ring road in one direction, as in green in Figure 4-5. Over two 
directions, this would lead to a decrease in traffic, which probably why a three lane tunnel will suffice 
to handle all traffic. This way more room would be available for redesigning the corridor. 

 
Figure 4-5: One way inner city ring 

Long tunnel alternative 
In the long tunnel alternative, the tunnel traverse is elongated and the MLS is tunnelled. In this 
particular alternative no connections are made with Weena, MLS or any other side street between 
Bentinckplein and Rochussenstraat. The whole traffic flow will be underground except local and 
municipal traffic. 

Weena alternative  
This alternative aims to extend the tunnel traverse over the entire corridor, connecting to Weena by 
lowering the intersection, so no on and off ramps have to be created. The bike and footpaths will 
remain on ground level, all car traffic will cross underneath. 
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4.3 Selection 
Note that the alternatives developed are not yet assessed on their compliance with the project 
constraint of improving liveability. Hereunder is explained what happens to each alternative; which 
alternatives are not expected to increase liveability and are hence not further regarded, which ones 
are adapted or combined to meet this constraint and which continue unchanged for further 
elaboration and assessment. 

Zero+ alternative and Intersection and road layout alternative combined 
Most measures in the zero+ provisional alternative are currently already in effect (isolation of 
houses) or will not have a significant effect (planting extra trees). The remaining alternatives (like an 
acoustic fence) are not enough to cause liveability to rise significantly. Therefore some measures of 
the intersection and road layout alternative are adopted into the Zero+ alternative while the 
mitigating measures are discarded. What remains is the green wave, combined with no right of way 
for the trams and disabling left turning traffic from MLS onto GDW/HGL. Expected effects of these 
measures are less emissions and noise disturbances, but a slightly higher severance. The intersection 
and road layout alternative is no longer regarded separately. 

Park and ride alternative discarded 
Already it is possible to park and ride in the north of Rotterdam (at Blijdorp) and in the south of 
Rotterdam (Lombardijen). Although it might be possible to develop a new bus or tramline to fasten 
the connection between north, centre and south this would only be interesting to a few percent of 
the traffic at HGL/GDW and only a few percent of that traffic will really use the new public transport 
line. Liveability effects will be very limited. 

A20 connection alternative turns into two Aelbrechtskade alternatives remains 
The option where traffic is relocated to Westzeedijk/Tjalklaan looks not very realistic. For most 
highway traffic the detour factor is too high, so the amount of traffic at GDW/HGL will hardly reduce. 
A significant increase in liveability is therefore not expected. 

The detour along Aelbrechstkade seems more promising, the detour factor is small and might even 
be eliminated when taking measures. A substantial decrease of traffic at GDW/HGL is expected and 
more freedom is available to rearrange the corridor, so ample possibilities to increase liveability 
arise. Therefore two alternatives will be elaborated, varying only in the rearrangement of GDW/HGL. 
In the first one the current tunnel traverse is used and extended, using one lane for on and off ramps. 
In the second one the decrease of traffic yields the possibility to fill up the tunnel and create a 2x2 
lane city boulevard. 

One way inner city ring road remains 
Although the precise mobility effects on the introduction of a one way inner city ring road are still 
unclear, a decrease in total intensity at HGL/GDW is expected, and there with a higher liveability in 
the corridor. Besides this the one way direction at HGL/GDW also reveals new possibilities for the 
lay-out of the tunnel traverse.  

Long tunnel alternative remains 
Currently most traffic runs through the corridor end to end, and will be below ground level in case of 
the long tunnel alternative. Combined with the possibility to cover large parts of the corridor, this 
alternative is expected to have a firm increase in liveability. 
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Weena alternative remains 
Also this alternative will cause most traffic to drive through the tunnel and will yield possibilities for 
large parts of the tunnel to be covered. Moreover, the amount of ground level traffic will even be 
smaller than in case of the Long tunnel alternative. A large increase of the liveability is therefore 
expected. 
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4.4 Recap 
In this chapter a brainstorm was described leading to a wide range of ideas to improve liveability at 
GDW/HGL. Solution directions were identified and alternatives were developed. Some alternatives or 
solution directions however do not have an expected increase in liveability and are further discarded.  

Only adaptations not intervening in the traffic situation turn out not to have a significant effect on 
liveability. Also policy measures within the scope of this project do not seem to be able to improve 
liveability significantly. Furthermore it turned out that an upgraded detour along Westzeedijk/ 
Tjalklaan would not have significant effects on GDW/HGL. 

The remaining solution directions with their alternatives, which will be elaborated and assessed in 
the next chapter, are listed below in Table 4-1 , accompanied with their main characteristics. 

Table 4-1: Developed alternatives to be elaborated and assessed 

Solution direction Alternatives Main characteristics 

Optimize  Zero+ alternative 

•Green wave for through traffic 
•No right of way for public transport 
•Disable certain turnings 
•Convert service roads into cycle streets 

Reduce traffic by 
relocating traffic 

Aelbrechskade- tunnel 
alternative 

•Upgrade Aelbrechtskade route 
•Elongate tunnel and underpass MLS 
•Use one tunnel lane for on and off ramps 

Aelbrechskade- city 
boulevard alternative 

•Upgrade Aelbrechtskade route 
•Tunnel filled up, 2x2 lane boulevard created 

One way inner city ring 
alternative 

•Only counter clockwise traffic on inner city ring 
•Thus only southbound traffic on GDW/HGL 
•Elongate tunnel and underpass MLS 
•3 tunnel lanes necessary for traffic 
•More room for on and off ramps 

Physical 
improvement 

Long tunnel alternative 
•Elongate tunnel and underpass MLS 
•No connection with MLS and Weena 
•So no on or off ramp along corridor 

Weena alternative 

•Elongate tunnel and underpass MLS 
•Car intersection with Weena below surface 
•Cyclists and pedestrians Weena on surface 
•No connection with MLS 

 

The solution directions above will not be different for a street with the same problems. Optimizing, 
redirecting traffic and physical improvement are very good directions for searching a solution. 
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5. Alternatives for Redesigning HGL/GDW 
The alternatives presented in chapter 4 are to be designed further in this chapter. Nine alternatives 
in total are chosen including the council alternative and the citizen alternative. Some alternatives 
were rejected in chapter 4 based on their compliance with the project constraint.  The final 
alternatives are presented in this chapter including an elaborate description and their effects. Those 
effects are measured in comparison to the current situation. The effects are described mainly 
quantitative, a qualitative description is used when important indicators could not be quantified, but 
described qualitatively. 

In the zero and zero+ alternative (paragraph 5.1 and 5.2)  the situation remains equal or some minor 
modifications are applied.  Already planned projects are executed and road traffic grows 
autonomously. In the long tunnel alternative (paragraph 5.3) the tunnel traverse is elongated and the 
MLS is tunnelled, but no connections are made. In the council alternative (paragraph 5.4) the MLS is 
tunnelled, the connection with Weena is made using on and off ramps at ground level in the middle 
of HGL. In the citizen alternative (paragraph 5.5) the MLS is tunnelled and a connection will be made 
with the intersection with MLS with the use of an on and off ramp. In the Weena alternative  
(paragraph 5.6) the Weena intersection is brought to the bottom level of the tunnel traverse. Cyclists 
and pedestrians stay at ground level.  In the next two alternatives part of the traffic is redirected over 
Aelbrechtskade. One alternative is a 2x1 tunnel (paragraph 5.7). Another alternative is a broad 
boulevard after filling in the tunnel traverse (paragraph 5.8). Another method to decrease traffic at 
HGL/GDW is the introduction of a one way inner city ring road, the last alternative treated 
(paragraph 5.9). 

5.1 Current , Zero and future situation 
The zero alternative is the current layout of the corridor in the future (2020), nothing is of the road 
itself is changed. The municipality of Rotterdam has plans for the improvement of the accessibility 
and liveability (dS+V, 2009). An important and influencing plan for HGL and GDW is the plan for 
upgrading the Central Station. The effects are that more parking spots are available around 
Rotterdam Central Station and that more traffic is attracted. In combination with the autonomous 
growth this will have an increasing effect on the traffic amounts at HGL and GDW. 

5.1.1 Description Zero alternative and current situation 
In the zero alternative nothing is done except for the planned projects. The zero alternative is 
therefore physically similar to the current situation. Hereunder the current design of the road is 
elaborated. 

Traffic flow 
The traffic flow at the current situation is obtained from the daily traffic that has been counted at the 
intersections. In Figure 5-1 the direction of the different traffic streams and the turning possibilities, 
on the three largest intersection are shown. The maximum allowed traffic speed is 50 km/h. The 
average speed is heavily reduced due to the traffic lights and congestion during the peak hours. 
There are no green wave at the intersections. The tram has a right of way. 
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Figure 5-1: Traffic flow 

The blue line presents the road in the tunnel traverse, passing the intersections with Weena, MLS 
and Rochussenstraat, see Figure 5-2 

 
Figure 5-2, Overview of the intersections 

 The traverse is below surface level and the road underpasses the intersection with Weena, this is 
illustrated with the arcs. The possible turns at the Weena intersection at ground level are given. The 
numbers present the 12 directions at the intersection. Along the corridor at surface level the flows at 
the service roads are coloured orange.  

Street layout 
In the middle of the corridor the main road (2x2 lanes) is located in the tunnel traverse. On both 
sides of the tunnel traverse service roads are situated. These roads have bicycle lanes and are flanked 
by sidewalks. The green structure is present throughout the traverse between the intersections with 
Weena and Rochussenstraat from a double row of plane trees. The trees are placed in a narrow 
green verge that separates the main road from the service roads. 

Henegouwerlaan 
HGL lies between MLS and Statentunnel. The profile consists of 2x2 lanes for through traffic. From 
the Statenweg traffic drives under Weena through a tunnel that connects to Statentunnel. On each 
side of the corridor is a service road, used by local traffic local. Near MLS the road is heading 
upwards. The intersection is at ground level and there is an exchange with both MLS and Weena via 
the service roads. 
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’s-Gravendijkwal 
Where HGL becomes GDW exchange with MLS takes place at a ground level intersection. GDW lies 
between MLS and Maastunnel. The profile consists of 2x2 lanes for through traffic. North of 
Mathenesserlaan the lanes go downwards and will lay below surface between Mathenesserlaan and 
Nieuwe Binnenweg. South of Nieuwe Binnenweg, after Rochussenstraat, the road rises again to 
ground level. Through traffic is therefore lowered between Mathenesserlaan and Nieuwe 
Binnenweg. On either side of the corridor is a service road, used by local traffic. On the south side of 
GDW traffic exchange takes place at ground level with Rochussenstraat.  

Traffic intensities 
The amount of cars at HGL and GDW will slightly change due to the increase in traffic. The specific 
traffic effects related to this alternative are zero. If the future situation (planned projects and 
autonomous growth) is taken into account than the traffic flows are different. The present traffic 
flows are summed in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 Current traffic flows at HGL/GDW 2020 

 Present situation 
Service roads 3.500 (11%) 

Tunnel traverse 27.500 (89%) 
Total 31.000 (100%) 

(dS+V, 2007) 
 
The future situation will be different. Due to autonomous growth and plans of the municipality of 
Rotterdam the traffic amounts will increase with 27%, see Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 Future traffic flows at HGL/GDW 2020 

 Future situation 
Service roads 9.000 (23%) 

Tunnel traverse 30.500 (77%) 
Total 39.500 (100%) 

(dS+V, 2007) 

Other aspects 
This variant has no sound walls and no investments are done to isolate the houses, as the latter is 
already done. Further no trees are planted, they are already present. Green areas are already 
present at Heemraadsingel. Also no parking spots or parking facilities will be created. At Weena a 
parking facility will be created due to the Station renovations. The station itself is accessible by public 
transport with the tram stopping at MLS. For cars the parking spots are available at the front door of 
the houses so the houses are reachable by car. The connection between the two sides of the road is 
possible via the intersections. For pedestrians it is not easy to cross the street. The only possibility for 
crossing the street is via the intersections.  

Green areas are available. At the corner with Weena a soccer field is located and further a park is 
located at Schermlaan, a side road of GDW. Concerning the trees nothing will change. The corridor 
itself has little green in the verges.  The trees and the free line of sight have nevertheless a positive 
effect on the safety.  
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5.1.2 Effects of the current lay-out 
For liveability it is expected that the problems that are faced nowadays will remain or even worsen. 
The traffic intensities will growth with approximately 27% and the emissions will increase therefore. 

There are about 80 parking spots available at HGL. At GDW there are about 150 parking spots 
available. The parking spots are evenly distributed along the road and close to the houses. The 
average travel time to the parking spot will be 15 minutes. The average speed of cars is very low.  

The intersection at MLS creates the access to the service roads and MLS and facilitates municipal 
accessibility. The regional accessibility is appropriate between Kleinpolderplein and Maastunnel. In 
the peak hours some bottlenecks create congestion; bottlenecks are at Bentickplein and the 
intersection with Rochussenstraat. HGL and GDW  itself are not the cause of the congestion.  

The municipal compliance will be low. With no adaption to the current situation the inner city ring 
will not appropriate be served. Covering of the tunnel will also not be possible at the parts where the 
road stays at surface level. 
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5.2 Zero + alternative 
The zero+ alternative is an alternative in which only some small and/or inexpensive changes are 
made in HGL and GDW. It is important to see what effects a small investment in the problem area 
can have in comparison to the effects of more drastic measures.  

5.2.1 Description zero + alternative 

Traffic flow 
In the zero+ alternative 3 measures are taken. This alternative is similar, except the forbidden left 
turns, to the zero alternative, see Figure 5-1. 

- Implementing a green wave in the corridor and therefore de-prioritize public transport at 
intersections.  

- Make certain left turns forbidden during certain hours of the day 
- Redesign the service roads as cycle streets.  

 
Figure 5-3, Intersections of the zero+ alternative 

Implementing a green wave in the corridor & de-prioritize public transport at intersections 
The distances between Bentinckplein and MLS and between MLS and Rochussenstraat are almost 
equal (833m vs. 816m), making a green wave between Bentinckplein and Rochussenstraat possible. 
Cycle time at the three intersections will be around 118 seconds, which is almost as long as in the 
current situation. To be able to guarantee this green wave, priority for trams at MLS should be 
removed. This will mean longer waiting and operation times for the trams, especially in rush hour 
with 14 trams/hour/direction.  

Make left turns forbidden 
To decrease waiting times for through traffic at HGL and GDW, certain left turns will be forbidden. 
However, forbidding left turns for traffic at HGL and GDW (60-140 vehicles/hour) will result in more 
traffic at the service roads. Forbidding left turns for traffic at MLS on the other hand (30-110 vehicles 
per hour), will result in lower waiting times for trams, as they can cross the intersection at the same 
moment as all traffic from MLS.  
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Redesign the service roads as cycle streets 
By redesigning the service roads at GDW as cycle streets and blocking these roads for non-local 
traffic with the use of (removable) pollards, car traffic at the service roads will decrease. This lead to 
improvements for the liveability at the service roads. Non-local traffic can use other roads in the 
neighbourhood (for example Claes de Vrieslaan). In cycle streets the layout of the road changes in 
that of a (wide) cycling path, but cars are still allowed to drive on these roads, but only with the 
intention of leaving or searching a parking spot, see Figure 5-4. 

 
Figure 5-4 an example of a cycle street 

Traffic intensities 
As in the zero alternative the total of traffic flows are expected to rise from 31.000 per day in the 
present situation until 39.500 thousand in the future situation, an increase of 27%.  See table 5-3.  

Table 5-3 Traffic forecasts 2020 

 Present situation Autonomous situation 2020 

Service roads 3.500 (11%) 9.000 (23%) 

Tunnel traverse 27.500 (89%) 30.500 (77%) 

Total 31.000 (100%) 39.500 100%) 

 
In case of the zero+ alternative these numbers will not differ that much from the autonomous 
situation in 2020. The green wave situation resulting in a smaller travel time through the corridor 
might attract somewhat more traffic, while the ban on left turning onto HGL/GDW might result in 
lower traffic flows at these roads (30/60 vehicles in morning peak hour, 80/110 in afternoon peak 
hour).  It is assumed that the net effect of these two phenomena is not significant.  

5.2.2 Effects 

Liveability 

Local accessibility 
The car crossability of HGL will not change.  The green time for HGL/GDW increases while the cycle 
time stays the same. As one of the phases in the old control cycle is cancelled, green times for traffic 
at MLS stay the same. Together with a similar cycle time, waiting time for traffic at MLS stays remains 
constant. The parking accessibility at HGL and GDW will decrease as travel times increase with 20%, 
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the green wave has no effect on parking accessibility, but the pollards decrease parking accessibility 
for car. See Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  0% 

Parking inaccessibility   20% 

Severance 
The crossability of HGL for pedestrians and cyclists will also remain equal for the same reason as the 
car crossability. The sight obstruction because of traffic will increase with 27%, as traffic intensities 
will increase with 27% while the length at ground level of this traffic stays the same.  See Table 5-5 

Table 5-5 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  0% 

Sight obstruction 27% 

Parking facilities 
As the number of parking facilities stays the same and the proximity of the parking facilities does not 
change, the parking facilities increase nor decrease. See Table 5-6. 

Table 5-6 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area 0% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
The number of permitted conflicts at the intersection with MLS increases from 7 to 9 in the new 
control structure and stays the same (2 permitted conflicts) at the intersection with Weena. This 
means an increase of 30%. Waiting time per cycle decreases a bit on average because of the lower 
green times at HGL/GDW. Traffic safety at the service roads at GDW will increase because of the 
blocking of these service roads for through traffic. As the average speed of through traffic at HGL and 
GDW will increase because of the green wave, traffic safety will decrease at the main road. See Table 
5-7 

Table 5-7 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts 30% 

Emissions 
Emissions will increase with 27% in comparison with the current situation, because of the 27% 
increase in traffic. Because of the introduction of the green wave emissions are reduced, but this 
effect is only small.  See Table 5-8 

Table 5-8 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity 27% 
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Attractiveness 
No trees are cut, and no additional free space becomes available, except for the two left turn areas 
at MLS. Unfortunately this space is not very big and different use of this space will not improve the 
attractiveness significantly. See Table 5-9. 

Table 5-9 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 0 

Old trees 0% 

Municipal accessibility 
Municipal traffic will not profit from the green wave. The longer green times for through traffic at 
HGL and GDW will decrease travel times only a little bit because of lower average waiting times for 
the traffic lights at the intersection with MLS. This difference is not significant. Waiting times for 
traffic out of one of the side streets will not change, so travel times vice versa will not change. See 
Table 5-10.  

Table 5-10 
 Current Zero+ increase 
Kleinpolderplein<-->South 10 min 8 min -20% 
North <--> South 12 min 10 min -17% 
North <--> vaanplein 16 min 14 min -13% 

 

Regional accessibility 
The regional accessibility will improve because of the green wave. For all traffic flows between 
Kleinpolder and south, north and south and north and Vaanplein travel times decrease with 2 
minutes. See table 5-11. 

Table 5-11 

Regional accessibility 

Travel time 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South 0% 

  North <--> South 0% 

  North <--> Vaanplein 0% 

 

Disturbance during construction 
To implement the four measures only small physical interventions are necessary. New sings have to 
be placed on possible turnings and the lay-out of the lanes before the MLS and the two left turning 
lanes at the MLS are to be closed. This will only lead to minor disruptions for road traffic. The 
renovation of the service roads on the other hand will cause some disruptions for local road traffic 
and through and local pedestrians and cyclists.  Some time will be needed before the new traffic 
situation is settled in the flows and behaviour of road traffic.  

Finance 
Construction time for this alternative is limited and will be between 1 to 3 months. Costs for this 
alternative are also low and will be between 50.000 and 100.000 euro, approcximitly 61.00 Euro, this 
is based on the several measures to be taken. 
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Table 5-12 

Finance 

Costs 

Construction costs 61K 

Liveability elsewhere 
Because of the blocking of the service roads for through traffic at GDW, this traffic will use other 
roads in the neighbourhoods along GDW and HGL. About 100-300 vehicles per peak hour per 
direction will appear extra on the main streets in the neighbourhoods along GDW.   

Compliance to municipal constraints 
The zero+ alternative does not comply to the municipal constraints. No extra lanes are added to 
facilitate the traffic of the inner city ring road: in both directions between HGL and Weena there is 
only one lane available. No changes are made to the current tunnel traverse, so the zero+ alternative 
does not comply with one of the constraints on tunnelling/covering. See Table 5-13 

Table 5-13 

Liveability elsewhere 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 700 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) N 

Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) - 

Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

- 
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5.3 Council Alternative 
The alternative presented in this section has already been elaborated, calculated and detailed by 
dS+V (Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009). At the moment of writing this alternative is preferred by the 
Mayor and Aldermen. However their calculations are not based on autonomic growth only. They 
foresee that an inner city ring road will be needed on a rather short term. Mainly to develop better 
accessibility to the central district and the parking garage around Rotterdam Central Station that is 
currently under construction. The additional capacity needed from HGL to Weena for the city ring is 
currently not available, so the adjustments to the situation in this alternative will provide this 
capacity.  

 

 

 
Figure 5-5 Top: Cross section of traverse, Bottom: Cross section zoomed in at the HGL 

5.3.1 Description of council variant 
In the council variant HGL will be partly at ground level (Figure 5-5) This is the most important aspect 
that makes this alternative different from the citizen and the Weena alternative in the next 
paragraphs. The exchange to the Weena is located in the centre of the HGL on ground level. The 
remaining part, including MLS will be tunnelled and covered. The MLS is not connected, HGL is too 
short to connect both Weena and MLS. 

Traffic flow 

 

Figure 5-6 Traffic flow 
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 South to North 
The corridor is entered at Rochussenstraat from where the tunnel traverse will start (Figure 5-6). 
Drivers stay at lower level until after the underpass at MLS. At HGL the road will ascend to ground 
level where traffic from MLS can access the main road. Traffic continuing to Bentinckplein and 
further will have only one lane available at this point. This lane will descend to underpass Weena. 
The right lane will be used to exit to Weena intersection and combined with the service road from 
MLS two lanes will be available to continue to Weena intersection.  An impression of the merging 
lanes at HGL is depicted in Figure 5-7 

North to south 
Coming from Bentinckplein drivers will underpass Weena and ascend to ground level at HGL. Here 
traffic coming from Weena intersection can merge to continue to Rochussenstraat and further by 
descending to underpass MLS and all other side streets until Rochussenstraat. The entrance roads 
from Weena intersection has a width of two lanes. The main road will have two lanes from 
Bentinckplein to Rochussenstraat.  

This alternative leads to a significant increase in traffic on the service roads along HGL immediately 
south of Weena, where the service road traffic merges with traffic from the tunnel for the two way 
inner city ring.(Gemeente_Rotterdam, 2009) 

 

 
Figure 5-7 situation at HGL in council variant, an impression. 

Street layout 
The tunnel traverse will be at a lower level at GDW. A cover on the traverse will create space at 
ground level to redesign and create green places and shared space for pedestrians and cyclists. A city 
boulevard with a leafy appearance and optimal living environment can be created. There will not be 
much severance as pedestrians and cyclists can cross on the covering. At HGL it is possible to create 
roofing north of MLS. In general the neighbourhood will be able to intermingle on a larger scale using 
the covering.  

Traffic intensities 
Traffic forecasts are presented as the given amount of traffic movements in the tunnel and at ground 
level, Table 5-14 provides an overview of ground level traffic and traffic in the tunnel. The location is 
at HGL, just north of the intersection/underpass with MLS. On the service roads at HGL the traffic will 
increase significant to 8000 veh/h close to the Weena. 
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Table 5-14: Traffic forecasts 2020 

 Council variant 
Service roads 8.000 (21%) 

Tunnel traverse 31.000 (79%) 
Total 39.000 (100%) 

(DS+V, 2008) 

At HGL a lot more movements will take place.The potential for open space is far less because of the 
connection between the main road and the service road. 

5.3.2 Effects 

Liveability 
The liveability at the Henegouwerlaan will change much due to the college alternative. The 
expectation for the  liveability is that the problems that are now faced will be exist in the future and 
will grow. This is not the case for the ‘s-Gravendijkwal where a tunnel will be build All the aspect that 
relate to liveability will elaborated. 

Local accessibility 
A car driver that wants to reach the middle of GDW on a service road from rochussenstraat will take 
the same route so there is no difference. 

From rochussenstraat to HGL a different route has to be taken. Cars will now take the service road at 
rochussenstraat, next three intersections are to be crossed before HGL is reached. This means an 
increase of 2 intersections and therefore 2 minutes compared to the current situation, an increase of 
300%. From Statentunnel to HGL no alternative route has to be taken, so there will beno difference. 
From Statentunnel to GDW travel times will remain 2 minutes, see Table 5-15. 

Table 5-15 
Parking Current Council alternative Increase 

Rochussenstraat-GDW 1min 1min 0% 

Rochussenstraat-HGL 1min 3min +300% 

statentunnel-GDW 2min 2min 0% 

statentunnel-HGL 1min 1min 0% 

 

A car crossing MLS in the council alternative will have less waiting time as the intersection needs less 
time for through going traffic. The decrease will be about 50% when the total cycle time will 
decrease from 120s to 70s with an equal green time of 20s, see Table 5-16, with * meaning the 
effects at HGL, otherwise the effects at GDW. 

Table 5-16 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  0%/-50%* 

Parking inaccessibility   0%/+60%* 
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Severance 
A significant decrease in severance is expected as the cover facilitates crossings for pedestrians and 
cyclists on only the GDW. This decrease will be 75%. At HGL the severance will remain the same. See 
Table 5-17.  

Table 5-17 
 Current Weena alternative increase 
GDW crossing 4min <1min -75% 
HGL crossing 3min 3min 0% 

 
Furthermore there is sight obstruction at the HGL, which decreases as traffic will be below the 
surface,see Table 5-57. 
 

Table 5-18 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -75%/0%* 

Sight obstruction -100/0%* 

Parking facilities 
At GDW the parking spots are still available and the parking facilities will have the same quality. The 
parking facilities at HGL will decrease with 13% as 30 parking spots are removed for the situation 
around the on and off ramps. With this the spread of parking spots will decrease somewhat meaning 
a smaller average distance from house to car. The average distance will increase by 15%, see Table 
5-19. 
 

Table 5-19 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area +5%/-13%* 

Proximity of parking spots +5%/-15%* 

Traffic safety 
The council alternative will under tunnel MLS, creating lower cycle times and waiting times at the 
intersection on ground level and separating fast driving through going traffic.  

The on and off ramp at HGL will be new permitted conflicts. 

The number of permitted conflicts will decrease with 4 depending on the lay-out of the MLS 
intersection. The merging at HGL will increase this number by 2. Reducing this number by 30%.  See 
Table 5-20 

Table 5-20 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts 0%/-30%* 

Emissions 
The emission from cars will be the same. The emissions will concentrate at the cut-aways and the 
tunnel portals. Consequently creating a peak at this location that might exceed maximum limits for 
NOx and PM10. See Table 5-21 
 

Table 5-21 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity +27%/+27%* 
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Attractiveness 
A lot of the attractiveness will relate to the design on the cover and the amount of cover space that is 
available at GDW and HGL. In this alternative the GDW can be covered. However taking cut-aways 
into account the total length of the cover will be 500m. The cover spans 4 lanes of each 3meters 
meaning that 6000m2 of surface is available for new design. This however is phased and at first only 
Mathenesserlaan-MLS will be covered Yielding 4800m2, see Table 5-22. 

Table 5-22 
 Meters Lanes surface 
N. binnenweg -mathenessenlaan 100 4 100*(4*3)=1200 m2 
Mathenessenlaan-MLS 400 4 400*(4*3)=4800 m2 
MLS-weena 0 0 0 m2 
total 500 4 500*(4*3)=6000 m2 

 
The downside of covering is that almost all of the old trees will disappear. The cover and tunnel 
construction is not possible without removing the old trees. Therefore 93% of the trees have to be 
removed, unless strategic covering can preserve some of the trees, seeTable 5-23. 
 

Table 5-23 
 Current Council alternative Increase 
N. binnenweg -mathenessenlaan 12 0 -100% 
Mathenessenlaan-MLS 48 0 -100% 
MLS-weena 41 8 -80% 
total 111 8 -93% 

 
The criteria for the attractiveness are presented in Table 5-24 

Table 5-24 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 4800/0* 

Old trees -100%/-80%* 

Municipal accessibility 
When looking at the municipal accessibility it is found that removing the connection with MLS will 
increase the travel time by about 70%. The travel time from Rochussenstraat to Weena will decrease 
as one traffic light is skipped in the situation of the council alternative, see Table 5-25 

Table 5-25 
 current council alt. Increase 
rochussenstraat <--> Central district via weena 4 min 3min -25% 

rochussenstraat <--> Middellandstraat 3 min 5min 67% 

rochussenstraat <--> mathenesserlaan 2 min 2 min 0% 

rochussenstraat <--> nieuwe binnenweg 2 min 2 min 0% 

Regional accessibility 
The regional accessibility will increase due to the improvements of the corridor. The travel time will 
decrease and the regional accessibility will increase because no more traffic lights are present at the 
corridor. One note will be that one lane per direction at Weena will become a bottleneck. In the near 
future this is not a problem as bentinckplein is also a bottleneck. If the capacity at bentinckplein is 
increased the bottleneck at Weena becomes noticeable. Also municipal accessibility will decrease as 
the right turn onto Weena will be blocked during congestion, see Table 5-26 
 

Table 5-26 
 Current council alt. increase 
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Kleinpolderplein<-->South 10 min 9 min -10% 
North <--> South 12 min 11 min -8% 
North <--> vaanplein 16 min 15 min -6% 

Finance 
The costs are presented in  

Table 5-27.  

Table 5-27 

item Cost(x€million) 

Lowering the tunnel at the remaining locations will cost:  15 

Covering the tunnel of a length of 400m will cost:  15 

tunnelling MLS will cost: 20 

Demolition of existing part will cost: 20 

reconstruction of HGL will cost: 10 

Maintainance:  30 

Adding a bandwidth of 30% will yield rough estimated costs for this project of around €145 million. 

Municipal compliance 
The municipal compliance will be significant as the connection between HGL and Weena will have an 
capacity of 1400 veh/h: an increase of 100%. MLS is tunneled and costs are calculated for a cover 
that does not stick out too much above ground level, see table 5-28Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet 
gevonden.. 
 

Table 5-28 

Municpal compliance 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 1400 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) Y 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 

 

Liveability elsewhere  
No traffic that uses HGL/GDW at current or future situation will have to take a different route with 
the council alternative. Liveability elsewhere will not be affected by this alternative. 
 

 Disturbance 
The disturbance will affect HGL and MLS during the construction of approximately 3 to 4 years. The 
MLS and HGL/GDW traffic will experience significant hindrance. This means that two traffic streams 
are blocked or capacity is significantly reduced for a substantial period of time.  The disturbance is 
high. 
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5.4 Citizen Alternative 
The citizen alternative is presented by the residential organisation HeLa! In this alternative the main 

road will be lowered from Rochussenstraat until just before Bentinckplein where the traverse will 
descend to ground level. This is depicted in Figure 5-8. An exit south of MLS will be created. 

 

 
Figure 5-8:  Cross section of traverse, Bottom: Cross section zoomed in at MLS and HGL 

5.4.1 Description Citizen variant 
The citizen alternative is an alternative that has similarities with the college alternative but also has 
some adjustments. The difference between the alternatives is the connection to MLS and Weena. In 
this alternative the connection made by on and off ramps at GDW, south of MLS  see Figure 5-8. The 
connection with Weena and the corridor and vice versa can be made via the service roads at HGL, 
the service roads can be reached at the intersection with MLS. 

Traffic flows 
The entire route between Rochussenstraat and Bentickplein is below ground level, with maximum 
roofing options for now and in the future, including HGL. The interaction between the main route 
and the service roads takes places at GDW. It is possible for each direction to keep 2 lanes.  
Destination traffic is still possible see Figure 5-9. The businesses on MLS remain easily accessible for 
suppliers. The current intersection of MLS is tunnelled and currently a busy intersection on the main 
track is avoided.  

 
Figure 5-9, Traffic flow 
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Street layout 
Like in the tunnel alternative the through regional and municipal traffic  will be covered in the 
traverse and therefore much space is free for a new design of the corridor at ground level. For 
example new trees can be placed close to where the old trees stood. 

The exit at to MLS at GDW will take a lot of space at ground level and where the on and off ramps are 
located less space is free for a new design. The tunnel is kept a 2x2 road and the exit has to be at the 
location of the service roads of the corridor. This will decrease the freedom for the layout of the road 
and the design of the corridor at the position of the exit. The integration of the main road with the 
on and off ramps in the corridor is difficult. 

Traffic intensities 
The traffic intensities of the citizen alternative are more evenly distributed over HGL/GDW. Traffic 
forecasts are listed in Table 5-29 which provides an overview of ground level traffic and traffic in the 
tunnel. This forecast is an assumption based on numbers predicted for other alternatives by dS+V. 
The location is of these amounts is at HGL, just above the intersection with MLS. The increase of 
traffic at the service roads is due to the diversion from MLS via the service roads to Weena and vice 
versa. 

 
Table 5-29, Traffic forecasts 2020 

 Citizen alternative 
Service roads 9.000 (23%) 
Tunnel traverse 30.000 (77%) 
Total 39.000 (100%) 

(DS+V, 2008) 
 
At HGL and GDW fewer movements will take place and less noise and pollution will be generated. 
Also there is potential for open space .The service road at HGL will be used more frequent and at 
GDW much space is needed for the on and off ramp. 

Other aspects 
The existing tunnel traverse has to be partly demolished and in the remaining part some adjustments 
will be necessary for covering the existing tunnel. Also the remaining part of the traverse is covered. 

5.4.2 Effects 
The effects are needed to compare this alternative to the others. The Citizen  alternative is on several 
aspect beneficial and on others less beneficial.  

Liveability 
The liveability at HGL will change much due to the citizen alternative. The expectation for the  
liveability is that the problems that are now faced will be exist in the future and will grow. This is not 
the case for GDW where a tunnel will be build All the aspect that relate to liveability will elaborated. 

Local accessibility 
The parking spots at GDW will partly disappear and the houses will be accessible from the parking 
spots that are left or the parking sport at HGL. The summarized travel time to the parking sport will 
be 16 minutes, 107% of the current situation. With the tunnelling of the intersection with MLS the 
traffic cycle time will decrease slightly and therefore the time to make the trip across the junction 
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will decrease a little and the accessibility increases. The connection between the two services of the 
corridor via the traffic lights will increase, the connection improves in quality to 35s, 70% of the 
current situation. The shops, public transport and other business can be reached in the same way. At 
HGL more room is free for upgrading the bicycle road and the footpath and the quality will increases. 
See Table 5-30 

Table 5-30 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  -30%/0%* 

Parking inaccessibility   7%/0%* 

Severance 
To cross of the street will be faster. The cross ability in time decreases with approximately 75% for 
HGL. The sight obstruction will decrease because the main road is underground and that increases 
the line of sight. See Table 5-31.  
 

Table 5-31 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  0%/-75%* 

Sight obstruction 0%/-100%* 

 

Parking facilities 
Number of parking spots in the area will decrease to 200, 87% of the current situation. The room for 
the parking spots is needed for the interaction between the service road and the main road at GDW. 
Less parking spots will be available and the reserved spots for the inhabitants will be of a higher 
percentage. Less parking spots are available for visitors and the parking facilities are decreasing in 
quality. At HGL the parking spots are still available and there the parking facilities will have the same 
quality, see Table 5-32 

 
Table 5-32 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area -13%/0%* 

Proximity of parking spots -25%/0%* 

 

Traffic safety 
The traffic safety will increase due the interaction between the service roads and the main road. The 
intersection due the separation of the different traffic types is safer with 6 permitted conflicts, 86% 
of the current situation. The speed will also be lower and therefore the safety will be a little increase 
due to this aspect. Overall the safety will increase. See Table 5-33. 

 
Table 5-33 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts -14%/0% 
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Emissions 
The emission from the care will be the same but there are more cars on the road. The pollution will 
increase with 26%, parallel with the intensities. The pollutions will partly be concentrating on the cut-
aways and the tunnel mounts. See Table 5-34. 

  
Table 5-34 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity 26%/26%* 

Attractiveness 
Extra green areas can be put on the tunnel at HGL/GDW, the extra space available is 6000 square 
metre. At GDW the green areas will decrease because room is needed for the connection between 
the service road and the main road. The street is a place where shops of low quality are and this has 
a negative effect on the safety. The trees and the free line of sights has nevertheless a positive effect 
on the public safety but the old trees has to be moved. GDW in this plan is not any longer a busy 
road. The Henegouwerlaan is becoming more busy with the extra traffic on the service roads with 
less activities the social control will be a little bit lower. The street has a mix of functions. Houses for 
living, shops and a elderly house make that the functions are mixed and that increases the safety of 
the street. The facilities that are in the Neighbourhood are the shops at MLS. Further there are some 
shops at the Henegouwerlaan and GDW and the shops are good accessible from those streets.  The 
park in the middle of the street and the open space are increasing the social safety, but only at HGL. 
See Table 5-35 

 
Table 5-35 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 4000/2000 

Old trees 
-100%/-
100%* 

Municipal accessibility 
MLS is connected and this is good for the municipal accessibility. A problem is that the connection 
with the Weena is not in place. The traffic has to take the GDW road to get from GDW to Weena but 
this is the same as in the current situation. This reduce the flow speed and has a negative effect on 
the municipal accessibility, but in reference with the current situation the accessibility remains the 
same, change is zero, 0% of the current situation, see  
Table 5-36. 
 

Table 5-36 

Municipal accessibility 

Travel time 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena 0% 

  RCS <--> MLS 0% 

  RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan 0% 

  RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg 0% 
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Regional accessibility 
The accessibility will increase, the traffic lights at MLS are not longer present in the plans for the 
through going traffic. This will make the connections between the highway and the Maastunnel 
shorter in time. The traffic from Kleinpolderplein (and north) to south will decrease each with 1 
minute to 9(10) minutes and north to the A15 will decrease with 1 minute to 15 minutes.  The 
accessibility will therefore improve to 92% travel time of the current situation. The regional 
accessibility will increase due to the improvements of the corridor, see Table 5-37. 
 

Table 5-37 

Regional accessibility 

Travel time 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South -10% 

  North <--> South -8% 

  North <--> Vaanplein -6% 

Finance 
The costs of this project will be around the 200 million euro. The Tunnel will costs about 50 million 
and the tunnelling of MLS about 25 million with ramps 25 million extra. The demolition of the 
existing part around 50 million and maintenance about 30 million and some overhead about 20 
million, see Table 5-38 

Table 5-38 

Finance 

Costs 

Construction costs 200M 

Municipal compliance 
The citizen variant is not very beneficial for the plans to make a city ring. In this alternative no 
intersection is made for Weena with HGL. The capacity remains the same of 700 vehicles per hour. 
This alternative fulfils the tunnel desires, MLS is tunnelled a cover HGL/GDW is placed and the cover 
is at low height.  

Liveability elsewhere  
The  accessibility elsewhere will slightly change about 1000 vehicles per hour will choose another 
route. The local traffic is still able to use the intersection to get on the Henegouwerlaan and GDW. 
Further the connection with Weena is not available and it is more difficult to reach Weena . Traffic 
will choose other routes to reach Weena and the liveability on those routes will slightly decrease, see  

Table 5-39.  

Table 5-39 

Liveability elsewhere 

Traffic intensities Q 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 700 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) Y 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 
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Disturbance 
The disturbance will affect HGL and MLS during the construction of approximately 3 to 4 years. 
Weena will be accessible. The disturbance  is restricted to a small part of the corridor. 
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5.5 Weena alternative 
When looking at the council alternative and listening to the resident organisation Hela! the main 
obstacle with this obstacle is the exchange of traffic at the centre HGL. In this section a new 
alternative is presented that is based on the current council alternative. The exchange however will 
take place at the intersection with Weena at a lower level. 

5.5.1 Description Weena alternative 
The Weena alternative is a variant to the council alternative. The difference is found in the traffic 
exchange with MLS and Weena. MLS is no longer directly connected see Figure 5-10. 
Weena/Beukelsdijk is connected with an intersection that lies at a lower level. Weena and 
Beukelsdijk will have slopes that are needed to descend to this lower level. The pedestrians and 
cyclist can cross the intersection with bridges or over the roofing of the tunnel (see Figure 5-11 and 
Figure 5-12). There is also space to preserve the tramway connection between Bentinckplein and 
HGL, this is not drawn in the figure. 

 
 

 
Figure 5-10 Top: Cross of Traverse, Bottom: zoomed in at HGL and Weena 

Figure 5-11 Left: helicopter view , Right: intersection lay-out of weena intersection, an impression. 
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Figure 5-12: street view of Weena intersection, an impression. 

Traffic flow 
South to north 
Traffic coming from Rochussenstraat will underpass all service roads. No exit or entry roads will be 
created for these roads. Finally, when traffic reaches Weena it will have two right turning lanes going 
to Central Station, two lanes for through going traffic to underpass the train tracks towards 
Bentinckplein and one left turning lane to enter Beukelsdijk.  

North to south 
Starting from Bentinkplein traffic will go through Statentunnel where traffic can turn right to enter 
Beukersdijk with one lane. Right turning traffic has two lanes to go in the direction of Central station. 
Through going traffic has two lanes, not connecting any of the side roads it underpasses. 

The traffic that is using the inner city ring does not use the service roads at HGL as can be seen in 
Figure 5-13. Traffic that has the origin or destination MLS or HGL will have to use a different route. In 
this design no connection is available from HGL to Weena. The service roads can simply be extended 
if this cause problems for the accessibility of the HGL  
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Figure 5-13 Traffic flow 

Street layout 
The through going traffic is underground and therefore a lot of space is free for a new design. The 
current neighbourhoods will have trees. New trees can be placed in the middle of the profile. Water 
storage on the roof is also possible. The service roads will remain along the corridor, however at HGL 

it is preferred that these roads are transformed into cycle streets as described in the Zero+ 

alternative.   

Traffic intensities 
Traffic forecasts are presented to give the amount of traffic movements in the tunnel and at ground 
level, the forecasts of dS+V are used to make forecasts for the Weena alternative. The location for 
these traffic intensities are at HGL, just above the intersection with the MLS. Since the service roads 
there are transformed into cycle streets only residents and destination traffic will use these roads. 
Figure 5-13 and Table 5-40 provide an overview of ground traffic and traffic in the tunnel for a full 
day.  

Table 5-40: predicted traffic at HGL 2020 

 Weena alternative 
Service roads 1.000 (2%) 
Tunnel traverse 37.000 (98%) 
Total 38.000 (100%) 

(DS+V, 2008) 

Other aspects 
The safety issues that come with a tunnel spanning more than 250 meter will also play a role in this 
alternative. The existing tunnel traverse has to be partly demolished and in the remaining part some 
adjustments will be necessary for safety measures. 

5.5.2 Effects 
The effects of the Weena alternative are more evenly distributed over HGL and GDW. At GDW the 
road is underground and this has the effect that a lot of space at ground level can be created. Both 
GDW and HGL are underground with a cover on top. At the Weena intersection a multilevel 
intersection is created. 
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Liveability 
The effects of the different aspects of liveability are described below. 

Local accessibility 
A car driver that wants to reach the middle of GDW on a service road from Rochussenstraat will take 
the same route so there is no difference. From Rochussenstraat to HGL a different route has to be 
taken. Cars will now take the service road at Rochussenstraat, next three intersections are to be 
crossed before HGL is reached. This means an increase of 2 intersections and therefore 2 minutes 
compared to the current situation. An increase of 100%. 

From Statentunnel to HGL is not possible anymore via the service road. Cars need to find a new route 
that is 3-6 minutes. Compared to the current situation (1minute) it is 300% to 600% longer. 

From Statentunnel to GDW will become 4-6 minutes. Current situation is 2minutes and an increase of 
100% to 300% is expected, see Table 5-41. 

Table 5-41 
Parking Current Weena alternative Increase 
Rochussenstraat-GDW 1min 1min 0% 
Rochussenstraat-HGL 2min 4min +100% 
statentunnel-GDW 2min 4-6min +100% to +200% 
statentunnel-HGL 1min 3-6min +200% to +500% 
Total 6min 12min +100% 

 
A car crossing MLS in the Weena alternative will have less waiting time as the intersection needs less 
time for through going traffic. The decrease will be about 50% when the total cycle time will 
decrease from 120s to 70s with an equal green time of 20s, see Table 5-42 

Table 5-42 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  -50% 

Parking inaccessibility   +100% 

Severance 
A significant decrease in severance is expected as the cover facilitates crossings for pedestrians and 
cyclists on both HGL and GDW. This decrease will be 75% , see Table 5-43 

Table 5-43 
 Current Weena alternative increase 
crossing 2min 0.5min -75% 

 
Furthermore there is sight obstruction see table 5-44. 
 

Table 5-44 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -75% 

Sight obstruction -100% 
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Parking facilities 
At HGL/GDW the parking spots are still available and the parking facilities will have the same quality. 
Extra parking spots could be created at the intersection with MLS as this crossing will be simplified. 

The parking facilities will increase with 5% when 10 extra parking spots are created. With this the 
spread of parking spots will increase somewhat meaning a smaller average distance from house to 
car. The average distance will only decrease by <1%, see Table 5-45. 

Table 5-45 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area +5% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
The Weena alternative will under tunnel MLS, creating lower cycle times and lower waiting times at 
the intersection on ground level and separating fast driving traffic from pedestrians and cyclists.  

The intersection of weena-HGL will be on different levels. This intersection will have no permitted 
conficts. All car traffic will be at lowered level, separated from pedestrians, cyclists and even the 
tramway. 

The number of permitted conflicts will decrease with 6 depending on the lay-out of the MLS 
intersection. The intersection with Weena will, in a realistic case, have 4 permitted conflicts between 
tram and cyclist reducing this number compared to the current situation by 30%, see Table 5-46. 

Table 5-46 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts -30% 

Emissions 
The emission from cars will be the same. The emissions will concentrate at the cut-aways and the 
tunnel portals. Consequently creating a peak at this location that might exceed maximum limits for 
NOx and PM10. The total amount of vehicles increases in this alternative, therefore also emissions of 
the pollutants NOx and PM10 will rise, Table 5-48. 

Table 5-47 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity +27% 

Attractiveness 
A lot of the attractiveness will relate to the design on the cover and the amount of cover space that is 
available at GDW and HGL. In this alternative the complete corridor can be covered. However taking 
cut-aways into account the total length of the cover will be 800m. The cover spans 4 lanes of each 
3meters meaning that 9000m2 of surface is available for new design, see Table 5-48. 

Table 5-48 calculation of surface 
 Meters Lanes surface 
N. binnenweg -mathenessenlaan 125 4 100*(4*3)=1500 m2 
Mathenessenlaan-MLS 425 4 400*(4*3)=5100 m2 
MLS-weena 250 4 250*(4*3)=3000 m2 
total 800 4 800*(4*3)=9600 m2 
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The downside of covering is that all of the old trees will disappear. The cover and tunnel construction 
is not possible without removing the old trees. Therefore -99% of the trees have to be removed, 
unless strategic covering or new covering techniques can preserve some of the trees, see Table 5-49 
 

Table 5-49 old trees 
 Current Weena alternative Increase 
N. binnenweg -mathenessenlaan 12 0 -100% 
Mathenessenlaan-MLS 48 2 -96% 
MLS-weena 41 0 -100% 
total 111 2 -99% 

 
The criteria for the attractiveness are, see Table 5-50.Table 5-24 

Table 5-50 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 9600 

Old trees -99% 

 

Municipal accessibility 
When looking at the municipal accessibility it is found that removing the connection with MLS will 
increase the travel time by about 67%. The travel time from Rochussenstraat to Weena will decrease 
as one traffic light is skipped in the situation of the Weena alternative, see Table 5-51. 

Table 5-51 travel times between municipal Origins-Destinations 
 current Weena alt. Increase 
rochussenstraat <--> Central district via weena 4 min 3min -25% 

rochussenstraat <--> Middellandstraat 3 min 5min 67% 

rochussenstraat <--> mathenesserlaan 2 min 2 min 0% 

rochussenstraat <--> nieuwe binnenweg 2 min 2 min 0% 

Regional accessibility 
The regional accessibility will remain unchanged. A traffic light is added at the Weena intersection, 
but the traffic lights at the MLS intersection will be under passed for municipal and regional traffic, 
seeTable 5-52. 
 

Table 5-52 travel times between regional Origins-Destinations 
 Current Weena alt. increase 
Kleinpolderplein<-->South 10 min 10 min 0% 
North <--> South 12 min 12 min 0% 
North <--> vaanplein 16 min 16 min 0% 

Finance 
The costs are presented in Table 5-53. 

Table 5-53 Costs per item 
item Cost(x€million) 

Lowering the tunnel at the remaining locations will cost:  15 

Covering the tunnel of a length of 750m will cost:  30 

tunnelling MLS will cost: 25 

Demolition of existing part will cost: 25 

reconstruction of Weena will cost: 50 
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Maintainance:  30 
 
Adding a bandwidth of 30% will yield rough estimated costs for this project of around €230 million. 

Municipal compliance 
The municipal compliance will be significant as the inner city ring road will have a capacity of 1400 
veh/h: an increase of 100%. MLS is tunnelled and costs are calculated for a cover that does not stick 
out too much above ground level, see Table 5-54. 
 

Table 5-54 

Municipal compliance 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 1400 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) Y 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 

 

Liveability elsewhere 
Traffic going to MLS, as well as the traffic coming from Statentunnel that has destination HGL will 
have to find an alternative route. This means a small increase of traffic on other streets in the 
surroundings 
 

Disturbance 
The disturbance will affect HGL and MLS during the construction of approximately 3 to 4 years. The 
Weena, MLS and HGL/GDW traffic will experience significant hindrance. It means that three traffic 
streams are blocked or capacity is significantly reduced for a substantial period of time.  The 
disturbance is very high. 
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5.6 Long tunnel  
This alternative was presented in an early phase of the research by dS+V. The long tunnel is an 
alternative that separates the different traffic flows. Along the corridor no interaction is possible and 
the road is free of traffic lights. 

 
Figure 5-14: Cross section long tunnel 

5.6.1 Description long tunnel 
The tunnel is located between Rochussenstraat and Bentinckplein. The tunnel consists of the 
covering with cut-aways of the existing and the new underground part of HGL and GDW, see Figure 
5-14. Because of the covering, above ground free space for road design from wall to wall is created. 
Still there is room needed at ground level for the escape routes. It is possible to locate the service 
road above ground between MLS and Nieuwe Binnenweg in the middle of the avenue.  

Traffic flow 
In the tunnel there are no exchange possibilities with the traffic on ground level. The traffic will be 
mixed at the tunnel mounts there. There are also no exchange possibilities between any of the 
service roads, see Figure 5-15. For certain destination along HGL/GDW new routes are needed to get 
to the destination. 

 

 
Figure 5-15, Traffic flow 

Street layout 
The through going traffic is underground in the current tunnel traverse andin the extension of the 
tunnel traverse and therefore much space is free for a new design. The current neighbourhoods will 
have trees, new trees can be placed in the middle of the profile. Parking garage and water storage on 
the cover is also possible. 
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Traffic intensities 
Traffic forecasts are presented to give the amount of traffic movements in the tunnel and at ground 
level. Table 5-55 provides an overview to compare the relationship of ground traffic versus traffic 
tunnel at HGL, just above the intersection with MLS. At ground level the traffic flow will increase and 
will be doubled, this partly described to the traffic that will use the service roads in the plans for the 
inner city ring road. The traffic flow in the tunnel will slightly decrease to 21.500. 

Table 5-55: Traffic forecasts 2020 

 Long tunnel 
Service roads 14.000 (39%) 
Tunnel traverse 21.500 (61%) 
Total 35.500 (100%) 

(DS+V, 2008) 

Other aspects 

Safety  
The design of a tunnel has to deal with several constraints. These constraints are primary focused on 
the safety. The risk for tunnel users in the event of a fire in a short tunnel is much smaller than a long 
tunnel. This alternative will use relatively short covers therefore extra facilities do not have to be 
placed. 

Escape routes 
For safety reasons it is recommended to create cut-aways for emergency exits. This also provides 
entrance for emergency services. The tunnel entrance and exit can also be used for this purpose. 

5.6.2 Effects 
The tunnel alternative is on several aspects beneficial and on others less beneficial.  

5.6.3 Liveability 
The liveability at HGL/GDW will change much due to the decrease in traffic. Expected is that a lot of 
the problems that are now faced will be no longer present after the construction of the tunnel. 

Local accessibility 
The local accessibility will significantly increase. The corridor can be crossed almost everywhere. The 
roof of the tunnel will be walk able. The accessibility of parking spots, the other service of the 
corridor and the business spots and the public transport will increase. The summarized travel time to 
the parking sport will be 18 minutes, 120% of the current situation. The connection between the two 
services of the corridor via the traffic lights will increase, the connection improves in quality to 35s, 
70% of the current situation. Between the crossing with Weena and the crossing and 
Rochussenstraat for cyclists less complicate traffic junctions are planned. The time to cycle along the 
road will therefore take less time. The quality of the cycle roads and the footpath will increase 
because more room will be reserved, see Table 5-56. 

Table 5-56 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  -30% 

Parking inaccessibility   +20% 

Severance 
The severance will decrease. Crossing the street is simple because the main road is not longer there. 
The connection is approximately 30s, 25% of the current situation. There are almost no physical 
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objects, the trees hinder the sight of line. The line of sight will further decrease because more cars 
are on the service road and decreases the line of sight, but the main road is underground and that 
increases the line of sight, see Table 5-57. 
 

Table 5-57 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -75% 

Sight obstruction -100% 

Parking facilities 
Number of parking spots in the area will increase to 260, 113% of the current situation. The proximity 
of the available parking spot from home/business are good accessible. The room for extra parking 
spots for bicycles is available, see Table 5-58. 
 

Table 5-58 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area +13% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
The traffic safety on the service roads will decrease, more traffic will be on the service roads. The 
intersections will be safer, less traffic will go across the intersections and due separation of the 
different traffic types the intersection is safer with 5 permitted conflicts, 71% of the current 
situation. The waiting time cycle time will decrease, this is possible because less traffic is crossing. 
The average speed will decrease on service roads that will be cycle roads. The difference in speed 
between the municipal and regional traffic and the local traffic is high but there’s no interaction, see 
Table 5-59. 
 

Table 5-59 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts -29% 

Waiting time/cycle time Q 

Differences in speed between traffic Q 

Emissions 
The Emissions will be lower. The pollution will increase with 11%, parallel with the intensities.  The 
pollution is not homogeneous distributed and therefore extra pollution is on the places where the 
cut-aways are and the tunnel mounts, see Table 5-60. 
 

Table 5-60 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity +11% 

Attractiveness 
Extra green areas can be put on the tunnel at HGL/GDW, the extra space available is 9600 square 
metre. Green areas are available at the corner with Weena a soccer field is located and at Weena and 
further a park is located at Schermlaan, a cross road of GDW. The trees will be replaced after the 
construction. The corridor will have much green, the space is available with the main road 
underground. There is no water in the corridor. The street is a place where shops of low quality are 
and this has a negative effect on the safety. The trees and the free line of sights has nevertheless a 
positive effect on the public safety but are replaced. The street in this plan no longer a busy road. 
With less activities the social control will be a little bit lower. The street has a mix of functions. 
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Houses for living, shops and an elderly house make that the functions are mixed and that increases 
the safety of the street. The facilities that are in the Neighbourhood are the shops at MLS. Further 
there are some shops at HGL and GDW and they are good accessible from those streets. The park in 
the middle of the street and the open space are increasing the social safety, see Table 5-61. 
 

Table 5-61 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 9600 

Old trees -100% 

5.6.4 Municipal accessibility 
The long tunnel alternative is not connected with Weena and MLS is not in place. The traffic has to 
take service roads to travel to Weena and MLS and this costs extra time, for all the connections the 
extra costs in time are 4 minutes, 136% of the current situation. This increase has a negative effect 
on the municipal accessibility. The tram at MLS is good accessible and has a good connection with 
the central station, see Table 5-62. 

Table 5-62 

Municipal accessibility 

Travel time 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena +63% 

  RCS <--> MLS +83% 

  RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan 0% 

  RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg 0% 

5.6.5 Regional accessibility 
Het accessibility between the Kleinpolderplein and Maastunnel will be better. No traffic light are on 
MLS and the flow speed will be higher. The traffic from Kleinpolderplein (and north) to south will 
decrease each with 1 minute to 9 minutes and north to the A15 will decrease with 1 minute to 15 
minutes. The accessibility will therefore improve to 92% travel time of the current situation. The 
regional accessibility through Rotterdam will increase due to the improve connection, see Table 5-63. 
 

Table 5-63 

Regional accessibility 

Travel time 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South -10% 

  North <--> South -8% 

  North <--> Vaanplein -6% 

5.6.6 Finance 
The construction time is about 3 to 4 years. The risks are high. The houses on both services of the 
road are build on steel, this means that no piles are under the houses. The costs of a long covered 
tunnel will be high. About 1200 meters have to be converted in to a tunnel with a cover. And the 
existing construction has to be demolished. The tunnel will cost approximately 7 million per 100 
meters and the demolishing is also expensive. The maintenance over a period of 30 years will also 
costs around 30 million in total. The total extra overhead costs will be estimated at 40 million. The 
total costs are approximately 200 million euro, see Table 5-64. 
 

Table 5-64 

Finance 

Costs (Euro) 

Construction costs 200M 
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5.6.7 Municipal compliance 
The construction of a long tunnel is not beneficial for the plans for a city ring. Other plans are not 
threatened, see Table 5-65. 

Table 5-65 

Liveability elsewhere 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 700 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) Y 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 

5.6.8 Liveability elsewhere  
The accessibility elsewhere will change. The local traffic that isn’t able to use the intersection to get 
on HGL/GDW will use other streets in the neighbourhood. 5000 vehicles per hour will choose other 
routes thru the neighbourhood. The travel time for the inhabitants of those areas will be higher and 
this will decrease the liveability in the area HGL/GDW. 
 

5.6.9 Disturbance 
The disturbance during the construction will be very high. The whole roads needs adjustment and 
the road will not be available for approximately 3 to 4 years. Extra noise will be there and the shops 
will suffer from bad accessibility.  
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5.7 Aelbrechtskade-tunnel-alternative 
This alternative describes an upgrade of the route between Droogleever Fortuynplein and 
Kleinpolderplein along Aelbrechtskade and Abraham van Stolkweg, as shown with the blue line 
inFigure 5-16. This upgrade has the intention of shifting part of the traffic now taking GDW/HGL 
towards Aelbrechtskade. The purpose of this traffic shift is to decrease the traffic intensity at 
GDW/HGL, so that more freedom is obtained for rearranging GDW/HGL and maximising liveability. 

In this alternative GDW/HGL is converted to a 2x1-lane tunnel, so the second tunnel lane can be used 
for on and off ramps. In the description of this alternative, first a general analysis is given. In the 
subsequent paragraph 5.7.2 the focus lies on a more specific analysis and the design of 
Aelbrechtskade. Paragraph 5.7.4 discusses the analysis for and design of the tunnel at GDW/HGL and 
to conclude, in paragraph 5.7.5 the expected effects of this alternative are presented. 

 
Figure 5-16: Aelbrechtskade-route 

5.7.1 General analysis 

Characteristics surrounding 
For outside the HGL/GDW and reducing the traffic there,  a first starting point and reason for 
developing this alternative is that the negative effects due to an increased traffic stream at 
Aelbrechtskade are relatively small. Considering the large severance caused by the water 
(Delfshavense Schie), a traffic increase will hardly contribute to this. Also the hindrance of noise and 
air pollution is expected to be small compared to the hindrance experienced on GDW/HGL. 
Residential housing is only present on one side of the road and the river yields more room for 
emission to diffuse.  

Target group 
Underlying reason for this alternative is that quite a large share of the traffic on GDW/HGL travels 
the entire corridor and comes from or goes to Kleinpolderplein (indicated by the yellow line). From 
the traffic data presented earlier, it was derived that (in the afternoon peak) 1500 veh/hr travel 
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between the highway in the north and Rochussenstraat or south of that. However, part of this traffic 
will not connect to the highway at Kleinpolderplein on the west side of Statenweg, but at Schieplein 
on the east side (as indicated with the green line), or perhaps even further to the east. 

To determine which share actually connects to Kleinpolderplein, extra traffic counts were performed. 
Since no OD-data is available, as an indication the behaviour of traffic at the fork of Statenweg at 
Stadhoudersweg was examined. In an afternoon peak, the relevant traffic streams were counted 
(streams 3, 4, 6 and 7). The raw data can be found in appendix 1, the hourly traffic streams are as 
follows in Figure 5-17. 

 
Figure 5-17: Traffic streams Statenweg-Stadhoudersweg fork 

It can be concluded that approximately 28% of the total traffic stream on Statenweg comes 
from/goes to the direction Schieplein, 72% comes from/goes to direction Kleinpolderplein. Because 
of the lack of more detailed (OD)  traffic data, it is assumed that this share also applies to the 1500 
veh/hr traffic stream between the highway in the north and (south of) Rochussenstraat. That would 
mean a current traffic stream of approximately 1100 veh/hr travelling between Kleinpolderplein and 
(south of) Rochussenstraat. Projected to the situation in 2020, the increase (of tunnel traffic) yields 
approximately  1200 veh/hr. This is the target group for shifting to the upgraded route. 

Detour factor 
Two different detours are considered. The first is the detour for traffic between Kleinpolderplein and 
Droogleever Fortuynplein. Part of the target group however, only travels to/from Rochussenstraat. 
So also the detour for traffic between Kleinpolderplein and Rochussenstraat is regarded. 

Currently, the detour factor for taking Aelbrechtskade when travelling from Kleinpolderplein to 
Droogleever Fortuynplein is 4.1 / 4 km = 1.03. For traffic exiting or entering at Rochussenstraat, the 
detour factor between Kleinpolderplein and Rochussenstraat is a little bigger, being 3.7 / 3.4 km = 
1.09. Hence the distance detour factors are not very large. 

The time increase however is substantial. For Kleinpolderplein-Droogleever Fortuynplein traffic it is 8 
minutes when taking Aelbrechtskade compared to 5 minutes taking GDW/ HGL, yielding a travel time 
increase factor of 8/5 = 1.6. For Kleinpolderplein-Rochussenstraat traffic it is 7 / 4 minutes, so an 
increase with factor 1.75. This time increase currently prevents the target group traffic from taking 
this route.   
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5.7.2 Aelbrechtkade 

Analysis 
To be able to say something on the possibilities and the effects of a traffic increase at 
Aelbrechtskade, it is important to know what the current situation is. The whole route between 
Stadhoudersweg and Rochussenstraat has one lane in each direction and is depicted in Figure 5-18. 
On the right end of it can be seen that the road branches in a 2x2-lane road towards Droogleever-
Fortuynplein and a 2x2-lane road continuing on Rochussenstraat towards GDW. Furhtermore, it can 
be seen that around Beukelsbrug the two directions are split: the southbound traffic crosses 
Beukelsbrug underneath; the northbound traffic is diverted around it. 

 

 
Figure 5-18: Aelbrechtskade-route 

Along most of the route a possible expansion to two lanes should be realisable. The critical locations 
are the crossing underneath three bridges: Mathensessebrug, Beukelsbrug  in (with only one 
direction crossing underneath) and the railway bridge just north of that. These bridges are depicted 
in the next section, in Figure 5-20, Figure 5-21  and Figure 5-22 respectively.  

To get some insight in the traffic intensity, traffic counts were carried out. The selected location for 
the counts was underneath Mathenessebrug, a critical point for possible expansion to two lanes. The 
counts were carried out in an afternoon peak, more details about the count can be found in appendix 
1. The derived hourly traffic streams for 2020, assuming autonomous growth, are approximately as 
follows. 

- Southbound traffic: 940 veh/hr  
- Northbound traffic: 800 veh/hr 

 
According to literature (Hansen, 2003), roads with a connecting function and a speed of 50km/h have 
a capacity of 1000-1400 veh/hr. However, since the route encounters two signalled intersections and 
a roundabout, 1000 veh/hr is used as a maximum capacity. 
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Design  
Concluded was that the maximum target group for shifting traffic is 1200 veh/hr, for one direction. 
Since currently the maximum capacity on Aelbrechtskade is approximately 1000 veh/hr and the 
intensity reaches over 900 veh/hr, a considerable capacity increase is necessary. Therefore the entire 
section is to be expanded to 2x2 lanes, sine that is the only measure to facilitate such a capacity 
increase. In the first part of this paragraph the measures to achieve this are described. The second 
part of this section discusses the measures to make the route more attractive and actually realize a 
traffic shift.  

Capacity increase measures 
As mentioned before, most of the route has enough room for expansion, the width is usually around 
25 m. The pedestrian area on the quay side is quite large (approximately 8 m.) and currently parking 
spots are present on both sides of the main road, visible in the typical street view in Figure 5-19. As 
can be seen at places there’s even a third line of parked cars.  

 
Figure 5-19: Street view Aelbrechtskade 

When upgrading to 2x2 lanes, only a one-directional service road with parking spots on one side 
would remain (approximately 5m. wide) and the quay side is to be reduced to 4 m, including cycle 
path. With a front door pavement of 2 m. and a cycle lane of 2 m., this leaves 12 meters for 2x2 lanes 
including separation.  

As mentioned before, the three bridges may be critical points for this expansion. The views of these 
bridges looking in northbound direction are depicted below. The first one from the south is 
Mathenesserbrug in Figure 5-20. Here the service road (on the left in the figure) could be replaced by 
a second lane for southbound traffic. For the northbound traffic the available space is a little more 
limited. The pavement on the right side is currently approximately 4 m., which could be reduced to 
1.5 m. With a reduction of the centre pavement of approximately 30 cm, a space of 2.80 m. has 
become available for the second lane for northbound car traffic. 
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Figure 5-20: Mathenesserbrug 

The next bridge is Beukelsbrug, shown in Figure 5-21. As mentioned before, only the southbound 
traffic crosses this bridge underneath. It can be readily seen that enough space is available for a 
second lane, by using the grass are left of the bridge support and, if necessary, a small reduction of 
the lane width. 

 
Figure 5-21: Beukelsbrug 

Just north of Beukelsbrug lies the railway bridge, which is shown in Figure 5-22. For the  southbound 
traffic (on the left side in the picture) an extra lane can easily be created. By locally reducing the 
footpath from approximately 3 to 1 m. and the cycle path and the existing driving lane both by 
approximately 0,5 m for the extra driving lane 3 m is available. For northbound traffic an extra lane 
can only be obtained by replacing the cycle path. For cyclists perhaps an extra tunnel passage on the 
right side of the bridge support could be created, through the currently present wall.  

 
Figure 5-22: railway bridge 
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This way a 2x2 lane road could be created for the whole route between Kleinpolderplein and GDW or 
Droogleever Fortuynplein. The capacity is then large enough for the intended traffic shift. 
Subsequently, the considered measures to make this rout more attractive are discussed. 

Attractiveness measures 
The first measure is focussed on the northbound traffic. Currently, at Aelbrechtsplein this traffic is 
diverted around Beukelsbrug, as can be seen in Figure 5-23. This causes both a detour as an extra 
traffic light. This can be avoided by adding a two-lane road for the northbound traffic next to the 
road for the southbound traffic, as is indicated by the red line in the figure. This causes an extra road 
passing Beukelsbrug underneath. In Figure 5-21 can be seen that there is enough space for this on 
the right side of the support posts.  

 

 
Figure 5-23: Aelbrechtsplein 

The next measure to improve the attractiveness of this route is improving the connection to 
Kleinpolderplein, shown in Figure 5-24. Currently, the traffic coming from the A13 has to take the last 
exit before Kleinpolderplein (Overschie), pass the traffic lights and cross the roundabout underneath, 
indicated by the red line. The traffic taking the route GDW/HGL has a big advantage here, since they 
can go straight from the A13 to Stadhouderviaduct, not hindered by any traffic lights or slow traffic. 
This route is indicated by the yellow line. 
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Figure 5-24: Connections to junction Kleinpolderplein 

For the traffic coming from the A13 a flyover could be constructed, so Stadhoudersviaduct is 
connected to Abraham van der Stolkweg and Aelbrechtskade. This can be (relatively) easily done for 
the southbound traffic. A flyover for the northbound traffic towards the A13 however would 
somehow have to cross the southbound stream of Stadhoudersviaduct. An option would be to ‘flip’ 
the entire viaduct so it connects the A13 to Abraham van der Stolkweg and Aelbrechtskade. Regular 
on and off ramps could then be created for the traffic towards and from Stadhoudersweg. The 
necessary adaptations are roughly sketched in red in Figure 5-25. 

 
Figure 5-25: Flipping Stadhoudersviaduct 
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This option seems quite complex, but for this alternative to work it is important to make the 
Aelbrechtskade-route more attractive then the route along GDW/HGL. As it will appear from the 
design of the tunnel at GDW/HGL, that corridor will still be attractive for municipal and regional 
traffic. This flip-option is therefore an important measure to make the Aelbrechtskade-route more 
attractive and is adapted in this alternative. 

Accompanying these infrastructure changes, traffic signs will indicate this route for traffic between 
the highway and Rochussenstraat or south of that. Measures on other locations are discussed in the 
next paragraph.  

5.7.3 Effects on Aelbrechtskade 

Liveability 

Local accessibility 
On average, the crossability for cars will decrease some 0% compared to the zero alternative where 
no crossing is possible. The parking accessibility will decrease only slightly. The parking locations will 
decrease in accessibility, see Table 5-72. 

Table 5-66 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  +0% 

Parking inaccessibility   +25% 

Severance  
The crossability for pedestrians and cyclists decreases and there is extra sight obstruction because of 
the extra amount of traffic flow, see Table 5-73. 

Table 5-67 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  +50% 

Sight obstruction +50% 

Parking facilities 
The parking spots remain where they are, so the effect on parking facilities is zero, see Table 5-74. 

Table 5-68 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area 0% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
The traffic safety stays the same, see Table 5-75. 

Table 5-69 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts 0% 

 
Emissions 
Due to the increasing of traffic intensity by 20-30% compared to the zero alternative, both the NOx as 
the PM10 rates increases proportionally, see Table 5-70. 
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Table 5-70 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity +20% 

Attractiveness 
The undefined area, available for green or other attractive design, consists of the tunnel covers. This 
contains approximately 750 m of 4 lane cover, coming down to 9000 m2. At parts of the tunnel where 
it is only one lane wide, or where no cover is applied, the trees can remain. This preserves 
approximately 75% of the trees. The overall attractiveness is therefore high, see Table 5-71. 

Table 5-71 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 9000 

Old trees 0% 

 

5.7.4 One lane Tunnel on GDW/HGL  
In this alternative one tunnel lane and one ground level road in each direction should suffice to 
accommodate all traffic. As appears from the figures in paragraph 3.2 visualising the traffic flows, the 
current maximum flow is approximately 1750 veh/hr in one direction, which will grow to some 1900 
veh/hr in 2020. Assuming the entire target group will take the Aelbrechtskade-route, according to 
the calculations in the previous paragraph the maximum flow is reduced to approximately 1300 
veh/hr in one direction. Later in this paragraph it will be verified that this is actually a realistic 
assumption. 

Traffic flow 
The travel time between Kleinpolderplein and Droogleever Fortuynplein through the tunnel traverse 
will remain approximately 5 minutes, see Figure 5-26, considering the traffic light at MLS is avoided 
but the traffic light at the exit at Stadhoudersviaduct is added. The upgrade of Aelbrechtskade will 
lead to a travel time of approximately 4 minutes. The route has practically the same length as the 
original GDW/HGL route and has one traffic light less. Moreover, the connection to 
Stadhoudersviaduct is improved. Hence at least a 90 % shift of the target group to the 
Aelbrechtskade route is expected, which comes down to some 1100 veh/hr over both directions in 
peak flows.  
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Figure 5-26, Intersections of the one lane tunnel. 

Street layout 
In this alternative the right lanes of the tunnel are used for on and off ramps. The first design choice 
hence concerns where to apply these. In principle this design gives the freedom to make an on or off 
ramp at any side street, except between Nieuwe Binnenweg and Mathenesserlaan, where the space 
only allows one or on off ramp.  

To accommodate inner city ring traffic, on and off ramps between HGL and Weena will be applied. 
Because of the currently present descending road between Rochussenstraat and Nieuwe Binnenweg, 
no on and off ramps are placed south of Nieuwe Binnenweg. Other than that, it is decided to create 
on and off ramps at all other possible locations. This will maximise accessibility (especially for 
municipal traffic) and has no expected negative effects, since the space is available anyway. The cross 
section is shown in Figure 5-27. 

 
Figure 5-27: Cross section tunnel passage 

On ground level, the current service roads are upgraded. The parking spots are positioned diagonally 
on the driving direction, so the hindrance of parking cars is minimised. This way the ground level road 
gets a somewhat larger function and the capacity increases to approximately 800 veh/hr (Hansen, 
2003). 

Traffic intensities 
The remaining peak flows at GDW/HGL reduce to a maximum of 1300 veh/hr per direction. This 
traffic will distribute among the tunnel and the ground level lane. Most traffic that goes from one 
side street to the next will stay on ground level; most traffic passing one or more side streets will 
take the tunnel traverse. Because traffic will balance out, 900 veh/hr in the tunnel lane and 400 on 
ground level would be a logical proportion. 
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5.7.5 Effects in corridor at HGL/GDW 

Liveability 

Local accessibility 
On average, the crossability for cars will increase some 5% compared to the zero alternative. At 
Mathenesserlaan, Nieuwe Binnenweg and Weena it will hardly change. At the crossing at MLS it will 
increase, since the main flow on GDW/HGL is crossed above, which will lead to a decrease in cycle 
time of approximately 30 seconds and a decrease of average waiting time of 15%.  

The parking accessibility will increase only slightly. The parking locations will stay about the same, 
but with an extra connection from the main road to Mathenesserlaan they become a little better 
accessible. Overall, the local accessibility improves around 5%, see Table 5-72. 

Table 5-72 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  +5% 

Parking inaccessibility   -5% 

Severance  
The crossability for pedestrians and cyclists improves greatly. From halfway HGL the time it takes to 
cross to the opposite side of the street reduces by about 75%. The same goes for a location on GDW, 
halfway between MLS and Mathenesserlaan. The sight obstruction by ground level decreases almost 
entirely, since only the service road traffic remains in sight. The overall severance decreases also with 
approximately 80%, see Table 5-73. 

Table 5-73 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -75% 

Sight obstruction -100% 

Parking facilities 
The parking spots remain where they are, so the effect on parking facilities is zero, see Table 5-74 

Table 5-74 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area 0% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
The traffic safety decreases slightly. The number of conflicts on intersections doesn’t change, but the 
number of weaving areas (at tunnel on and off ramps) increases with 8, one for each on or off ramp. 
However the average cycle time decreases with approximately 30%. Conclusively, the traffic safety 
decreases slightly, see Table 5-75. 

Table 5-75 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts +110% 
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Emissions 
Due to the reduction of traffic intensity by 30-40% compared to the zero alternative, both the NOx as 
the PM10 rates reduce proportionally. Emissions decrease thus by 30-40%, see Table 5-76. 

Table 5-76 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity -35% 

Attractiveness 
The undefined area, available for green or other attractive design, consists of the tunnel covers. This 
contains approximately 750 m of 4 lane cover, coming down to 9000 m2. At parts of the tunnel where 
it is only one lane wide, or where no cover is applied, the trees can remain. This preserves 
approximately 75% of the trees. The overall attractiveness is therefore high, see Table 5-77. 

Table 5-77 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 9000 

Old trees -25% 

5.7.6  Municipal accessibility 
The travel time for Rochussenstraat – Central Station will decrease from approximately 4 to 3 
minutes, because of the avoided traffic light at MLS. The travel times from Rochussenstraat to MLS, 
Mathenesserlaan and Nieuwe Binnenweg may decrease slightly, because the route takes the main 
road instead of the service road, but won’t change significantly. Conclusively, the municipal 
accessibility increases noticeably, see Table 5-78. 

Table 5-78 

Municipal accessibility 

Travel time 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena -25% 

  RCS <--> MLS 0% 

  RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan 0% 

  RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg 0% 

5.7.7 Regional accessibility 
The travel time for the connection Kleinpolderplein – South (Zuidplein) will reduce by 1 minute. The 
detour  has virtually the same length as the original GDW route and has one traffic light less. The 
travel time between North (Stadhoudersplein) and South (Zuidplein), along GDW/HGL, also 
decreases with 1 minute, because the traffic light at MLS is avoided. The same goes for the 
connection Vaanplein – North (Stadhoudersplein), see Table 5-79. 

Table 5-79 

Regional accessibility 

Travel time 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South -10% 

  North <--> South -8% 

  North <--> Vaanplein -6% 
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5.7.8 Construction disturbance 
There will be some construction disturbance on Aelbrechtskade. This regards mostly noise 
disturbance or adapted traffic situations, but won’t disable any traffic flows because of possible 
phasing. The adaptation to Stadhoudersviaduct also leads to some disturbance: the traffic function 
will be decreased, but not disabled. The under tunnelling of MLS however will disable all concerning 
traffic flows, both on GDW/HGL as in the crossing direction on MLS. Also the implementation of all 
on and off ramps causes quite some disturbance, both to the tunnel lane as to the ground level lane. 
This can however be phased per side, so some traffic function remains. 

5.7.9 Finance 
The costs of this alternative are quite large. Compared to the council variant, the adaptation at 
GDW/HGL will cost slightly more, some 170 million euro. But another source of costs is the 
transformation  of Aelbrechtskade. The upgrade to 2x2 lanes will cost some 30 million euro, the 
adaptation of Stadhoudersviaduct another 110 million. The overall costs hence amount to 310 
million euro, Table 5-80. 

Table 5-80 

Finance 

Costs 

Construction costs 310M 

5.7.10 Liveability elsewhere 

In this alternative the liveability at Aelbrechtskade will clearly decrease to some extent. The traffic 
increase of ca. 80% will lead to higher emissions, but this effect is limited due to the room it has to 
diffuse. Also the traffic safety will decrease somewhat because of the increase in traffic, sometimes 
in a narrow road. Furthermore, the parking facilities are diminished and the recreational quay side 
area is reduced, leading to a little smaller attractiveness. 

5.7.11 Municipal compliance 

This alternative complies well with the desired inner city ring road. GDW/HGL will form an attractive 
route for traffic from Weena to Rochussenstraat (or vice versa). No traffic lights are encountered in 
between, but only one lane is available in the tunnel. This alternative also answers to the wishes for 
extended tunnelling and an underpass underneath MLS. See Table 5-81.  

Table 5-81 

Municipal compliance 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 700 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) Y 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 
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5.7 Aelbrechtskade - City boulevard  
This alternative comprises the upgrade of Aelbrechtskade as described in the previous alternative, 
combined with a 2x2 lane ground level boulevard on GDW/HGL. For this alternative the same general 
analysis and design of Aelbrechtskade apply as described in the previous paragraph. In the 
description of this alternative thus only the design of the city boulevard on GDW/HGL is discussed in 
paragraph 5.7.1, followed by the expected effects in paragraph 5.7.2  

5.7.1 City boulevard 

Traffic flow 
In this alternative the whole tunnel traverse is filled up. Two lanes in each direction have to be fitted 
in. Two basic options are considered, all four lanes can be placed adjacently, or the two lanes can be 
located on each side with an area in between. It is decided to locate all lanes adjacently, because an 
area in between would be fairly inaccessible and limited in width, see figure Figure 5-28. 

 

 

Figure 5-28, Intersections city boulevard 

Street layout 
For the liveliness of the corridor, it is decided to have at least some parts where a wider area is 
created. This is done by meandering the boulevard, so the available areas are concentrated and 
hence larger than when they’re divided. These larger areas can be used as small parks, marketplaces 
or alike. Two places are selected for these areas: at HGL connecting to the sport fields on the corner 
with Beukelsdijk and on GDW at the site of the monument. At other locations the current position of 
the main road is maintained, to minimise construction costs and preserve the trees.  

Traffic intensities 
The travel time between Kleinpolderplein and Droogleever Fortuynplein across the boulevard at 
GDW/HGL will increase. One extra traffic light at the Stadhoudersviaduct exit and three additional 
traffic lights at GDW/HGL lead to a travel time of approximately 8 minutes. The upgraded 
Aelbrechtskade route will have a travel time of approximately 4 minutes. The route has practically 
the same length as the original GDW/HGL route and has one traffic light less. Moreover, the 
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connection to Stadhoudersviaduct is improved. This big difference in travel times will cause virtually 
the entire target group of 1200 veh/hr (in two directions) to shift to the Aelbrechtskade route. 

The remaining peak flows at GDW/HGL reduce to a maximum of 1200 veh/hr per direction, spread 
over two lanes of the city boulevard. 

Other aspect 
Next issue is the parking facilities. Normally, the service roads are left out of the design and 
consequently also the adjacent parking spots. To compensate for these approximately 220 spots, 
areas of around 20 parking spots are created on the right side of the road. These spots are diagonally 
placed, so the hindrance of parking cars is minimised. Furthermore, a small lane is constructed to 
lead the cars back onto the main road, as is shown in Figure 5-29. These areas occupy approximately 
60 x 8 meters each. Five of these areas are constructed on each side of the street. 

 
Figure 5-29: Layout parking areas 

The last design issue is the connection of side roads. Five streets have a traffic flow exceeding 200 
veh/hr and currently cross GDW/HGL. This concerns Weena, MLS, Mathenesserlaan, Nieuwe 
Binnenweg and Rochussenstraat. These are currently either signalled or different levelled 
intersections and will be signalled intersections in the design of this alternative. The other roads, 
currently connecting to the service roads, will be connected to the main road without signalling. 
These small traffic flows will have to yield to traffic on GDW/HGL. 

5.7.2 Effects  

5.7.12 Liveability 

Local accessibility 
The car crossability decreases with some 10%, compared to the zero alternative. At 
Mathenesserlaan, Nieuwe Binnenweg and Weena it becomes some 30 % lower. The entire flow on 
GDW/HGL (max 1100 veh/hr/direction) has to be crossed and not only the service roads (max 200 
veh/hr/direction), leading to a higher average waiting time of approximately 15 seconds. At the 
crossing at MLS, the ability to cross increases, since the flow on GDW/HGL drops from max. 1700 
veh/hr to max 1100 veh/hr. The average waiting time there hence decreases with approximately 10 
%.  The parking accessibility increases, since all parking spots are directly accessible from the main 
road. On average this makes a difference of around 20%. Overall the local accessibility increases with 
some 10%, seeTable 5-82. 

Table 5-82 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  -10% 

Parking inaccessibility   -10% 
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Severance 
The crossability for pedestrians and cyclists decreases some 10%, for the same reasons that hold for 
the car crossability. The sight obstruction by cars on ground level will decrease with the traffic 
intensity by some 30-40%. But the distance they spend on ground level is about 30% higher, so this 
cancels out. The overall severance experiences a slight increase of about 5%, seeTable 5-83. 

Table 5-83 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -10% 

Sight obstruction 0% 

Parking facilities 
The amount of parking spots remains about the same. Since they become a little more concentrated, 
the average distance from the doorstep increases a little, with some 50%. The overall parking 
facilities hence worsen somewhat, see Table 5-84. 

Table 5-84 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area 0% 

Proximity of parking spots -50% 

Traffic safety 
The number of conflicts on the main road increases a little, because of the connecting side streets 
and the parking lanes back onto the main road. Also the average cycle time rises, with some 10%. 
The cycle time at MLS decreases by ca. 10% because of the decrease of traffic. At Weena, Nieuwe 
Binnenweg and Mathenesserlaan this effect is counteracted by the same level intersections, leading 
to a 30% increase in cycle time. Furthermore, speed differences will be present because of the cars 
parking next to the right lane. Altogether, the traffic safety worsens considerably with 140%, see 
Table 5-85. 

Table 5-85 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts +140% 

Emissions 
Due to the reduction of traffic intensity by 30-40% compared to the zero alternative, both the NOx as 
the PM10 rates reduce proportionally. Emissions decrease thus by 30-40%, see Table 5-86. 

Table 5-86 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity -35% 

Attractiveness 
The additionally available space in this alternative basically amounts to the area of the removed 
service road and parking spots (1200 x 12 = 14400 m2), minus the area of the new  parking 
areas(10*60*8= 4800 m2). This comes down to 9600 m2 of freely available space. Concerning the 
trees, the meandering of the road leads to the removal of the trees on one side, on some sections of 
the road. This affects approximately 20% of the trees. Furthermore,  the parking areas could 
jeopardize the trees, but when they are built around them,  no more trees need to be removed. The 
attractiveness is therefore considered to be high, see Table 5-87. 
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Table 5-87 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 9600 

Old trees -20% 

5.7.13 Municipal accessibility 

The travel time for Rochussenstraat – Central Station will increase from approximately 4 to 6 
minutes, because of the two additional traffic lights. For the section Rochussenstraat – MLS, the two 
traffic lights enlarge the travel time with 2 minutes. The travel times from Rochussenstraat to 
Mathenesserlaan and Nieuwe Binnenweg may decrease slightly, because the route takes the main 
road instead of the service road, but won’t change significantly. Conclusively, the municipal 
accessibility decreases considerably, see Table 5-88. 

Table 5-88 

Municipal accessibility 

Travel time 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena +50% 

  RCS <--> MLS +67% 

  RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan 0% 

  RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg 0% 

5.7.14 Regional accessibility 

The travel time for the connection Kleinpolderplein – South (Zuidplein) will reduce by 1 minute, since 
the detour  has virtually the same length as the original GDW route and has one traffic light less. The 
travel time between North (Stadhoudersplein) and South (Zuidplein), along GDW/HGL, increases by 
approximately 3 minutes, because 3 additional traffic lights are encountered. The same goes for the 
connection Vaanplein – North (Stadhoudersplein), see Table 5-89. 

Table 5-89 

Regional accessibility 

Travel time 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South -10% 

  North <--> South +25% 

  North <--> Vaanplein +19% 

5.7.15 Construction disturbance 

There will be some construction disturbance on Aelbrechtskade. This regards mostly noise 
disturbance or adapted traffic situations, but won’t disable any traffic flows because of possible 
phasing. The adaptation to Stadhoudersviaduct also leads to some disturbance: the traffic function 
will be decreased, but not disabled. The filling up of the tunnel traverse will disable the traffic flow on 
GDW/HGL, but only for a limited time and with preservation of the function the service roads. Also 
the crossings with Mathenesserlaan, Nieuwe Binnenweg and Weena will be out of use for a limited 
amount of time. But compared to extending the tunnel, filling up takes less time, has a low risk of 
subsiding  and causes little noise disturbance. 

5.7.16 Finance 

The costs of filling up GDW/HGL and repaving it is estimated at 100 million euro. Together with the 
upgrade of Aelbrechtskade to 2x2 lanes 30 million and the adaptations to Stadhoudersviaduct,110  
million euro respectively, the total costs amount to 240 million euro, see Table 5-90 
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Table 5-90 

Finance 

Costs 

Construction costs 240M 

5.7.17 Liveability elsewhere 

In this alternative the liveability at Aelbrechtskade will clearly decrease to some extent. The traffic 
increase of ca. 80% will lead to higher emissions, but this effect is limited due to the room it has to 
diffuse. Also the traffic safety will decrease somewhat because of the increase in traffic, sometimes 
in a narrow road. Furthermore, the parking facilities are diminished and the recreational quay side 
area is reduced, leading to a little smaller attractiveness ,  

5.7.18 Municipal compliance 
This alternative complies well with the desired inner city ring road. GDW/HGL will form an attractive 
route for traffic from Weena to Rochussenstraat (or vice versa), but 3 signalled intersections are 
encountered in between. This alternative does not answer to the wish for extra under tunnelling, let 
go an underpass underneath MLS. See Table 5-91. 

Table 5-91 

Liveability elsewhere 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 1400 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) - 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

- 
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5.8 One way inner city ring road alternative 
The one way inner city ring road alternative originates from a collection of measures to reduce traffic 
intensity at HGL and GDW. One of these measures was the introduction of the inner city ring road 
only in one direction, see Figure 5-30. Because of the implementation of the one way inner city ring 
road it is expected that traffic intensities will drop enough to facilitate traffic by only three lanes. 
With only three lanes needed for through traffic, the fourth lane in the tunnel traverse can be used 
to facilitate off and/or on ramps from/towards Weena/Beukelsdijk, MLS and Mathenesserlaan. 

5.8.1 Description of one way street alternative 

Traffic flow 
In the original plan to implement a one way inner city ring road, the driving direction descends, 
namely counter clockwise. In a counter clockwise inner city ring road it will be easier for traffic 
coming from outside the ring road to enter and exit the ring road (no disturbance for through traffic 
turning left). Traffic from within the inner city ring road can turn on to the ring road at (controlled) 
intersections, see Figure 5-30. The driving direction on HGL and GDW will therefore be from north to 
south. To prevent rat runners, roads in the city centre have to be blocked for through traffic. 

In this alternative it is chosen to implement a one way inner city ring road with three through lanes in 
the tunnel traverse, but another way to be able to facilitate all through traffic with only three lanes is 
by implementing a one way direction at HGL/GDW only. This variant is not examined any further.  

 
Figure 5-30, intersections one way inner city ring. 

Street layout 
Beginning at the intersection with Weena/Beukelsdijk, traffic towards the south will be guided into 
the tunnel traverse with a new to build ramp at the east side(left) of the tunnel traverse, while 
through traffic from Statenweg drives on the west side (right) of the tunnel. As soon as the ramp 
reaches the bottom of the tunnel traverse, the tunnel traverse is covered until MLS. About one 
hundred metres after the joining of the two flows at the bottom of the tunnel traverse, an offramp 
develops at the west side (right) of the tunnel traverse towards MLS, while through traffic will 
underpass MLS at the left side. Above this off ramp no cover is present, see Figure 5-31.   
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Figure 5-31 View on connection Weena with HGL, an impression. 

After the underpass with the MLS, an on ramp at the west side (right) of the tunnel traverse guides 
traffic from the MLS down into the tunnel traverse. Again at the end of this on ramp the tunnel 
traverse is covered, this time for 250 meters until the beginning of the off ramp towards 
Mathenesserlaan, see Figure 5-32. Again this off ramp is located at the west side of the tunnel 
traverse and through traffic uses the three most left lanes to underpass Mathenesserlaan and 
Nieuwe Binnenweg. Hereafter the three lanes become four lanes and the road rises towards the 
intersection with Rochussenstraat.  

 
Figure 5-32 off ramp towards Nieuwe Binnenweg, an impression. 

Ground level 
Because of the on and off ramps into and out of the tunnel traverse, the intersections at 
Weena/Beukelsdijk, MLS and Mathenesserlaan are redesigned into four leg intersections with one or 
two on and/or off ramps and the two legs of the side road. The service roads keep their current lay-
out on both sides of the road, but are blocked by pollards to prevent through traffic from using these 
service roads. The service roads can be used by (through) cyclists and pedestrians in both directions. 
The exits and entrances of the service roads are relocated to MLS/Rochussenstraat and have a clear 
layout here marking the entrance/exit of a residential (cycle) street. 

The covers over HGL and GDW give opportunities for new walking and cycling paths and especially 
more green areas at ground level. As all through and most of municipal traffic will be in the tunnel 
traverse, intensities and therewith cycle times at intersections will drop.  
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Traffic intensities 
It is quite unclear what will happen with the traffic intensities at HGL and GDW in case of the 
implementation of a one way inner city ring. A simple road transportation model of the area shows 
that the total intensities at the through road of HGL/GDW can drop 10% to 35%. This means that in 
case traffic intensities in the driving direction stay the same, 30% to 80% of the other direction will 
keep using (another part of) the one way inner city ring. Traffic intensities at HGL/GDW will than be 
between 25000 and 35000 vehicles per day, including traffic at service roads. Traffic at service roads 
will only comprehend local traffic with intensities around 100 to 200 vehicles per day.  

5.9.1 Effects 

Local accessibility 
The car crossability of HGL/GDW at MLS will increase, as the MLS will be tunnelled for through traffic. 
Because of the on- and off ramps into the tunnel traverse, a 4 leg intersection remains without any 
through traffic. Cycle time can therefore be decreased by 30 seconds, resulting in a 30% reduction of 
the average waiting time at MLS, see Table 5-92. 

Table 5-92 
 Cycle time Green time HGL/GDW Green time MLS Waiting time 
Current 120 s 60 s 20 s 100 s 
One way street 90 s 30 s 20 s 70 s 
difference    -30% 

 

Travel times from Weena or Rochussenstraat to park your car at HGL/GDW increases with 80% 
because of the introduction of the one way street in HGL/GDW. As the service roads will reamin in 
both directions, travel times from Weena to HGL and from Rochussenstraat to GDW will remain 
equal, but especially traffic from Rochussenstraat that wants to park in HGL will have to take a huge 
detour, see Table 5-93. 

Table 5-93 
Parking Current One way alternative difference 
Rochussenstraat-GDW 1min 2min +100% 
Rochussenstraat-HGL 2min 8min +300% 
statentunnel-GDW 2min 1min -50% 
statentunnel-HGL 1min 1min 0% 

 
The criteria for the attractiveness are, see Table 5-94 

Table 5-94 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  -30% 

Parking inaccessibility   +80% 

Severance 
The crossability of HGL and GDW for pedestrians and cyclists will increase with about 70% as travel 
time from one side of the road to the other drops significantly with the development of the cover 
over HGL and GDW. The changes in the traffic situation at the MLS intersection also contribute to the 
increase of crossability, see Table 5-95. 

Table 5-95 
 Current One way alternative difference 
GDW crossing 4min <1min -75% 
HGL crossing 3min <1min -67% 
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Severance as a result of obstruction of sight by cars will drop with 90%. All regional traffic will 
disappear from ground level and only local and municipal traffic around intersections remain as will 
some local traffic at the service roads, see Table 5-96. 

Table 5-96 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  -75% 

Sight obstruction -100% 

 

Parking facilities 
The number of parking facilities will increase as the service roads can be elongated until the 
intersections at MLS and Rochussenstraat. This means around 24 extra parking spots, an increase of 
10%. The proximity of the parking facilities will not change, as the parking facilities are still in front of 
the houses, see Table 5-97 

Table 5-97 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area +10% 

Proximity of parking spots 0% 

Traffic safety 
Because of the tunnelling of MLS 2 permitted conflicts disappear. The elongation of the service roads 
takes away the permitted conflicts at the exits of the service roads at HGL/GDW but develops extra 
permitted conflicts at the intersections of MLS and Rochussenstraat. In total the number of 
permitted conflicts increases with 10%. Average waiting time/cycle time decreases as through traffic 
disappears from the intersection with MLS. Traffic safety at the service roads increases as no through 
traffic is present at these roads anymore. In the tunnel traverse traffic safety decreases; the one way 
direction does not change traffic safety, but the exchange of traffic around on and off ramps is 
dangerous, see Table 5-98. 

Table 5-98 

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts +14% 

Emissions 
As total intensity at HGL/GDW decreases with 10% to 35% in comparison with zero situation in 2020, 
total intensity is expected on average to drop slightly with 5% in comparison with the current 
situation. Also emissions are expected to drop with this number, see Table 5-99 

Table 5-99 

Emissions 

Traffic intensity -5% 

Attractiviness 
The covers over HGL/GDW will increase the area of open space that can be used for other purposes 
such as parks, extra walking and cycling facilities, etc. which will increase the attractiveness of the 
corridor.  The area of this extra open space will be around 6600 m2. Unfortunately the covering of 
HGL and GDW will also comprehend the removal of some of the old trees in the corridor, in this case 
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about 50% of the trees (all trees between Nieuwe Binnenweg and Mathenesserlaan and half 
between MLS and Weena and MLS and Mathenesserlaan), see Table 5-100 

Table 5-100 

Attractiveness 

additional free space 6600 

Old trees -50% 

 

5.8.2 Municipal accessibility 
The municipal accessibility will drop severely because of the introduction of the one way direction in 
HGL/GDW. For one direction travel times stay the same, but in the other direction travel time 
increases up to 4 times the travel time of the other direction. The average travel times between 
Rochussenstraat and central business district will rise on average from 4 to 6,5 minutes (+60%), 
between Rochussenstraat and MLS from 3 to 7,5 minutes (+150%). Travel time between 
Rochussenstraat and Mathenesserlaan/Nieuwe Binnenweg will rise from 2 minutes to 4 minutes, see 
Table 5-101 

Table 5-101 
 current One way alt. Difference 
rochussenstraat <--> Central district via weena 4 min 6,5min +63% 
rochussenstraat <--> Middellandstraat 3 min 7,5 min +150% 
rochussenstraat <--> mathenesserlaan 2 min 4 min +100% 
rochussenstraat <--> nieuwe binnenweg 2 min 4 min +100% 

 

The new travel times in the opposite direction might even increase more, as the detour roads might 
not be able to handle the extra traffic.   

5.8.3 Regional accessibility 
The same reasoning holds for the regional accessibility. Difference is that travel times in the direction 
of the one-way street will decrease, because of the tunnelling of the MLS. Traffic from the other side 
will have to make large detours, although not necessarily the ring road is used (the Aelbrechtskade is 
a good alternative in this case).  The current and new average travel times can be viewed and their 
difference (in %), see Table 5-102. 

Table 5-102 
 Current One way alt. Difference 
Kleinpolderplein<-->South 10 min 13,5 min +35% 
North <--> South 12 min 13,5 min +13% 
North <--> vaanplein 16 min 18 min +13% 

 

Again the new travel times might even increase more than 80% for the opposite direction due to 
congestion effects because of the increased intensities at other roads in the city and at highways.  

5.8.4 Disturbance during construction 
The construction of the covering will have a big influence on the current accessibility, especially at 
the service roads. The service roads will be blocked one after another, to bring the poles for the 
coverage in the ground. During construction one half of the tunnel traverse also has to be blocked 
and sometimes even completely for a longer period of time. Public transport will also be disrupted 
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especially by the tunnelling of MLS. The construction of the on and off ramps in the tunnel traverse 
will elongate the disruptions within the tunnel traverse and at the intersections.   

5.8.5 Finance 
Construction costs for this alternative will be somewhat higher than for the council variant as the 
whole HGL has to be brought below ground level and besides that several on and off ramps have to 
be build. Construction costs are estimated around €195 million. These costs are composed from the 
aspects in Table 5-103. 

Table 5-103 
Location Item Costs 
HGL and GDW On and off ramps €20 million 
 Tunneling MLS €100 million 
 Renovate service streets €50.000 
 Covering €50 million 
Rest of one way ring Two directions -> one direction €25 million 
Total  €195 million 

Adding a bandwidth of 30% will yield rough estimated costs for this project of around €250 million. 
Construction time will be around 1,5 year, especially because of the need for phased construction so 
to minimize the disruptions for road traffic. Risks are especially present during construction with the 
insertion of the poles and changes in ground water levels during construction. 

5.8.6 Liveability elsewhere 
The shift of traffic from the removed direction to other roads other than highways will cause larger 
intensities at these roads and therefore higher emissions and noise disturbances along these roads. 
Severance also increases a bit. The 10 to 35% that is disappearing from the inner city ring road (4000 
to 14000 vehicles per day) will distribute themselves over roads in the surroundings of the inner city 
ring road, but also partly on the highways. Only a small part of them will disappear from the network 
(other mode of transport). 

5.8.7 Compliance with municipal requirements 
The one way inner city ring road complies with the plans to develop an inner city ring road. 2 lanes 
with a total capacity of 1400 vehicles per hour can make the turn from Weena to HGL. The whole 
covering of HGL and GDW does not remain possible as the presence of the on and off ramps in the 
tunnel traverse do not allow total covering. The cover is not accessible everywhere as again the off 
ramps block accessibility of the cover from one side of the road. The MLS is tunnelled. See Table 
5-104. 

Table 5-104 

Municipal compliance 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena 1400 

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) Y 

  Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) N 

  
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

Y 

5.10 Summation effects 
The figures presented in the alternatives are summarized in Table 5-105. The alternatives are 
presented as the difference with the current situation. The absolute numbers are presented under 
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current. The liveability effects for the Aelbrachtskade are presented under Aelbrechtskade All other 
effects of the alternatives relate to the HGL and GDW. 

For the council alternative and the citizen alternative the difference between HGL and GDW are 
significant. The different figures of the council alternative and the citizen alternative for the HGL and 
GDW are therefore given.  The word qualitative means that the effects are described in the effects of 
the alternative but that no figures could be given. 

The emissions do not improve with the construction of a tunnel. At all tunnel alternatives the 
emissions will increase as traffic intensities increase. 
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Table 5-105: Table of effects for GDW/HGL and Aelbrachskade 
Curent Zero Zero + Counc Citizen Ween Long  Aelbr Ael+tu Ael+b One  

 Liveability (residents/passers-by) 
 Local accessibility 

Car crossability (s waiting time) 
50 s 0% 0% 0%/ 

-50%* 
-30%/ 
0%* 

-50% -30% 0% +5% -10% -30% 

    Parking inaccessibility (min travel time)  
15min 0% +20% 0%/ 

+60%* 
7%/ 
0%* 

+100% +20% -25% -5% -10% +80% 

 Severance 
Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists 
(travel time) 

2 min 0% 0% -75%/ 
0%* 

0%/ 
-75%* 

-75% -75% -50% -75% -10% -70% 

    
Sight obstruction 
(intensity(car/day)*length(km)) 

18600 +27% +27% -100%/ 
0%* 

0%/ 
-100%* 

-100% -100% -50% -100% 0% -100% 

 Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area (number) 
230 0% 0% +5%/ 

-13%* 
-13%/ 
0%* 

-5% +13% 0% 0% 0% +10% 

    Proximity of parking spots (distance)  
3 m 0% 0% +5%/ 

-15%* 
-25%/ 
0%* 

0% 0% -20% 0% -50% 0% 

 Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts (number) 
7 0% +30% 0%/ 

-30%* 
-14%/ 
0%* 

-30% -29% 0% +110% +140% +14% 

    Waiting time/cycle time (ratio) 

 Qualitative 

Differences in speed between traffic 

 Qualitative 

 Emissions 

Traffic intensity (vehicles/day) 
31000 +27% +27% +27%/ 

+27%* 
26%/26
%* 

+27% +11% +20% -35% -35% -5% 

 Attractiveness 

additional free space (cover, m2) 
0 m2 0 0 4800/ 

0* 
4000/20
00 

9600 9600 0 9000 9600 6600 

    Old trees (#) 
111 0% 0% -100%/ 

-80%* 
-100%/ 
-100%* 

-99% -100% 0% -25% -20% -50% 

 Municipal accessibility 
 Travel time 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena (min)*** 4 0% 0% -25% 0% -25% +63%  -25% +50% +63% 
    RCS <--> MLS (min)* 3 0% 0% +67% 0% +67% +83%  0% +67% +150% 
    RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan (min)*** 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% +100% 
    RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg (min)*** 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% +100% 
 Regional accessibility 

 Travel time 
Kleinpolderplein<-->South 10 0% -20% -10% -10% 0% -10%  -10% -10% +35% 

  North <--> South 12 0% -17% -8% -8% 0% -8%  -8% +25% +13% 
    North <--> Vaanplein 16 0% -13% -6% -6% 0% -6%  -6% +19% +13% 
 Disturbance during construction 

Disruptions in traffic flows  Qualitative 
 Finance 

Risks  Qualitative 
 Costs 

Construction costs (million euro) 0 0 0,06 145 200 230 200  310 240 250 
    maintenance costs  Qualitative 
    other costs  Qualitative 
 Liveability elsewhere 

Traffic intensities  Qualitative 
 Municipal compliance 
 Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena (veh/hour) 700 700 700 1400 700 1400 700  700 1400 1400 
 Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) N N N Y Y Y Y  Y N Y 
    Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) - - - Y Y Y Y  Y - N 

    
Cover less than 45 cm above ground 
level, accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) 

- - - Y Y Y Y  Y - Y 

*At Henegouwerlaan, ***RCS = Rochussenstraat 
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5.11 Recapitulation 
In this chapter the nine different alternatives, in various solution directions and resulting from the 
brainstorm and selection in chapter 4, were further elaborated. Additional analysis was given where 
necessary, the design choices were presented and the resulting traffic behaviour was described. 
From here the effects with respect to the criteria determined in paragraph 3.6 were determined. 
These effects were summarized per alternative in the previous paragraphs and fully discussed in the 
several appendices. The quantitative effects among them are briefly presented in Table 5-105. A 
tunnel is not beneficial for the emissions. 
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6. Evaluation of the alternatives 
In this chapter the alternatives’ effects are translated to scores on the criteria in paragraph 6.1, 
which results in a scorecard to compare the alternatives. With the means of this completed 
scorecard, combined with the stakeholders’ priorities as defined in paragraph 3.10 (stakeholders 
priorities), the favourability of the alternatives for different stakeholders is discussed in paragraph 
6.2 (alternatives vs. stakeholder priorities). A special focus herein is on the favourability of the 
alternatives for the municipality and to what extent the other stakeholders are opposed these 
alternatives. The chapter ends with a look in to the future and to what extent future developments 
will change the scorings on criteria and the favourability of the alternatives.  

6.1 Scorecard 
In this scorecard the score per criterion is presented on a 5 step scale: an alternative can score very 
negative (– –), negative (–), neutral (o), positive (+) or very positive (++) on each criterion. To convert 
the quantitative and qualitative effects in Table 5-105 (effect table, paragraph 5.10) to scores on the 
criteria, per criterion the effects of the different alternatives are compared. The zero alternative is 
used as a reference, but the scores for the zero alternative are not necessarily zero on all criteria. On 
the criteria costs and the construction disturbance for instance, the zero alternative won’t be 
outscored by other alternative and has the maximum score. On the other hand many liveability 
criteria are improved in all other alternatives, resulting in a negative score for the zero alternative.  

Local accessibility  
As can be seen in the zero alternative is given a neutral score on local accessibility. The Zero+ 
alternative receives a slightly negative score due to the worsened parking accessibility. The Long 
tunnel alternative is also slightly negative, because of a slight reduction in both car crossibility and 
parking accessibility. The Aelbrechtskade alternatives score better because of the increased parking 
accessibility; the tunnel alternative also results in slightly increased car crossability and receives a 
slightly positive score. At the Aelbrechtskade itself local accessibility decreases a bit.  The  Weena and 
One way alternatives are rated strongly negative, because of firm reductions in both the car 
crossibility as the parking accessibility.  In the Council alternative the situation at GDW remains 
equal, while local accessibility of HGL decreases a lot, while in the Citizen alternative the situation is 
vice versa, although local accessibility at GDW does not drop that hard.   
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Table 6-1: Scores on liveability criteria 

 

Zero alternative

Zero+ alternative

Council alternative

Citizens alternative

W
eena alternative

Long tunnel alternative

A
elbrechtskade + tunnel

 A
elbrecht + boulevard

O
ne w

ay inner city ring 

 
  

GDW/ 
HGL 

GDW/ 
HGL 

  
Cor.* 

/Ael 
Cor.* 

/Ael 
 

Local accessibility o - o/- - -/o - - - o/- +/- - - 

Severance - - o/++ ++/o ++ ++ ++/- - o/- - ++ 

Parking facilities o o +/- -/o - + o/o -/o + 

Traffic safety o o o/+ +/o ++ + -/o - -/o o 

Emissions -- - - - -/- - - -/- - - - - +/- +/- o 

Attractiveness - - +/- +/+ + + ++/o ++/o + 

* cor. = corridor 

Severance 
In Table 6-1 the Zero and Zero+ alternatives are given a slightly negative score on severance, because 
this is currently a problem and will improve in other alternatives. The Weena, Long tunnel, Aelbrecht 
+ tunnel and One way ring alternatives all score highly positive because of strong increases in 
pedestrian crossability and sight lines. The Aelbrecht + boulevard alternative does not gain sight 
lines, but does increase the crossability somewhat and receives a neutral score for the corridor. At 
Aelbrechtskade effects are very negative. In the Council alternative crossability and sight obstruction 
decrease at HGL, but remain constant at GDW, in the Citizen alternative the vice versa case occurs.  

Parking facilities 
The Zero, Zero+ and Aelbrecht tunnel alternatives have the same traffic facilities, which is valued 
neutral. The Long tunnel and the One way ring alternative have a higher number of parking spots and 
receive a positive score. The Council alternative has only a slight increase in parking spots, but 
accompanied by a higher proximity this also leads to a positive score for GDW, while some spots 
disappear at HGL. In the Citizen alternative the number of parking spots at GDW drops slightly. The 
Weena alternative has a decrease of parking spots and is therefore rated negative. This negative 
score also applies to the Aelbrecht + boulevard alternative, where the amount of parking spots 
hardly changes, but where the proximity substantially decreases. At Aelbrechtskade itself nothing 
changes with respect to the parking facilities 

Traffic safety 
In Table 6-1 the Zero alternative is rated neutral, because it is currently not one of the main problems 
and may improve or worsen in other alternatives. The Zero+ alternative brings along an increased 
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number of permitted conflicts, but with a decreased average cycle time this is nullified. The Council 
(at HGL), Citizen (at GDW), Weena and Long tunnel alternative all have a decrease in conflicts leading 
to a positive score, for the Weena alternative enhanced by decreased cycle times and separation of 
different speed traffic. The Aelbrechtkade alternatives have an increase in permitted conflicts, 
leading to negative score on traffic safety at the corridor, while the number of permitted conflicts at 
Aelbrechtskade remain constant. For the Aelbrecht boulevard alternative the negative score is even 
larger because of high speed differences around parking traffic. The One way ring alternative is 
valued neutral, since an increase of permitted conflicts and a decrease in average cycle times cancel 
each other out. 

Emissions 
The emissions are now a serious problem and the subcriteria is therefore considered very negative in 
the Zero alternative. The Zero+, Council, Citizens and Weena alternatives experience no significant 
traffic intensity change and thus also receive a very negative score. For the Long tunnel alternative, 
the negative is slightly less because of a lower traffic increase. The One way city ring will prevent 
traffic and emission growth and hence receives a neutral score. In the Aelbrechtskade alternatives 
the traffic intensities and emission will even reduce, resulting in a positive score.  

Attractiveness 
The attractiveness is currently quite far beneath potential, and is therefore considered negative in 
the Zero alternative, as seen in Table 6-1. The Zero+ alternative does not provide any new available 
area, nor changes the amount of trees and receives the same negative score. The Citizen (at GDW), 
Weena, Long tunnel and One way ring alternative all imply a large available area to be freely 
arranged, but are partly counteracted by the disappearance of most trees and receive a slight 
positive score. The same holds for the Council alternative, but with a smaller available area only at 
HGL. The Aelbrechtskade alternatives have a very high attractiveness for the corridor, because the 
available area is large and (almost) all trees are preserved. At the Aelbrechtskade itself attractiviness 
remains equal. 

Municipal accessibility  
As shown in Table 6-2, the municipal accessibility is considered neutral in the Zero alternative, since 
other alternatives can inflict both a decrease and an increase in travel times. In the Zero+ and Citizen 
alternative, the considered travel times do not change, resulting in neutral scores. The MLS 
underpass in the Council and Weena alternative benefits some travel times, but worsens others and 
has neutral net result. The omitted on and off ramps in the Long tunnel alternative lead to a smaller 
accessibility, as is the case for the Aelbrechtskade + boulevard alternative because of the additional 
signalled intersections. In the One way ring alternative the oppositely directed traffic suffers a big 
increase in travel times, leading to a very negative municipal accessibility. Only the Aelbrechtskade + 
tunnel alternative is rated positive, because a connection and an underpass at each side street result 
in lower travel times. 
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Table 6-2: Scores on other criteria 

 

Zero alternative

Zero+ alternative

Council alternative

Citizens alternative

W
eena alternative

Long tunnel alternative

A
elbrechtskade + tunnel

A
elbrechtskade + boulevard

O
ne w

ay inner city ring road

Municipal Accessibility o o o o o - + - - - 

Regional Accessibility o ++ + + o + + - - - 

Finance ++ ++ o - - - - - - o - 

Municipal compliance - - ++ o ++ o ++ + ++ 

Liveability elsewhere + o + o o - o o - - 

Disturbance during construction ++ ++ - o - - - - - - - - 

Regional accessibility 
The Zero alternative is assigned a neutral score, just as the Weena alternative, for which none of the 
considered travel times change. The green wave in the Zero+ alternative leads to a large reduction in 
travel times and a very positive rating. The Council, Citizen, Long tunnel and Aelbrechtskade +tunnel 
alternative here equally benefit from the MLS underpass and are valued positive. In the 
Aelbrechtskade + boulevard alternative the traffic from Kleinpolderplein benefits, but all traffic from 
north has a higher travel time, resulting in a negative score. With the One way ring alternative the 
travel times for opposed traffic increases so much that the score here is very negative.  

Finance 
The main aspect considered is the construction costs. These are obviously optimal for the Zero 
alternative and insignificant for the Zero+ alternative, both resulting in a very positive score. The 
Council alternative is the cheapest of all tunnel alternatives, but still bring along some 150 million 
euro, resulting in a neutral score. The Citizens, Long tunnel and One way alternative will all cost 
around 200 million euro and rate fairly negative. For the Weena and Aelbrechtskade +tunnel 
alternatives extra costs for respectively the Weena intersection and the Aelbrechtskade upgrade lead 
to a very negative score. The costs for the Aelbrechtskade + boulevard alternative are rather low 
compared to most tunnel alternatives, resulting in a negative rating. 

Municipal compliance 
The municipal desires imply that the Zero alternatives scores negative on this criterion, as can be 
seen in Table 6-2. The Zero+ alternative is also rated negative, since it does not answer to any of 
these demands. The Council, Weena, Aelbrechtskade + tunnel and One way ring alternatives comply 
very well and score very positive. The Citizen and Long tunnel alternative score neutral, since they do 
underpass MLS, but only connect HGL to Weena by the service roads. The Aelbrechtskade + 
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boulevard alternative does yield a good connection between HGL and Weena, but does not 
underpass MLS, resulting in a positive score.  

Liveability elsewhere 
In the Zero alternative, the liveability is considered positive, since it will not improve with other 
alternatives. The Citizen and Weena alternative do not significantly affect the surroundings and 
hence score also positive. The Zero+, Citizen and Weena alternatives score a little less, due to 
detouring traffic, leading to a neutral rating. The amount of detoured traffic for the Long tunnel 
alternative is larger, leading to a negative score. The One way city ring causes a large decrease in 
liveability elsewhere.  

Disturbance during construction 
Obviously, the Zero alternative scores optimally on this criterion, as is the case for the Zero+ 
alternative, which hardly brings along any disturbance. The Citizens alternative has the best score 
among the tunnel alternatives, since the only large construction site is the MLS intersection. The 
Council and Long tunnel will inflict some more disturbance, and have a slightly negative score. The 
same negative score applies to the Aelbrechtskade + boulevard alternative because of a limited 
disturbance, but over a large distance, combined with some disturbance at Aelbrechtskade. The 
Weena alternative causes major disturbance for the traffic flows on both Weena and HGL. The 
Aelbrechtskade + tunnel and the One way city ring alternatives have the regular tunnel disturbance, 
augmented by disturbance elsewhere, respectively at Aelbrachtskade and all throughout the city. 
The three last mentioned alternatives hence score very negative. 

The complete scorecard with the scores on all criteria for all alternatives is presented in Table 6-3.  
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Table 6-3: The complete scorecard 

  

Zero alternative

Zero+ alternative

Council alternative

Citizens alternative

W
eena alternative

Long tunnel alternative

A
elbrechtskade + tunnel

A
elbrechtskade + boulevard

O
ne w

ay inner city ring road

            

Liveability 
- - - - - - - - - o/- - - o/- o  + + + + + + +/- 

- - - 
+/- - - - + + 

  Local accessibility o - o/- - -/o - - - o/- +/- - - 

  Severance - - o/++ ++/o ++ ++ ++/- - o/- - ++ 

  Parking facilities o o +/- -/o - + o/o -/o + 

  Traffic safety o o o/+ +/o ++ + -/o - -/o o 

  Emissions -- - - - -/- - - -/- - - - - +/- +/- o 

  Attractiveness - - +/- +/+ + + ++/o ++/o + 

Municipal Accessibility  o o o o o - + - - - 

Regional Accessibility  o ++ + + o + + - - - 

Finance ++ ++ o - - - - - - o - 

Municipal compliance  - - ++ o ++ o ++ + ++ 

Liveability elsewhere  + o + o o - o o - - 

Disturbance during construction  ++ ++ - o - - - - - - - - 
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6.2 Stakeholders vs. Alternatives 
In paragraph 3.10 Table 3-14 was made representing the priorities given to criteria by the 
stakeholders. This representation is also shown in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-4 Stakeholders’ priorities 

 

In combination with the scorecard presented in the previous paragraph the most preferable 
alternatives per stakeholder can be identified using the method of lexicographic ordering. In this 
method it is assumed that the alternative that scores best on the most important criterion is 
preferred most by a stakeholder. First for all stakeholders except the municipality the different 
alternatives are considered (what are the best of them for the stakeholder, which ones the worst) 
and second the preferability of the alternatives for the municipality is considered, taking into account 
the disapprovals and approvals of the alternatives by the other stakeholders in paragraph 6.3.  

Residents (organisations) 
The first criterion for the residents is the liveability and second is the disturbance during 
construction. As there are different groups of residents depending on the location of their homes, 
the preferred alternatives are different.  

For the residents at HGL the best alternatives on liveability are the long tunnel, the one way inner 
city ring road and the Weena alternative. Taking the disturbance also into account, the long tunnel 
and the one way inner city ring road score best.  The alternatives that will probably not be accepted 
by this group of residents are the zero+ and council alternative, while no interference is also strongly 
debated.  
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For residents at GDW the scores are quite different. Therefore their preferred alternatives also differ. 
Looking at liveability again the long tunnel and the one way inner city ring road score well, but so do 
both Aelbrechtskade alternatives. Looking at disturbance also, the long tunnel and the 
Aelbrechtskade + tunnel seem best for these stakeholders. For these residents the zero+ alternative 
is not acceptable as is doing nothing (zero alternative). 

The residents at Aelbrechtskade even have a different point of view on the different alternatives. As 
the situation only changes in the two Aelbrechtskade alternatives, only an opinion on these two can 
be given. The residents at Aelbrechtskade will strongly oppose against these two alternatives.  

Pedestrians and cyclists 
These stakeholders have the same order in prioritized criteria as the residents, but only have an 
interest in the liveability in the whole corridor. Therefore their preferred alternatives are different 
from the ones here above. Looking at the average liveability scores for the whole corridor the long 
tunnel, both Aelbrechtskade and the one way inner city ring road alternatives score best. Taking also 
disturbance into account, the long tunnel and the Aelbrechtskade + boulevard score best. Doing 
nothing is no option, nor is the zero+, the council or the weena alternative.  

House owners 
The owners are most interested in an increase in value of their properties which can be reached with 
a better liveability for the residents of the houses and an increased municipal accessibility. Of the 
four alternatives with an improved liveability (both aelbrechtskade, long tunnel and one way inner 
city ring road alternatives), the Aelbrechtskade + tunnel gives the best results for these two criteria. 
Again the zero, zero+ and council alternative are not very attractive for this group.  

Businesses in problem area 
The local shops and catering businesses find it most important that liveability at HGL/GDW improves, 
followed by the municipal accessibility and the disturbance during construction. This combination 
results in a preference for both Aelbrechtskade alternatives, and the long tunnel. Again the zero, 
zero+ and council alternative are not preferred. 

Municipal and regional road traffic 
Municipal and regional traffic is most satisfied with a good regional accessibility, followed by a low 
disturbance during construction and municipal accessibility. The alternative that scores best on 
regional accessibility is the zero+ alternative, followed by the council, citizen, long tunnel and 
Aelbrechtskade + tunnel. Of these the zero+ alternative and the citizen score best on disturbance 
during construction. Municipal and regional road traffic is not served by the one way inner city ring 
road as regional municipality will drop significantly.  

Local road traffic 
For local road traffic municipal accessibility is the most important criterion. On this criterion the 
Aelbrechtskade + tunnel alternative scores best; zero, zero+ and most tunnelling alternatives (except 
for the long tunnel) score all second best. Looking at the second criterion for local road traffic 
(disturbance during construction), zero and zero+ score best, with the citizen alternative as third 
best.   
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Local road traffic likes the situation to stay as it is at the moment with a preference for the zero and 
the zero+ alternatives and the Aelbrechtskade+tunnel.  Also for local road traffic the one way inner 
city ring road is absolutely not preferred.  

District governments 
District governments also find the municipal accessibility very important. The Aelbrechtskade + 
tunnel, zero and zero+ and the three shorter tunnel alternatives are most preferred by them. As 
liveability is their second most important criterion (Aelbrechtskade+tunnel,  long tunnel and one way 
ring), the most preferred alternatives by the district governments is the Aelbrechtskade+tunnel are 
most preferred and somewhat lesser the Weena and citizen alternative.  

Interesting to see is that the district governments will also protest against the one way inner city ring 
road as well as against the zero, zero+ and council alternative.  

Stadsregio Rotterdam 
The Stadsregio also finds regional accessibility very important but the compliance with the municipal 
constraints is second most important. Of the five best alternatives on regional accessibility the 
council alternative and the Aelbrechtskade+tunnel score well on municipal compliance. On a distance 
the zero+ alternative follows. As the one way inner city ring road has a very negative score on 
regional accessibility, this alternative is not preferred by the Stadsregio. 

Province of South-Holland 
Regional accessibility is also the number one priority of the province of South-Holland, second on a 
distance is the liveability elsewhere. Within the best regional accessible alternatives (zero+, council, 
citizen, long tunnel and Aelbrechtskade + tunnel), the first three score also quite well on liveability 
elsewhere. In combination the zero+ alternative seems promising on both criteria.  The province of 
South-Holland would also strongly oppose against the one way inner city ring.  

Rijkswaterstaat 
Rijkswaterstaat finds regional accessibility very important. Although certain alternatives score 
evidently better on this criterion, the indicators of this criterion (travel times within the city) do not 
seem very important for Rijkswaterstaat.  

In Table 6-5 an overview of the preferences and depreferences of the stakeholders can be found. 

Table 6-5 Overview (de)preferred alternatives 
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Residents          

 HGL - - -  + +   + 

 GDW - -    + +   

 Aelbrechtskade       - -  

House owners - - -     +  
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Pedestrians &cyclists - - -  - +  +  

Businesses in area - -     + +  

Reg. and mun. traffic  +  +     - 

Local road traffic + +  +     - 

District governments       +   

Stadsregio Rotterdam   +    +  - 

Province of South-
Holland 

 +       - 

 

6.3 The preferred alternatives of the municipality of Rotterdam 
For the municipality the decision making is very complex. All criteria are of some importance and 
even the sixth most important criterion is of significant concern for the municipality.  Because of this 
it is checked which alternatives score best on average. Hereby no weighting is used or better said, all 
criteria are given the same weight. This results in the zero+, the council and the Aelbrechtskade + 
tunnel alternatives as favourable for the municipality.  The municipality would hardly oppose to the 
one way inner city ring alternative.  Looking at three preferred alternatives, some of these are 
strongly depreferred by other main stakeholders, which can be seen in Table 6-5.  
 
The zero+ alternative is strongly rejected by local parties, such as the residents and the businesses in 
the problem area. These stakeholders really want something to happen at HGL/GDW not only some 
small measures with relative small liveability effects as a result.   

The council alternative is also not very favourable for some local parties, but is supported by the 
Stadsregio. The Aelbrechtskade + tunnel does have the support from several stakeholders and is only 
depreffered by the residents at the Aelbrechtskade.  

6.4 A look towards 2040 
After the implementation of one of the alternatives, circumstances are bound to change resulting in 
different priorities of the criteria and different scoring of the alternatives on these criteria. Here 
under some expected developments on the longer run are mentioned and so are their effects on the 
criteria.  

In the long run the disturbance criterion is not important anymore. This aspect will not influence the 
outcomes not so much, only a few stakeholders find this important (second criterion) but this not so 
much influences their preferences or their de-preferences.  

One of the main assumptions in this project has been that the A4 Midden-Delfland will not be 
constructed for a while, nor is it certain that the A13/16 will be constructed. It can be expected 
though that these two roads will be build in the end. These two new routes will have a big influence 
on traffic intensities at HGL/GDW as less regional traffic is expected to take the route through the 
city.   
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This will result in better values for severance and traffic safety (more homogeneous traffic) but only 
for the alternatives in which regional traffic is on ground level at any point (in the corridor or even at 
Aelbrechtskade). Emissions are also expected to decrease because of this. 

Another development that will effect the emissions in general is the introduction and promotion of 
cleaner cars which are (partly or fully) electrically driven in the near future. Emissions are already 
dropping because of the introduction of emission reductive measures in/for cars and this trend is 
expected to continue in the future. A fast general introduction of electric vehicles would stimulate 
this decrease even further, by which the advantage on this criterion for the rerouting alternatives 
expires.  

6.5 Recap 
The effects of the alternatives are evaluated and the scorecard is filled in. Each criterion is evaluated 
to compare the result of the different alternatives. The difference is given between -- and ++. This 
has resulted in the score card with for each alternative an evaluation per criteria.  

This scorecard and the priorities of stakeholders determined in the analysis are used to describe the 
favourability of the different alternatives for each stakeholders with a focus on the municipality. The 
chapter ended with a short view into the future on what certain external developments will interfere 
with the criteria and the scores.  

It can be concluded that although the zero+ alternative is attractive for the municipality, this 
alternative is not accepted by most local stakeholders. The council alternative might seem promising 
from the point of view of the municipality, but liveability is not improved significantly compared to 
some other alternatives. The Aelbrechtskade + tunnel alternative therefore seems most promising. 
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7. Conclusions 
At HGL/GDW a field of tension is present between the liveability in this corridor and the accessibility 
for road traffic especially at municipal and regional level.  
 
In the decision making process that has been going on on this subject, the solution space has been 
very narrow and focussed mainly on alternatives in which the traverse was covered. The different 
consequences of the alternatives were not split by location; equity has not been taken into account.  
 
Liveability is a combination of several aspects. Liveability is a combination of traffic safety, parking 
facilities, local accessibility, severance, attractiveness, traffic noise and traffic emission and in which 
way those aspects are fulfilled to the expectations of the different stakeholders. 
 
The main stakeholders in this project are the municipality of Rotterdam, residential organisations, 
district governments, house owners and business in the problem area. The municipality of Rotterdam 
(and other governments) are more pleased with municipal accessibility and regional accessibility 
while the residential organisations, house owners and the business in the problem area more 
focused are on this liveability. 
 
Nine alternatives for the redesign of the HGL/GDW are presented. The alternatives can be subdivided 
in to three categories: alternatives with covering the existing and extended part of the tunnel 
traverse, alternatives with redirecting the traffic and the do nothing alternatives. 

The municipality favours amongst others taking only small measures or the council alternative, but 
both are opposed by most/a lot of local stakeholders. The Aelbrechtskade + tunnel alternative, in 
which traffic is redirected and the tunnel traverse redesigned with lower capacities is both favoured 
by the municipality as not opposed by most (local) stakeholders.  

In a small research on noise and emission consequences of covering a traverse, it was found that the 
covering of the tunnel traverse will not decrease emissions of harmful gasses and particle matter, a 
huge problem at HGL/GDW. Covering will increase noise hinder, but not significantly. Both the 
council and the citizen alternative will not increase liveability regarding these two criteria.  

The broader solution space used in this project resulted in alternatives that can improve liveability 
much more than the current alternatives do. Although these alternatives are more rigorous most of 
the time, the search for other alternatives than ‘just covering’ seems to be worthwile.  
 
The project at HGL/GDW remains a classical example of the dilemma between accessibility and 
liveability wishes for which a general solution might never be found.  
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8. Recommendations 
The problem definition at HGL/GDW should be the same for all stakeholders to choose and 
implement a fair alternative for all stakeholders. 

Political and sociological perspective measures that were outside our scope may have a far higher 
influence on liveability and should be researched. This mainly concentrates on the sex related shops, 
governmental boundaries and poor houses. 

In the decision making process about the alternatives the solution space has been very narrow and 
focussed mainly on alternatives in which the traverse was covered. In the future the municipality of 
Rotterdam should start with a research too all possible solutions. 

The budget of at least 150 million euro is high, about 250 euro per citizen of Rotterdam. Question 
remains whether the budget of these alternatives can be used more efficient in other projects. This 
should be overlooked. 

This report is a quick scan to present a broader range of alternatives. To make de decisive decision 
the different alternatives should be more worked out on the following aspect: the simulation of the 
alternatives with the Stadsregio Rotterdam RVMK2.2 model, traffic noise and pollution production 
tests, traffic safety research and predictions and a detailed description of the alternatives and the 
costs. 
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Appendices 

Appendix1- Traffic data 

Appendix2- Explanation of criteria 

Appendix3- Variant 1 and variant 2 



Appendix  1. Traffic data 

Traffic counts 

 

Flows
Weena Weena
Morning stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal Evening stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal

1 14 2 3 19 1 50 4 3 57
2 90 2 6 3 1 1 103 2 81 10 4 1 1 97
3 14 3 17 3 28 1 1 30
4 52 1 53 4 26 1 27
5 5 5 5 2 2
6 3 3 6 8 1 9
7 18 2 20 7 6 3 9
8 138 9 7 2 1 157 8 89 1 1 2 2 95
9 20 3 23 9 17 2 19
10 8 1 9 10 18 1 19
11 6 6 11 10 10
12 92 1 5 2 100 12 27 2 6 35

515 409

stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal
1 56 8 12 76 1 200 16 12 228
2 360 8 24 12 4 4 412 2 324 40 16 4 4 388
3 56 12 68 3 112 4 4 120
4 208 4 212 4 104 4 108
5 20 20 5 8 8
6 12 12 6 32 4 36
7 72 8 80 7 24 12 36
8 552 36 28 8 4 628 8 356 4 4 8 8 380
9 80 12 92 9 68 8 76
10 32 4 36 10 72 4 76
11 24 24 11 40 40
12 368 4 20 8 400 12 108 8 24 140

2060 1636

Measure (quarter)

Flow per hour

Measure (quarter)

Flow per hour



 

 

 

 

 

MLS MLS
Morning stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal Evening stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal

1 18 2 20 1 21 1 22
2 26 1 1 28 2 50 3 1 1 55
3 7 1 8 3 18 1 19
4 29 2 31 4 29 3 32
5 339 20 4 1 2 366 5 369 21 1 1 392
6 31 2 33 6 14 14
7 19 1 20 7 21 21
8 43 3 1 1 48 8 41 1 42
9 12 2 14 9 25 2 27
10 6 2 8 10 22 3 25
11 289 28 3 320 11 181 18 1 1 201
12 27 4 31 12 17 1 18

927 868

stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal
1 72 8 80 1 84 4 88
2 104 4 4 112 2 200 12 4 4 220
3 28 4 32 3 72 4 76
4 116 8 124 4 116 12 128
5 1356 80 16 4 8 1464 5 1476 84 4 4 1568
6 124 8 132 6 56 56
7 76 4 80 7 84 84
8 172 12 4 4 192 8 164 4 168
9 48 8 56 9 100 8 108
10 24 8 32 10 88 12 100
11 1156 112 12 1280 11 724 72 4 4 804
12 108 16 124 12 68 4 72

3708 3472

Measure (quarter)

Flow per hour

Measure (quarter)

Flow per hour



 

 

 

 

 

RCS Measure (quarter) RCS Measure (quarter)
Morning stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal Evening stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal

1 21 2 23 1 0
2 58 9 1 68 2 0
3 26 11 5 1 43 3 0
4 126 18 2 2 148 4 47 1 3 51
5 258 17 4 1 280 5 333 3 1 1 1 339
6 60 4 4 1 1 70 6 86 2 1 89
7 31 1 32 7 97 3 1 101
8 39 3 1 1 1 45 8 64 64
9 24 1 25 9 33 1 34
10 30 1 2 33 10 0
11 249 8 1 3 261 11 0
12 60 1 61 12 0

1089 678

stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal stroom auto busje bus vrw l. vrw motor totaal
1 84 8 92 1 0
2 232 36 4 272 2 0
3 104 44 20 4 172 3 0
4 504 72 8 8 592 4 188 4 12 204
5 1032 68 16 4 1120 5 1332 12 4 4 4 1356
6 240 16 16 4 4 280 6 344 8 4 356
7 124 4 128 7 388 12 4 404
8 156 12 4 4 4 180 8 256 256
9 96 4 100 9 132 4 136
10 120 4 8 132 10 0
11 996 32 4 12 1044 11 0
12 240 4 244 12 0

4356 2712

Flow per hour Flow per hour



 

Traffic interviews 

 

From / to Highway South Centrum
Highway 5 11 8

North 1 11 2
Centrum 4 2 1

At traffic lights MLS, heading north
From / to Highway North Centrum
Highway 0 0 3

South 12 5 9
Centrum 13 2 0

At traffic lights MLS, heading south

% Highway South Centrum
Highway 11% 24% 18%

North 2% 24% 4%
Centrum 9% 4% 2%

% Highway North Centrum
Highway 0% 0% 7%

South 27% 11% 20%
Centrum 30% 5% 0%

At traffic lights MLS, heading south

At traffic lights MLS, heading north



Stadsregio Rotterdam RVMK2.2 
  



  



Appendix 2. Explanation of criteria 
presented 
data 

unit of 
calculation Explanation remarks 

Liveability (residents/passers-by) 

Local accessibility 

Car crossability  % difference seconds 
(cycle time(s)-green phase 
time(s))/2   

    Parking inaccessibility       

RCS <--> GDW % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    RCS <--> HGL % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    Statentunnel <--> GDW % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    Statentunnel <--> HGL % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

Severance 

Crossability for pedestrians/cyclists  % difference Minutes travel time 
Where Traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    Sight obstruction % difference 
carkilometers 
per day intensity(car/day)*length(km) 

where intensity is measured at 
ground level 

Parking facilities 

Parking spots in problem area % difference Number parking spots along HGL/GDW   

    Proximity of parking spots % difference meters 
average distance from house to 
car   

Traffic safety 

Permitted conflicts % difference number 
conflicts of entrance/exit 
roads/lanes and at intersections  

    Waiting time/cycle time qualitative   
indication of traffic intensity less 
waiting is less illegal crossing   

Differences in speed between traffic Qualitative   
Separation of flows/ less 
difference in speed is better   

Emissions 

Traffic intensity % difference 
vehicles per 
day 

% traffic decrease = % emission 
decrease 

both underground and on ground 
level 

Attractiveness 

additional free space m2 square meter lanes x meters x 3m width/lane 
where meters only count if cover 
is possible 

    Old trees % difference number 
percentage of old trees with 
100% in current situation   

Municipal accessibility 

RCS <--> Hofplein via Weena % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    RCS <--> MLS % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    RCS <--> Mathenesserlaan % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    RCS <--> Nieuwe Binnenweg % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

Regional accessibility 

Kleinpolderplein<-->South % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

  North <--> South % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

    North <--> Vaanplein % difference minutes travel time 
Where traffic light waiting time is 
standardised to 1min 

Disturbance during construction 

Disruptions in traffic flows 

PT, road traffic, cyclists, pedestrians qualitative   

Which main streams are 
blocked? Can the construction 
of the project be phased?   

Finance 



Risk levels 

Risks Qualitative  What are the risks?   

Costs 

Construction costs costs million Euros segmented costs   

    maintenance costs qualitative   If possible in euro   

    other costs qualitative       

Liveability elsewhere 

Traffic intensities Qualitative  
Significant addition of traffic at 
other location   

Municipal compliance 

Inner city ring road 

capacity of HGL<--> Weena capacity 
vehicles per 
hour 1 lane is 700 vehicles/hour   

Tunnel traverse 

Tunnel intersection MLS (Y/N) binary Yes/no     

    Whole covering remaining possible (Y/N) binary Yes/no     

    
Cover less than 45 cm above ground level, 
accessible for pedestrians (Y/N) binary Yes/no 

no if cover is not accessible 
every 5 meters   

 

  



Appendix  3. Variant 1 and 2 
 



 


